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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Some years ago the author carried out a piece of 

research for an M. Ed. degree an 11conceT)t Formation in 

Relation to the Study of Landforms among Training College 

Stu, jerrits". (Hannams 1963- 1*1,, ) The line of approach 

adopted was a study based on InhGlder and Piaget's works 

"The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood to 

Adolescence", and under the direction of Dr, Lovell four 

of the physical science experiments from that work were 

used alongside a comparable experiment In reasoning in 

geographical fieldworko Analysis of the studentV 

thinking on this logical basis proved a useful tool for 

discriminating their relative ability to handle 1"-ndscape 

information in the fieldwork context, but it opened up many 

more questions than it answered* 

In the conclusion the following was vritteat 

"While It is not sufficient to analyse the 

subject matter of thought In, order to understand 

the process of thinking, the nature of the 

subject matter is relevanto In this topic, 

the subject matter forms part of an organised 

body of knowledge (physical geography), built 

up by professional thinkers, and is extensive, 

complex and not easily defined* For a student 

learning about this, a double integration is 

taking place. Considering the material itself, 

in the earlier stages, individual ideas about 

landscape features are being identified, put 
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into classesl matched up or distinguishedl for 

instance, the cross"section of a valley is recogaised 

and classified as being the V shape of a young 

river valley, or the U shape of a glaciated 

valleyo Gradually a body of information of 

increasing pomplexity may be built round these 

key ideas vh1ch form the nucleus of the conceptl and 

because of this structure. of the subject, 

already established by previous thinkers, It 

can be integrated Into this commoa stock of 
knowledge, communicable to others because of 

an established vocabulary. For the individual, 

the integration of his ova concept is also 

taking place, but. this is not merely an 

additive process as cognitive experience, both 

verbal, pictorial and direatt accumulates, 
but involves a series of transformations as 

new information is assimilated. " 
(Hannam. 1.2. ) 

The general conclusion arrived at from considering the 

evidence of students grappling with the problem of 

integrating their observational experience with structured 

information from the geographical discipline vas that not 

ewjugh time was normally devoted to the first observational 

task of matching up their existing ideas with landscapes 

and that therefore much exposition of theory fell on stony 

ground. This conclusion proved of personal value in 

guiding work with students but left unresbived a number of 

things. The first was that this all reforred to a very 

limited type Of population, so that inference of its relevance 
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to school age populations, though obvious, had no backing 

of evidence. The second was that the logical analysis did 

not take into, account, sufficiently the nAture of the 

information being dealt with and the various forms in which 

it was being received, iýej by direct perceptual experience 

of landscape, through recall of earlier experience, and 

by social transmission of learned concepts in the classroom, 

The third was the need to locate some other system of analysis, 

which like the Piagetian type, facilitated the holding 

together of complex elements in a situationl. but took into 

consideration the non-logical as well as the logical in a 

positive sense, and that dealt with the history of the 

information and the means of Its communication to the 

individual* 

The personal urge to do something constructive about 
this might have remained submerged under the pressure of 

work engendered by college expansion if it had not been 

re-enforeed by the realisation that current developments 

in geographical teaching revealed an urgent need for this 

sort of background investigation. If these were only straws 

in the wind in 1965 when the present study was first planned, 

they have crystallised into a "new geography" by the present 

time (1969). But it is not so much the "new geography" by 

itself but the need to'evaluate it in comparisbn with progress 

on more traditional lines that is the crucial natter. At 

one end of the spectrum lies the move towards the use of 

quantitative techniques, and the deliberate use of mathe- 

matical and conceptual abstract models to dea. 3. with the 

, - 
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"information explosion" in geography. The reactions to 

this emerge in the results of a questionnaire enquiry by 

the relevant Standing Co=ittee of the Geographical 

Association: 

"Such completely opposed reactions, so 

violently and vehomently at variance with each 

other, suggest a dichotomy in the subject and 

amongst its teaching practitioners which we 

would do well to take seriously.... " 

****, *&"This negative fear (i,, e. ' that the need 

for "numeracy" would put off prospective 

geographers) was often complemented by the 

positive argument that it was the "general 

awareness of . the world" which attracted pupils 

and which was, indeedq the most valuable 

element at school, an argument expressed 

in terms that "real examples rather tlýan models 

are of greater relevance at school level". 

Those expressing this attitude suggested that there 

was an element of incompatibility between 

"descriptive and interpretative geography" 

and "dathematical geography" rather than 

that the latter simply provided. a means and 

a system of concepts by which the former 

could be carried out more effectivelY"o 
(Gregory, 1969.1-3-) 

The feeling for the importance of "real Geography", 

relatedýto the strong traditional strand in geographical 
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thought emphasizing the uniqueness of particular places,, 

which is at the other and of the spectrum, is brought out 

here. This is not "old-fashioned" geography but has its 

own important contemporary progression in the increasing 

use of detailed sample studies of real people in real 

places. The campaign for the greater use of sample studies 

In place of too much regional generalisation gathered 

strength In the 1950's, and has had increasing influence 

in published textbooks In the 1960ts. 

Another even more "real geography" is evident in 

fieldwork. There has been a proliferation of textbooks 

giving examples of field studies and advice on methods and 

techniques; fieldwork has of course received much lipservice 

for several decades but despite the excellent work done in 

many schools-there are still others where little Is carried 

on. Geography's "conventional wisdom" sets against the 

Academic armchair geographer the True Geographer, "an 

energetic figure In anorak and rucksackff (Storm, 1966.1.4. ) 

The problems of marrying the experience of the Geographer 

to the abstractions of the Academic are implicit in the 

conflict of Ideas revealed by the questionnaire already 

referred to, and the caricatured figures point to the need 

for systematized analysis such as has been attempted here. 

In his article Storm writes of field studies that 

"they are essentially illustrative; translating 

purely mental concepts like smorainel or 

'marginal farm' Into, visual experiences". (op. cit. 1.5-) 

Sometimes field study is essentially illustrative, of 

features or techniques, but this Is to put it ! after the 
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exposition of the conceptland it has already been stated 

above that the previous research project suggested that 

this might be putting the cart before the horse in some 

respects. 

As Gregory hints in the last phrase of the quotation 

from his report on the questionnaire there should be no 

incompatibility between "real geography" and a "system of 

concepts". In fact there is a long tradition of the 

employment of a particular system of concepts in school 

geography, i. e. that of the regional organisation of 

geographical information. Along with this goes the concept 

of geography as essentially a synthesizing subject. -:; - and 

there is a fear that use of other concepts geared to analysis 

rather than to synthesis and often drawn in from other 

disciplines may result in fragmentation of the discipline 

of geography itself. 

Looking for a schema vhIch could serve to integrate 

the nature of the'geographical discipline vith the learning 

processes of the individual, the author recalled that in 

attempting to organise the first research projecton the 

students' concepts she had made profitable use of the matrix 

presented by Professor Patrick Meredith in an article 

entitled "Mapping of Meanings", (Meredith2 1959.1.6. ) and 

therefore turned to the development of his'Topic Analysis". 

Four basic elements of the problem of studyinglandforms 

were discriminated by this systems 

1. The actual landforms on the earth's surface, e,, g,, cuestaj 

normal river valleyl glaciated valldy. 

2. Perception of topological relations . slope facets, and 

breaks of slope. 
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3. The recall of earlier perceptss the present percept 

being incorporated in the concept$ perhaps modifying Ito 

4, The use of schemata, from crude definitions to sophisticated 

terms, to represent the phenomena* 

This is set out In the context of fieldwork and of 

physical geography but as the plans developed the scope 

was enlarged to include human geography and the specific 

fieldwork. context was abandoned though it still remained 

highly relevant* At that time although Epistemic theory 

was clearly relevant to the further investigation of 

this : interlocking of disciplinary learnings perception and 

conceptual growth, it was not clear At that time whether it 

would yieldof itself an analytical system which could be 

applied, or whether it would point the way to the devising 

of such a system. However the development of Professor 

Meredith's Orthochoric and Mathetic analysis opened up 

far more possibilities than were envisaged at tho start, 

and the system has been used in two ways: - 

1. for static explication by display of various 

aspects of geographical concepts and their 

development in the discipline, and to show 

a comparable pattern for the development of 

the individual's schemata* 

2. for dynamic analysis of the trains of thought 

of subjects (ranging from 7 to 39 years of age) 

who were required to make use of their concepts 

In imaginative building of a landscape of their 

., own conception. 

Finally, the dynamic analysis, having been first used 

descriptively In presenting the thought patteras of a 
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randomly sampled population,, has been considered to see 

whether it might serve Prescriptively as a planning tool 

for teaching situationss or at least as a test for teaching 

plans to estimate their likely achievement of their objectives 

as far as their internal consistency is concerned* 

As the work moved on to the practical phase of testing 

and analysis the problem arose that Professor Meredith's 

own Ideas continued to develop, but that practical application 

demanded a finalisatibn of the form of the analysis. The 

possibilities of application of the Orthochoric system 

appeared very wide, however, and in any case selection 

would have to be made Nothing of the essential framework 

has been lost id developing this particular application; 

the basic semantic aspects-have remained firml and It is 

hoped that it has been. made clear when the geographical 

context and 1"ohle particular type of test have affected the 

interpretation of the system. The notation and colour code 

used were finalised in 1968t therefore the colour code 

does not coincide with that Introduced in 1969 for 

Orthochoric presentations, and the twenty-six capital 

letters have been used, but no small letters* 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF SELECTED RESEARCH INTO GEOGRAPHI 

CONCEPTUAL LEARTTING 

Specific reference to concepts In titles of theses - 

and articles is exceptioml until 1959, although of course 

there is implicit reference to them in much research and 

experiment previous to that date. Indeed up to the present 

time American literature on geographical education makes 

specific mention of concepts to a much greater extent than 

does the British literature. This is partly a reflection, 

of the different position of geography in the school 

curriculum: whereas here it has been a defined and recognised 

subject for decades, in the United States it has been 

submerged in SocLal Studies and In order to Identify the 

geographionl pattern in that matrix more attention has been 

paid to identifying conappts'. which here are taken for 

granted* At a higher academic level also American pub- 

lications on the methodology and philopophy of the subject 

are more-numerous and this greater habit of introspection 

in the discipline is reflected at the school teaching level. 

British research, has been reviewed twice in "Geography" 

in the last twenty years. The first review was by Scarfe 

in 1949. (Scarfe. II. I. ) The general character of research 

up to that date is reflected In his categories; he divided 

the research into two classes of topics, (a) classroom 

techniques, and (b) specific geographical ; Lbilities-and 

gehlevementsl and children's attitudes and interests* 
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He co=entst 

"The recent emphasis on research into the 

attitude of children towards geography is a 

reflection of the new approach to education 

vhIch concerns itself more with children's 

thoughts and emotions. than with providing 

facts to be learned and knowledge to be 

stored"* 
(op. cito 11.20 

The implicit conceptual element in the research. is recognised 
II 

as a thorny problem* 

"The matter selected for treatment in school 

has undergone progressive change during this 

century..... Because of these changes in our general 

concept of what should be the content and 

function of school Ceography, it has been' 

very difficult for research workers at any 

period to be sure they were in fact testing the 

contemporary viev of the sub eat". iopocito 
11*3*) 

although he has offered a likely contemporary viev himself, 

"The purpose of school geography now seems to 

focus largely on directing attention to the 

ways in vhich place influences 'the work and 

outlook of people" 
(op. cit. 11.4. ) 

But in the next year Long in her thesis vas suggesting a 

less Deterministic aspect of the point of ViO'w Of children's 

interests, 
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"how people respond to and utilise their 

environment" 
(Long, H,, 1950,11*59) 

The research into the abilities required in geographical 

learning by Heywood (1938) (11*16*) and by Daniel (1936)(11400 

on relational thinking came nearest to the question of the 

mental handling of concepts, but while they were suggestive 

with regard to the part played by verbal and spatial 

abilities In*using verbal and map information in the 

contemporary school geography context, the factor analysis 

format limits their relevance to, the present study; 

The second review was undertaken by Long in 1964. (11.8. ) 

She classifies research under five headings, (1) Techniques 

of teachingy (2) Comprehension and testing, (3) Interests 

and Attitudes, (4) International Understanding, (5) Historicalo' 

Matters relevant to conceptual thinking arise In some works 

In all these categories, though more specifically unaer (2), 

She comments. ) 

"As Scarfe noted in 1949, all too often, 

when psychological factors are being in, ýestigatedj 

geography becomes a more instrument for 

psychological research", 
(Op. cit. 11.9. ) 

This is perhaps partly a problem of thesis presentationj 

whers time and energy must be expended in clarifying methods 

of procedure and analysis, but it highlights a problem or 

the effective communication of research results to the 

teacher. Since 1964, in some circles at least, the climate 

of geographical opinion has softened somewhat towards 
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psychological Investigationg especially of cognitive 

development, This is to anticipate, however, as current 

experiments in teaching method based on Bruner's ideas 

will be discussed more relevantly later oh. The validity 

of the comment quoted above however is evident when reading 

some theses (the author's own M. Ed. thesis being no exception). 

Attention will be focussed first of all on those 

theses containing the word "concept" in the title. Long 

lists four, Prior (1959), Vass (1960. ), Hogan. (1962) and 

Iffannam (1963)- 

Prior's study, "The Place of Maps in the Juntor-School, 

a study of the Junior school2hlldts-understandil]vp-of--MaPs 

to relation to spatial conceRts" (Prior, 1959* 11,110) 

was based on Piaget and Inhelderfs test of plan drawing. 

A, model village lay-out was used and the children were 

required to draw a plan or this. They also had to locate a 

number of local features on a plan of their own school 

localityl and were asked to name tovns on a map of England. 

Besults were correlated with chronological and mental age; 

they were not conclusive except that little "success" (what- 

ever that might mean) might be expected before the 

chronological and mental age of 10, when there was "readiness 

to understand and begin to Interpret maps"* Wallacol' 

commenting on this study in a psychological context, says 

Prior 

"did not adopt the logical conclusion from 

this finding that the study of maps should 

be o=itted altogether in the junior school" 
(Wall4c. ell-9-65. I1,11-) 
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Caution engendered by actual teaching experience led Prior 

jaot to adopt this logical conclusion. This thesis vas 
looked at particularly carefully in view of the intention 

to use a model. in this study as a basis for interviewing# 

This scrutiny suggested that In the particular task a 
dominant part was played by the. recall of physical experience 

an: l the matching of the mental map of the locality with the 

local documentary map in one case, and in the other to 

recall map experience and to match it with the documentary 

map of Britain. With the models there was involved the 

manupulative skill required to draw the representation of, 
the model, a "spatial skill" requiring visual judgments. 

Categorisation in terms of npatial conception. limited what 

was drawn out of these situations, just as logical categories 
limited Hannam's landform study. Thereforo with regard 

to the villaes M3del there was no indication whether it was 

significant that the Items to be represented were churches, 

villagesl rivers, ate. As Wallace remarks, the group method 

of presentation also limits the data, reduoing its "qualitative 

richness". This makes it less useful than had been hoped for 

comparison with the individual Interview material gathered 

In the present study where quality of concept rather than 

skill in representation dominates interpretation of the 

results. 

The study of Vass, (1960.11,12. ) "An-Investigation, 

Into the Develoment of a Concept of Physical-aeogi-aph-vll 

suggests more direct relevance to quality of specifically 

geographical concepts. Its expressed purpose was to probe 

behind the superficial usage of common geographical terms. 

However there is little detailed analysis of what is Implied 
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by a "concept of physical geography", except for stating 

that "simple" concepts are not so simple and may have 

different meaning for the child as opposed to the adult. 

A number of concepts, some landforms, some vegetational - 

and climatic, vare selected, i. e., 

mountains 
river basin 
forest 
desert 
climate 
plains 

glaciers 
oceans 
relief 
volcanoes 
soils 

Ile gives a more explicit analysis of the concept 'soil', 

referring to "an element of subjectivit-y" in what is included 

in the personal version, for instance in giving its depth, 

and he cites some other specifically geographical terms 

vhich would be involved in the full understanding of the 

concept. The group test given required the picking out of 

relevant terms in a list of words for each concept, which 

seems to confine the Information gained to the word association 

content of the subjects' concepts. More ýnteresting Is 

the material from individual interviews requiring answers 

on short passages relevant to physical geography, but an 

attempt to analyse these in terms of Piagot's seventeen 

types of causal relation was abandonned, though they were 

graded on his own rive-point scale for grasp of the 

principles involved. There is very little discussion of 

any relevance to the teaching of the subject. 

These two, and the author's earlier study7 como under 

Long's category (2) "Comprehension and Testing"; the fourth 

thesis, that of Hagan (1962.11,13-) is 'historical, ) "The 

F, vt)jutIpn of the Regional Concept and its-Influence-on the 

tegehimt ofnsoapraphy_ln schools". This gives a thorough 
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and comprehensive survey of the phases of development this 

conceptv whose continuing Influence has already been remarked 

on. She brings out the strong influence of Herbertson whose 

paper read in 19C4 (Herbertson, 1904.11.14. ) launched the 

"now geography" of his time; as, a writer of textbooks he 

had enormous Influencel but as Hogan says, the Unfortunate 

crystallisation of his generalisations in these textbooks 

lent itself to rote learning, and textbooks still appear 

which are dominated by the stereotyped sequence, Position, 

Relief, Climate, Vegetation, etc, Although, as she points 

out, even in the inter-war years the Srowtb of interest in 

smaller regions and the synthesis of human and physical 

interactions within them vas already appearing, most schools 

were still using the stereotype sequence, though some were 

more enlightenedl and a small proportion, mainly Modern 

Schools, were using a thematic approach and sample studies. Q0 
The immediate postwar period saw a trend towards "social 

studies", but this dropped off because of its lack of 

coherence. The simultaneous trend towards field vork brought 

with it a complementary trend towards core detailed work 

indoors, and there was a swing back towards regional geography 

in which the sample study was prominent. This Hogan sees as 

"teaching the geography of geographers" in school, I. e. "the 

study of small areas as particular examples of roGional 

synthesis". 

For contemporary considerations the interest of this 

survey lies in the fact that the present population of 

geography teachers will contain people whose own "regional 

concept" crystallised somewhere In this progression, 

depending on their age and their efforts or lack of effort, 
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to become aware of and to absorb changing ideas in their 

profession, and this no doubt plays its part in the 

"reactions, so violently and vehemently at variance with 

each other" to the questionnaire referred to on p. 4 above. 

it presents an element of the framework in which individual 

conceptual development is taking place. 

Other theses not having the vord "concept" in the title 

do of course deal with concepts, explicitly or implicitly, 

and without analysis of conceptual thinking. The most 

relevant are now reviewed for the type of concepts which 

appear normally accepted as part, and parcel of geographical 

learning. 

The earliest of these to be considered here is that 

of J. L. Oliver (1948,11.15. ). "An Investigation Into 

the-efficacy of outdoor work in impr2ling the attaInMent 

of training-college students in, and-their attitude-towards, 

the subject of-geography. " Despite his conclusion that 

"outdoor work in geography has a more immediate effect on 

conation than cognition", In the organisation of the study 

there is a careful and systematic identification of the 

concepts which the field trips mikht serve to enrich or to 

introduce to the students. Moreover there is a distinction 

of two classes of concepts or rather, as he gives it, a 

distinction betveen, geographical conceRts and geographical 

principles,. The distinction appears to be based on the use 

of the concept in the i=ediate fieldwork context, and the 

generalised principle, e. g. the conce]2t of "the port as the 

gatewaY to the %iorld" (on a visit to the Port of London), 

as part of the general-principle of the influence of site and 
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situation. Processes of erosion and deposition, and 

limestone phenomena as concepts are distinguished from the 

principle of the physical causes of scenery, Sometimes 

the distinction is less easily expressed; "the Idea of the 

community" appears listed as a concept, while parallel to 

it "the idea of the community in relation to tradition and 

planning" appears as a principle; it is evident however 

that the "concept" here Implies its identification from 

evidence on the field trip and in associated work, while 

the "Principle" represents the preservation and enrichment 

of the conappt which should be stored by the individual for 

future use* Oliver concludes that "excursions should be 

planned to introduce conappts first and principles later", 

One suspects that he is really trying to express what 

Hannam was trying to exprei3s in concluding that observational 

experience of landscape should precede theoretical exposition 

of concepts of a higher qrder than those already attained. 

The. main contribution of this study was seen by Oliver 

himself as the construction of the battery of testsl using 

words, maps and pictureal thus bringing the aspect of the 

documentary Presentation of the concepts into the foreground. 

next we come to Long's thesis, "An. investigation Into 

the relationship -between 
Interest in and know1gdar, of school 

reography by means of a-series of attitude tests", (1950,1 11.16) 

However much "knowledge" may be expressed in terms of "facts" 

and "principles", ve may assume that we are in fact dealing 

with "concepts",., In this study the general framework into 

which "knowledge" is putl. (taking geography on a regional 

basis as 1ýeing concerned with the synthesis of the relations 
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of the three elementsj Place, Man, Work), is divided up 

into five major concepts, I. e* Location2 DascrliDtlon. 

Activities, Reasons, Relationships. The organisation of the 

tests themselves expressed these significantly through the 

use of the words, "what'll "how", "where" and "why", 

distinguishing the relational thinking about the concepts 

embedded In the factual information provided, "Where", "What" 

and 1111ow" appeared of more interest than "why (which is 

Interpreted as Identifying relational thinking). This large 

scale study (of 41000 children) suggested that there was a 
tendency for greater interest to follow from greater 
knowledge than vice versa. The particular lack of interest 

in topics presented abstractly, i. e. in climate and vegetation 

identifies a problem for which later Piagetian studies in 

logical thought might provide useful answers* 

Because of their proressional association as co-authors 

of a recent book (Long and Roberson. 1966.11,170 on the 

teaching of the subject It is convenient to move on, from 

Long's research to that of Roberson: (1961, IIvla). 

"An Enquiry into the degree-of understanding and-appreciation 

of -geoimaphy reached by children aF! ed 14-15 years -in 
the 

last years of attendance in school. " This emphasised factual 

knowledge vithout analysis of constituent concepts, although 

he comments on the use of the term "concept" by American 

psychologists. Because of the amount of infomation he 

obtained from the teachers of these children, we can easily 

sample some commonly-Rresented concepts of school geography, 

e. ge "tidal river"l "crop-growing", "the North", llstapDe food", 
"scanty population", "reclaimed land", "transhumance",, 
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"routes"* "capital city". These were selected from the 

sample examination questions which Roberson asked the teachers 

to produce, His interviews with children dealt vith 

landformEconcepts and human activities through picture and 

sketchmap presentation. His conclusions from the interviews 

will be zeferred to later on when discussing responses in 

the present study. 

An Interesting piece of large-scale co-operative 

research was the investigation of children's reactions to 

geographical pictures carried out by the Training College 

Section of the Geographical Association (Long, 1953o 11-19-). 

"Concepts" appear in this in so far as features of the 

landscape were identified by children in verbal terms 

which could Identify the objects of their perception to the 

testers. It is particularly Interesting because there is no 

specific verbal prompt except in the directions to study the 

pictures. The individual child's concept must be sufficicntly 

clear to be employable in perception and communication of 

that perception* In her report in "Geography" on the 

earlier phase of the research, with 10-year olds, Long 

co=ents on the childreals attention to detail, rather than 

seeing the picture as a whole and notes that 

"much detail of physical geography escapes the 

eye of the 10-year-old, either not seen, not 

recognisedl not understood, not recorded, or not 

regarded as worthy of co=ont, e. g. less than 

10% co=ented on apparently obvious features 

like bonds In the river". 
(op. cit. 'ý 11.20) 
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In the report of the second phase, she says that, 

"It would appear that as much as one-fifth 

of geographical significance. escape the record 

and probably the eye - of even the most 

observant sixteen-year-old,.... #ff 
"It does not appear that the eye of the 

child sweepsl as. does that of the geographer, 

to the 400-ft, platform of the Polper; o 

picture, or to the raised beach of Sheldaig. 11 
(op. alt. 11.21) 

The Polperro picture also Included a valley, deep and 

central to the picture, but only about a third of the 

11-year-olds recorded Lts and only about half the 16-year-olds. 

"They appear to record less readily, and therefore 

presumably to observe less readily, in these 

two pictures, physical features su-,. h as estuary, 

bay, valley or cliff; or it may be that they 

see these features, but may not be familiar 

with the geographical terms by which they might 

record them". 
(op. cit. 11,22) 

This study raises questions about the relationship between 

perception and conceptualization and the two-wa7 traffic 

between them. This is not discussed in psychological termss 

but lies behind the practical conclusion that the gathering 

of information from pictures should be guided, and Is 

evident in the appreciation of the difference betweenwhat 

the trained eye of the geographer sees and what the child 
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sees. While this Is recognised by careful selection and 

annotation of pictures in the best recent textbooks, 

unfortunately some new books still contain photographs with 

poor reproduction of detail and accompanied by too much 

presumption that the child's eye and the geographer's 

automatically see the same thing. 

The question, may be carried further by consIdering tho 

work of Rhys (1966.11.21) "The Developmant of Loizical 

Thought inthe Adolescent with reference-to-the Teachinit 

of Geography in the Secondnry School"; the follow-on 

from the topic just dealt with is better seen in the title 

of the paper which he read to a meeting of the Colleges of 

Education Section of the Geographical Association in the 

autumn of 1966: "The Adolescent's Power to-com]2rehand 

and nnalyso -geocyraphical, 
data when presented in--cartographic 

and pictorial-form. " Like Hannam's first study it was 

based on Inhelder and Piaget's "The Growth of Logical 

Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence". Rhys was dealing 

with the problem of the child being required to extend his 

imagination to the spatially remote. He was examining this 

against the background of the predominance of regional 

geography in teaching, focussing attention on datailed study 

of small units, i. e. the "sample study" approach already 

referred to. He points out that as Fairgrieve saidl 

children "are required to create mental pictures of what 

has never been seen ani never will be seen", (Fairgrieve, 

1946.11.24) However well illustrated the sample study, 

the child has to undertake a formidabld conceptual task if 

he is to visualise a remote environments appreciate the 
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regional cultural viewpoint, and mentally orientate himself 

as If he were living in that area. In his tests he used the 

usual media employed to convey Information about remote 

places, verbal descriptiong photographs,. sketchmaps and 

statistical maps and diagrams, Besides the problems of 

picture interpretation already dealt with he deals with the 

problem of decoding map information before It can be used, 

The kind of qualitative information about the children's 

conceptual thinking in these exercises will be referred 

to below when there is relevant comparison to be made with 

material from the present study, 

Because of geography's self-evident concern with 

space a number of investigations have been concerned with 

this but it Is a complex matter; what kind of "spatial 

ability", are we considering? In terms of tests, this usually 

refers to documentary space. Dealing with this is of course 

relevant when working with maps and diagrams, Taylor (1959 

II. 2ý, 5) found that factor analysis did not reveal association 

between the 'KI factor and attainment In geography, 

Consideration of his study suggests that it is indeed very 

difficult to isolate the purely spatial element in any 

geographical documentary task, because we cannot tap the 

internal varbal dialogue that may also be contributing 

alongside spatial perception. Clarke (1959.11.26) 

investigated the variability In visual perception which 

affects the use of maps and diagrams. This aspect of space, 

howeverl is probably more relevant to map. -ski3lthan to the 

kind of spatial relations problem which Rhys, was concerned 

about* Satterley (1964. II. 2ý7) was likewise more concerned 
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with skill and performance in his terms of reference. 

Blair (1964,11,26, ), though concerned with documentary 

space in the sense that he was investigating ability to 

handle the renresentation of spatial relationships, is also 

concerned with the concepts of. the places represented. He 

found that the children became confused about spatial 

relations once they had to go outside their 12ersonally 

constructed frame of refereneq. In placing towns, once 

beyond their personal, frame of reference they had to use 

what he describes as a "sociallZ transmitted external 

reference frame". 

The same problem cropped up in Jahoda's (19631 11*25. ) 

study of Glasgow primary school children, tracing their 

concepts relating the series of units, Glasgow - Scotland - 

Britain. Ile found they had difficulty with such concepts 

at; "town" and "country". Both verbal formulation and 

spatial representation were used to obtain evidence of the 

concepts. He was searching specifically for the sense of 

national identification. In the verbal formulation-he graded 

the children according to what he called their "G-stagell or 

geographical stage, to express their appreciation of the 

conception of a unitg Glasgow,. In.. Scotland-in-Britain. 

Comparing the results with those of the spatial representation 

of the same relationship, he found a big leap forward to 

the final stage Identified in both classifications; this 

might suggest again the question about the part played by 

-VIf verbalication in the apprehension of space relations. 

Carnie (1963,11-30) dealt with the development of 

concepts Of the nations of the world but was concerned more 
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with the atfactive than the Cognitive side# 'Coming to the 

apprehension of --qtz16;; spatia3, relations based on more L=Cdiate 

ezpariencep this has C=e sufficiently to the fore to be 

the eubjeat of a joint meeting of the geography, psychology 

v-nl socioloMr sections of the British Assoeiatinz for . the 

Advan: ezent of Science at the Dundee meeting in 19681, under 

the =brella title of "Mental Haps". Again the investigations 

reported emphasised affeativa attitudes to pInces and are 

inclined tovards ralevanac to applied geography In planning 

rather than tthe elucidation of Ceaerephical oonceptsi. 

(e. g. Leo, 1963,1966,1968.11,31) Lee's paper read at 

tho rocting hovevor dcalt idth tho cancepl: of an urban 

nolghbourhood, 
m Is it a placc of area or a group of pcople? 

Ile spoL-e of a hiorarchy of zeital maps,, from the body Imago, 

throun'th, house =ap, tovn =npj countr7 map, to world map, and 

of such maps as "templates" vh1ch people use. Ile al-so Is 

avarc of the problem or verbalisation - "one of the main 

difficulties seems to be to separate their ikonic (or direct 

vi-nal experience) fr= tho representation which hass been 

coded Into linguistic form". (Lce. U-32) 

The e=ACS of rezearch Voted here (as wall as 

pre. S. ariPtive PcdaSOCICal literature which vill, be rererred 

to in various contexts below) dealt with a variety of types 

o: r "Ideas" which may be termeed concepts and used varied rnethods 

c1f oxtr2cting eviden%,,,., e of those conceptat or at least evldcnab 

c)f conceptual thireking. Pognil's vork on the development of 

the realonal. copcept, gives a general disciplinary frczevork 

of approach UhICh dominates the majority of the geography 

teaching profession, Tnberson's 
. study gives direct evidance 

NNot published at the time of writing. The reference is taken 
from personal notes made at the meeting. 
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or this and of the kind of verbalised concepts in which teachers 

are likely to embody some of the constituent elements of the 

framework. LoUZ's study (1950) gave a rather more structured 

view of the children's kn3wledge, structured in terms of 

the elements of Place, Han,, Work, being. synthesized in 

regional study by-considering "what". "how".. "where" and "why" 

questions. Again set clearly against the regional framework 

Phys throws light on the relational thinking which Long had 

identified as a relatively difficult element in school learning 

of geography, and this done in a framevokk ewternal to the 

subject matterv i. e. the developmental Piagetlan theory. 

Whatever limitations the logical emphasis may have, It 

provides an ordered method of extracting conceptual information, 

and individual testing raises the qualitative evidence to 

a higher degree. At the same time the media carrying the 

geographical information are distinguished, and the problem 

of decoding is recognised. 

Separate from this strand which contains the co-ordinating 

disciplinary regional basis, we have those studies which 

emphasise some particular aspect of the communication of 

Information or the. perceptual/conceptual functioning of the 

Individual. Vass, by implication rather than explicit 

intention, emphasised the verbal transmistion of information. 

The GeograRhIcal-Association's picture study and certain 

aspects of Rhys' work draw out the pictorial transmission. 

Priorg Taylor, Clarks, Blair, Sktterley and some aspects 

of Lhyst work ara emphasizing the ! Tlement of documentary 

representation of spatial rolations. Althougý Oliver's 

work is concerned with fieldwork, the type of testing actually 
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links it with the verbal/pictorial/documentary elements. 

Hannam's fieldwork study is the acarest attempt to emphasize 

recalled visual (ikonic) experience. Finally there are those 

emphasizing socio-spatial relations (Blair, Jahoda7 Carnie, 

Lee). 

Where there is a framework external to geography and 

drawn from Psychological discipline one must recognise the 

situation In terms of chronological date, and University 

influences as well as personal Preferences and career 

situation of the researchers. Clearly there are two classes; 

In one j some specific interest, attitude or ability to 

which some external scaling can be applied has been distingui. 

shed in the geographical context, in the other development 

Plagetian theory has been used, whatever the particular 

emphasis in the geographical context. This assists comparison 

of sequential development shovn In the studies of Prior, 

Hannam, Jahoda and Rhys despite other disparate elements. 

for the teacher who asks questions about the teaching 

of geographical concepts there are far too many disparAte 

elements which cannot be practically isolated in a teaching 

situation; continued analytic research into particular 

elements though necessary may produce a jungle of information 

not stsY to relate to the whole situation. The function of 

Epistemics In relating the knowledge and the learner Is to 

help to pigeonhole this information. It will be well to move 

outside the specific geographical context to examine the 

te= "concept" core carefully and then to move back into it 

to examine the prescriptive academic frameworks of the 

disciplines mapping them into Epistemics. 
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Meredith, in Introducing Epistemic theory says, 

"The long-term task is not merely to analyse 

the problemsq but to design methodological 

instruccnts for carrying out practical 

researches into the problems of communication. 

Those uill be treated as problems of Zaprtnm 

Given an original territory of factual 

phenomena hov does this territory become 

mapped in the brain of the investigator? 

How does this map become transformed aCain 

into a language adapted to the nee. da of tho, 

ultimate recipicnt, the learncr? Finally, 

how is this third map introjectod into the 

latter's brain to form a pattern of knowledge? " 
Weredith, 1966(a). 11-33) 

The first part of this thesis is largely concerned with 

the analysis of the problems inherent in the character of 

geographical information, the second part with the practical 

refining of the methodologicAl instr=ent of Hathetic 

Analysis, (Yeredith, 1966(c). 11-34) on a testbed of 

Leographical conceptse 'The third part attempts to assess 

hou far this has contributed to "an adequately empirical 

taxonomy of learning-processes" (Opt cit. 11-35) in the 

geographical context. 

,0- 
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CHAPTER III 

BMW& VEMY AND THE ANALYSIS OF COTICEPTS 

"I hope I do Justice to itt if I say that 

epistemics, as distinguished from epistemology, 

is about the mahtfoldl lively and interconnected 

processes subsumed by knowingg in contradistinction 

to an obituary on already communicated knoXIedre. 
(Hogben, 1967.111.1. ) 

Meredith's theory of Topic Analysis begins to appear 

in his writing from 1946 onvards; as "Epistemics" it 

matured over the following twenty years, and the following 

exposition is drawn mainly from "Instruments of-Communicatio 

(1966(a). 111.2. ) and articles published in "Educational 

Sciences" (1966,1967.111- 314. ) further informed by 

documentary material and notes from seminars at the 

Epistemic Communication Research Unit at the University of 

Leeds. Though the sub-title of "Instruments of Co=ualcation", 

"An rssay on Sclentific Writinit", does not suggest relevance 

to conceptual thinking, in fact in its context of the problem 

of communication between scientists It is deeply concerned 

with tho nature of the concepts being communicated, This 

appears early on, 

nE: pistenics, starting always from experiences 

takes material bodies as the local basis for our 

sensations and hence for our conceptions* It 

cannot start from the 'sense-data' fashionable 

in philosoPhYs for these are likefeise abstractions* 
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Sense-data as such do not constitute our 

experience - they are derived frora it, by 

introspective analysis or theoretical * 

consideration. In our Cross experience we 

are presented with bodies - our own bodies 

and the objects of our environment. Starting, 

theng from familiar bodies, ve have to ask2 

how are the various sciences derived from. 

this experience? Unless we can firmly and 

accurately relate science to common 

experience we cannot hope to arrive at 

methods of effective communication. For 

communication uses language and language 

has its me#ning in experience. " 

(Heredithl 1966(a). 

1. Nfining a Concept, 

Immediately ve are embroiled in the problems of communication 

because of the "concept of a concept"s which he presently 

definesq but before taking his definition let us review 

this situation. Wallace (1965) embarking on his review of 

research on concept growth found that verbal definitions 

were of little use in deciding whether particular studies 

fell within this field* He says, 

"Apart from their uniform lack of specificity, 

these definitions reveal a dichotomy between 

those which regard a concept as a guiding 

forcel a dynamic process for scanning 

perceptual data in the light of past 
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experienceg and those in which a concept 

is a 'thing', a piece of mental furniture$ 

a product of relfication. " 
(Wallace. 1965.111,6. ) 

He notes that the problem is complicated by references 

which might appear to be reifying concepts, but are simply 
'naming' them In the interests of brevity, vith dynamic 

assumptions in the context* Other complexitiess and 

elucidation of the problems may be axemplified from the 

papers presented at a conference on Analy2es-of Conce2t 

I-earning at the University of Wisconsin in 1965, (Kiausmeier 

and Harris, 1966.111-7. ) These provide a wealth of 

possiblk analyses of the process of concept learning and 

for the present context certain significant phrases have been 

selected. We will start with Lovell* 

"By concept we mean any term that can be 

recognised as a recurrent feature in an 

individual's thinking provided that the 

individual can go back over the mental actions 

from which the term was derived, and anchor 

it In his experience of firsthand reality. 

Thus, a piece of verbal behaviourý such 

as the use of a Specific word, does not 

necessarily qualify it for the status of 

a concept", 
(Lovell, 1966, III. B. ) 

He then straddles the dichotomy remarkad upon by Wallace, 
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in distinguishing types of thoughts 

"Now in logical thought, concepts behave very 

much as things do, for they have definitions, 

are treated as constant entities, and have 

their names manipulatedq In dialectical 

thought, hovever, concepts act as foci of 

organisation in the continuous change of 

flow of thought. " 
(Lovell, 1966.111.9. ) 

This was written with specific reference to mathematical, 

concepts, but much research on concepts, especially on 

initial concept format16nj has endeavoured to use 

artificially devised conceptst in order to eliminate 

previous learning experienceg and this has built up a 

recognisable but limited "concept of a concept", Gagne 

distinguishes this,, -giving common properties of definitions,, 

"(1) A concept is an inferred mental process. 

(2) The learning of a concept requires 

discrimination of stimulus objects 

(distinguishing "positive" and'hegativell 

instances". ) 

The performance which shows that a concept 

has been learned consists in the learner 

being dble to place an object in a class. " 
(Gagne, 1966.111.10*) 

(1) raises an Important p6intl'n6ver to be lost sight ofj 

i. e. the inferred nature of our conceptual research inform- 

ation, and (3) raises ancither important point, that we "infer" 
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the concept from performance ( which may be verbal or non- 

verbal). Gagne's, paper is concerned with the problem that 

if a concept is so defined, in a manner'dictated by research 

method, how do we relate this to the 'concepts' of biology, 

or geography? While accepting that 'conceptt is used in this 

way, he distinguishes the broader usage in disciplinary 

terms by using 'principle' instead of 1conceptt. In 

endeavouring to distinguish themg he refers to "concepts 

by definition", L. e, embodied by rules. which have to be 

learned (principles),, as opposed to "concepts by observation". 

the more basic typo, He relAtes the latter also to the 

"conjunctive concepts" distinguished by Bruner, Goodnow and 

Austin (1956,111.11) and "concepts by definition" to their 

"disjunctive" and "rolational" concepts, since a rule was 

needed to handle these latter types of concepts. 

A philosopher's view of the question of types of concepts 

is provided by Harre; he startes by referring to them on 

entitiesl 

"Concepts are the vehicles of thought". 
(Harre, 1966.111.12. ) 

and goes on tý distinguish two systems of classifying them, 

categorical and hierarchical. The latter system Is rn-levant 

herej since he likewise distinguishes a first level used 

for describing observations (phenomenological) and a second 

level (physicalist) relating to a system of physical things 

of which the observations would be the affect or--appearancesq 

beyond this other levels would extend upwards to a termination 

in "the general conceptual system of that era". There is an 
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extra-personal orientation here as opposed to the personal 

mental operations, but since we are concerned with an 

extra-personal system of disciplinary concepts as well as 

personal concepts this is a hierarchy to be kept in mind; 

Kagan's paper opens with the propo.: =Lon that 

"concepts 'are the fund=ental agents of 

intellectual warV "Concepts are viewed as 

the distillate of sensory experience and the 

vital link between external inputs and overt 

behaviours" 
(Kagan, 19669 111-13-) 

In discussing concept growth developmentally he refers to 

a "schema" as "the analogue of a concopt and the cognitive 

representation of an external stimulus", Meredith gives 

very similar definitions in the terms "stored and orkanised 

residues of experience" for conceRts and "plans of action 

determined by particular past experiences" for schemata. 

These definitions reflect another facet of the "concept of 

the concept" problems i*e. the need to distinguish the 

extra-porsonal concept from vhatever-it-is that is inferred 

as operating at a particular moment in thought. 

To return to Harre's papers he deals historically with 

the early connection of concepts with imagesl the linguistic 

PhIl9pophy's concentration on identifying the use of words, 

and the Postlinguist "Insight that language Is not the only 

vehicle of thought", and the restoration of the image - or 

rather what he calls "its objective counterpart - model 

building". And With thiss EpIstemics. seeks to become a 
v 
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"vehicle of thought" for the "concept of a concept" (though 

we must continue with its linguistic expression before 

building the miodel)* 

nA concept is something conceived, not an 

immutable form subsisting independently of man. 

The process of uoncept formation is a special 

type of learning. As such it depends on 

psycho-physical processes in the brain ....... 

... * Even when the concept is well 

established it can suffer negled-tor 

inhibition, and It can be revived by further 

re-inforcement of modified by new stimulationo 

These influences may come from "outside" 

through sensory processes which may be 

exteroceptivq, intordeeptive or proprioceptive, 

or from other'"formations" in the brain itself ..... 

A concept can interact not only with other concepts 

but also with other psycho-physical formations, 

such as images, skillst and word-schemesv. 
(Meredith, 1966.111.14. ) 

Meredith refers to Claud Bernardts concept of the "Internal 

environment", and suggests that concepts should be considered 

more In biological terms than in mechanical terms. This 

does not mean that we must abandon logical con'sideration of 

concepts, but It must be an emplriCal. logic 

"whose axioms and procedures are distillations 

of experience, # neither distant descendents of 
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the subleties of Greek a. yntax nor disguised 

essences of modern arithmetic". 
(op. cit. 111.15. ) 

Like Piaget he sees logic as useful in classifying the 

component operations of thought, but not as descriptive of- 

entire thought processes. * While it Is evident that he is 

dealing with the process. of the continual adjustment of 

ideas. which Plaget spoke of in terms of the adjustment of 

equilibrium by assimilation and accommodation, he is dealing 

with the develoment ! 2f -conc212ts 
in 

-the 
learnill-a Processes 

of the individual mind (to echo the wording of the title 

of this thesis) with an emphasis on the psycho-physical 

processing of information which produces a different 

terminology and a different set-of categories from those 

used by Piaget. 

2. DevelORIng the Categories of ERistemics, 

"Categorization is a necessity of all organised 

thinking. Psychologically a category is simply 

an established habit of identificationg an 

aspect of the brain's economy in replacing 

the multiplicity of stimuli by the oligarchy 

of categories. Once established they rule 

our thought and impose structure on our percepts. 

It should be obvious that their number, their 

I'* Compare W. 1-fays' Comment on Piaget: "Plaget's approach is 
that it gives us for the first time, a method of testing 
experimentally, many. of the concepts and principles which 
philosophers and logicians have been discussing on a purely 
normative laVel for centuries; and which consequently have 
been regarded as sacrosanct and closed to empirical 
investigation". 

(Mays, 1954.111.16. ) 
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forms and their differences all reflect the 

limitations of our brains and our sensory 

equipment". 
(Meredith, 1966(a). 111-17. ) 

That every concept, however "objective", however "logical", 

has hhd an initial dependence on human judgments is implicit 

In the whole fabric of Epistemic theory. gome "established 

habits of identification" are more widely established than 

others, and more thoroughly proven than others. A great 

deal of "Instruments of Communication" Is taken up with the 

search for the Epistemic categories: 

A single psycho-physiological hypothesis is 

adopted: each category is regarded as representing 

ja distinct brain-state at the moment of 

collision with a selected in-%low of stimulation". 
(op. cit. IIIý, 18) 

Since "Instruments of Communication" was published these 

categories have been further refined, therefore while the 

build-up of the structure of the categories can be traced 

here, final definitions have been derived from later sources. 

Since the term "information" will be used so frequently, 

it is Important tz; distinguish that-we are dealing with 

"semantic infor matioaff, not the stripped down "bit" of 

-information 
theory. Semantic Information retains meaning. 

Meredith quotes Maloney, 

"Semantic information treats the conservation of 

meaning in terms of the structural relations 

of code elements vith the consequence that 
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dimensionality must be preserved".... "The 

term "information" is suggested to stand 

with "matter" and "energy" to form the third 

basic category of constituents of '460he external 

world, specializing into signal, semantic, 

inductive, pragmatic and other forms of 

information in particular contexts", 
(Maloney, 1962.111.194, ) 

Iý 

He goes on to say that neither the concept of the schema, 

nor Hebb's cell assemblyq though leading in the right 

directiong are sufficient to deal 'with the complexity of 

Information and communicationj, knowledge and mene Ile gives 

what he considers the basic terms, 

"There are the materials of work and the moments 

of Interaction between these materials. There 

are Instruments of observation (which may be simply 

eyes, ears, etc. ), and the measures and mennings 

which these deliver to the percipient,. ý This 

information is communicated by messages 

between men. " 
(Meredith, 1966(a). -III. 20. ) 

Ile then constructs an "episodic block of events"t a cube 

surrounded by the field of events, with emphasis on the 

three axes (Figure III. l. is an amalgam of his Figures 5#2 

and 5.3,1966(a). 111.21. ). In viewing this diagram it is 

important to (1) focus on the 3 lines of the axes and their 

opposing pbles, and then (2) shift the focus to the cube form 

and view the labelling Matter/Men, Moments/1-fagnitudes, 
T 

liessages/Heaning'as refdrrine to the areas representing the 

six sides of the cubs Although thz-, use of o-ýýosites echoes 
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the concept of the Semantic Differential (Osgood et al 1957)o 

the constructed frama of reference of "Epistemic Space" 

has a much wider significance than that of Osgood's 

'Semantic space$ 9 as will appear beloww Beginning thus to 

bUild his semantic matri 'he refers to the following basic 

definitions for such a structure, 

A semantic matrix is display of referential, 

elements. 

2# A referential element is a material sign 

conveying a meaning to a human respondente 

3* A display- is an arrangment of elements in 

a spatial framework according to some 

ordering principle. 

1+6 Semantic matrices develop functional 

properties in so far as their elements 

are assigned characteristic functions4 

The syntactic function of a sign is a 

rule of usage whereby the sign enters into 

characteristic relations with other signs 

to establish a matrical. structure of signs, 

6. The matrical. structure of a semantic matrix 

enables it to enter into inter-catriaal 

relations with other semantic matrices", 
(1966(a), 111#22) 

Although Epistemics 

to stAblise this "s 

is needed, and this 

of his OxPerience. 

of the co-ordinates 

observation, 

is 

pea, 

is 

He 

by 

essentially relativist, nevertheless 

brum of information" a fixed centre 

taken as man's own bodyl the contra 

quotas Cassirer on this conceptiOM9; 

'which language relates to spatial 
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nThe 'differentiation of locations in space' 

statts from the positions of the speaker ..,. * 

... Once he has fomnd a distinct representation 

of his own body, once he has apprehended it as 

a self-enclosed and , Antrinsically articulated 

organisml it becomes, as it were, a model 

according to which he constructs the world 

as a whole, In this perception of his body, 

he possesses an original set of co-ordinates, 

to which in the course of development he 

continually returns and refers. #. " 
Wassirer, 1953* 111*23*) 

Thus the personal element is recognised in all "cultural 

episodes", and the important linguist1d;: analysis is allied 

inevitably with the orientation of the user of language. 

"in the problem of categorization we have the 

meeting point of syntax, semantics, philosophy, 

psychology and logic"* 
(Meredith, 1966(a). III*21+o) 

Man's observation is "language-contaminated", but in trying 

to establish "a really valid system of, categories in any 

empirical sense of the word "valid", we cannot ignore psycho- 

physics9 and the nnatural. syntax" of the nervous system 

(c. f. Sherrington's "Integrative Action of the Nervous System" 

1961)o 

The sequential order of prose cannot reflect these 

complex relations; the three dimensional "Cultural Cube's 

of the Semantic Matrix can do better, but between them we 
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are dependent on twodimonsional geometric display4 At 

least in thisve are freed from the compulsory order of 

prose and in documentary space can mansuovre better amongst 

the space-time relations of an episode, its observationj 

its reporting and its analysis. Documentary-spacl can thus 

be used to represent the llei)istemiC snacel" 

"i. e* a region of definable phenomenal 

transformation which can be analysed in the 

categories of epistemic syntaxlt. 
Weredith, 1966(a), 111.25) 

The Tetralectic 

The primary matrix incorporates four of the six 

elements of tho "episodic block of events" shown in Fig., III,, I,,, 

PRAGMATICS SEMANTICS 

"HESSAGES" llm()MENTS " 

vocial conventions Rhenomenal sources 

IV 

III P 

"HENtl "MAGNITUDES" 

PSYCHO-PIMICS SYNTACTICS 

individual programg Instrumental outputs 

Figo 111.2. The p&-imary elements of Epistemics 
are ht-re identified with their interpretations 

for the "Tetralectic-gf-Communicati2D"o 
(Meredith, 1966(a). 111,264 

-. A 
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The "cultural cube" as the basis of an Epistemic 

Thesaurus appears here as a skeleton whose final 

clothing in "an assembly of verbal indicators" of categories 

was not undertaken in "Instruments of Communication" and it 

would serve little purpose to review the categoreal schemes 

which preceded the eight syntactic categories which were 

finally hammered out. These eight "modes of attention" 

in the "Ohora" or "dynamic space of every creature's homeo- 

static processes" are to be generated in terms of a triple 

choice of axes which are finally expressed thus: 

"l. We attend to our present experience, "Elf, 

or to our undercurrent of memoryl "U", 

2. We attend to a selected focal point "Y" 

in the total field, or we scan the whole 

ambient margin$ "A" or the information 

field. 

I-le attend to the inflow "I" of variation 

or to the outflow "01, in the total two. 

way variation in the relationship. " 

(Meredith : L966(a)o, 111*27, ) 
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Fige 111*39 Tbe 9121ste-ýnlo-Ggbg 

YUI 

AUI 

Despite the different verbal indicators there Is 

a basic affinity with tho embryonic cube of 

Figo Molo (Pe37*)* The s=e alternate 

rocussim: on lin(12 O: C-; D-Xes and gren, 2 -of 
foges 

is neac-S. "Pary for Eu, oil YA, 

Each face of the Cubo can then give us a "Tetralectiall of 

four categories* 13y considering all possiblo ralations 

between the surfacbe, points and linen of the Cuba we 

have an Or&ho2h2rjg---IStr_uOtt)rc 'which retains the dimensions 

in the "semantic information" (cs: re Maloneyl quoted above 

on Po 360 

1 
3* Me rmj! ro--2jojj 2r- tb: l CaterorI22 in Or&h2ghorLg 

-TTojutl2n 

This Semantic Matrix is eoing to provide pleaonholes 
for semantic Information, 
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r1he framework for the Epistemic Thesaurus 

Is our "Cultural Cubell. - It is a mapping 

space in six dimensions and stands or falls 

by its adequacy and convenience, not by 

any claims to immutability"o 
(Meredith, 1966(a). III,, 28o 

We have to employ-peneral-verbAl-inclientors for the categories.. 

Later on ve shall be compiling our -peographical 
thesaurus 

fitted into these pigeonholes for the purpose of this 

investigationi, Because it has proved useful for comparative 

purposes later on$ some of the verbal indicators employed in 

this exposition have been taken from Meredithts article on 

"Ultra-Behaviourism and Mathematical Education" (1967's 111029) 

in which he is co=enting an some comments of Lancelot Hogben 

on Epistemics, Others come from material produced at the 

Epistemic Communications Research Unit. 

Let us start by re-stating the three axes, with 

vhich'we will associate the six faces of the Cube in their 

pairs at rightangles to the axes. 

1,0 UE = Cause - Effect AxIs (symbolised by o( ) 

This connects gaus&llyewproductive events vith 

evidentially-reglectlve--events, It may be 

regarded as the axis of Physi2al Gontrol 

and of physical time. 

2. lo = Environment - Oraanism-Axjts (symbolised by P) 

This connects environmental Incidents with operations 
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of the organism. It may be regarded as the axis 

of IndivLduaj or 13101091cal Control, and of the 

organism's own time. 

36 AY = Activity -Vield- Axis (Symbolised by Y) 

This connects associative, aggregative, distributive 

events to selective, directive, focal events i, e, 

Extensive - Intensive, It may be regarded as the 

axis of Social Controls and of the social time of 

a ao=unicationo 

The time distinctions may be brought out by an examples 

a co=unicated massage might be delivered at noon 

the recipient might not immediatbly re-act to its meaningg 

and so would meaningfully receive it five minutes later 

( /3 ); the social time of the measage related to a meeting 

at 10 a. m. which the recipient of the message had forgotten 

was to be held on that day, and the sender of that message 

had assumed that it would be delivered at 9 a. m, j not at 

noon an Intended Yield which had not materialised), 
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"Tejeftýbourhoods of the SvLltactic C"onstants 

. L, - "Theoretical Formulation Event"'N 

0 In this syntactic mode Thought is rnotiv- 

T ated, having some positive Intended Yield 
' VYE 

for which the Organism is Evaluating 

iý, xperience. 

-I ývent" 

, 'he Organism is pursuing an objective, 

. 1eciding on some operation which will be 

a causative process, 

B- mb3lic Behavloural Event" 

The reference-bearing mode; symbolism 

carries the evaluated experience, the 

incidentl the intended yield; alternatively 

it also selects, focussing attention. 

-l - "Instrumental .. --ti,, )n Event" 

"hf- ý-AuiPmerit is designed for some Yield; 

its Dperation is causative of some Incident, 
, Iyl 

U 
o. - is registeri-ig some incident. 

2.:, ittive Event" 45 
-" '-- 't: '''' 

0 In Learning, the Organism is co-ordinating 

L Associations ani Fx-oerie rice. 
EVA 

46 Verbal Indicators from Meredith (1967) 
The exDanded PýIrases Usel are lesi,, ned to cý)nnect the 
meanings associated with the 3 surfaces of the Cube which 
join at this corner moint. 
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-, -i ts aftemt, ýý, l towards absorbing 0 
Organ!.. 

VAU n-nething, froý,, i the physical w3rld which is 
R 

-insformo-I Ily a0tive 4ý-.!,, sociatlDns in the 

rcsponse (vinuall tactile, 

kI mý es, t'he t 1, c) 

owl e dc: e 

, -ciation of 4; r-vironmerital 

a-1 -ý ý,:, V,. 3. luatlcm of their Nf feats 
rE 

In the lultural Otare of Knowledi*. ef 

(,,.: ttcgori2,, pd , itnes-. n. or the past in 

cUlr, Ultýtive ideas, 
J --jMWmtlve-, ', oljr e-,: ventt, 

-, e "nvironmentpi Incident seen in some 

ausal field, and also in some Associntional 
UI*A 14-1- 79 

. 7't will the evident LhaL r, Ps L, anO ý, surrounding the 

Organic surface 0. are direated fr= the brain (refer back 

to Fig. 111., 7. p. 1+6. ) whereas J, 139 Q. surrounding 

the Incidental furface I llarr- 1eter,, A-', f- , bi available 

environmental assemblies of v,,,,, -. bUlaryq Instru- 

ments and objects"o (Meredith, 1966(c). 111*30) P, J, 

are "causally pr---,;;,,, Uve" and have U in c3m-an: -29 B, L, W9 

have S in common and are "evidentially reflective". Finally 
JV 

we have the selective, directive f, B, P, Q group arjund Yj 

facin7 the associative L, T-j 41 J., ar: lunO the A surface 

(-Fiý,, s. M. 6,79 8. )* 
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Each of these "neighbourhoods" of the Constants has been 

shown as a two-dimensional presentation of the three. 

dimensional Cube. If the Cube were transfo=ed into an 

Octahedrons each of these would appear as a surface-oataLito 

Alternativelyl we can think of slicing up the Cube so that 

each neighbourhood was isolated as a tetrahedron. Thus the 

Behavioural solid Geometry can utilise other forms besides 

the Cube and still maintain the essential dimensional 

relationships 9 

So far we have dealt with Points and surfaces 

externally, and the orthogonal axes internally; we have 

yet to deal with external lines (edges) and the internal 

Onpositional axes, Both are going to be important later 

when 'we find it convenient to slice up the Cube. The 

Oppositional axes have the following verbal indicators, 

TJ Thought about Object or "Mind! DZ" 

E-- W Proposal for Work or "Makin-O" 

BR Bearinr-_qr Refereace or "Reaning" 

L-- Q Learbink from Hauiplaent 6r "MaDl2inE" 

The relations qlong the edges of tho Cuba will be left for 

the time being; they are more relevant to the dynamic 

analysis of mental operations, and it will be more convenient 

to proceed next to use the static form of the Cultural Cube 

to display the elements of geographical concepts# 
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CHAPTER IV 

-EPISMIIC 
ANALYSIS OF GEOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTS 

Geography is concerned with mapping terrestrial space 

into documentary space. We might regard orthochoric procedure 

as an analogous procedure for mapping knowledge/thought 

relations into documentary space. Relevant geographical 
terminology and orthochoric terminology therefore tend to 

be cognate, Ackerman discussing Geography as a science, says, 

"There is no doubt that there is such a thing 

as "thinking geographically"* To structure 

his mind in terms of spatial distributions 

and their correlations is a most important 

tool for anyone following our discipline"*. * 
(Ackermang 1963* Mole) 

"The basic organizing concept of geography 
has three dimensions, They are extent) 

densitvand succession",, 
(op. cit, IV*2*) 

The word "dimension" has to be regarded carefully, since we 

may be using it analogously as here, while in the following 

statement also about Geography it is being used literallyl 

when do Jong says, 

"The material things investigated by geography 
have three dimensions, but geography lays stress 

on the two dimensions that determine the surfaces 

This surface extension is clearly expressed by 
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the notion chorological, which has about the 

same content as the concepts areal and regional"# 
(do Jongj 1962. IV*3*) 

"Our conception of earth spacei. ii. an earthly 

complex of material and immaterial things which 
is further determined by its absolute and its 

relative location on the terrestrial globe". 
(OP. Cits. IV., +*) 

To look at the structuring of the geographer's mind, it 

will be appropriate to look at the Evistemic dimensions 

of geography projected on to "Structural Cognitive" (h) 

mode of attention* Instead of showing only the Neighbourhood, 

the whole Cube is shown in Figure Vol., appearing two. 

dimensionally as a hexagono Letters which will indicate 

the dynamic vector relations along the edges of the Cube 

have been shown; their significance will begin to emerge 

during the analysis, The projection is at right-angles to 

the "Ifaipping"Oppositional axis LQ9 so we may invert it to 

consider the "Instrumental Action". mode as well* 

The common element in the statements quoted above has 

been that of extent. How is the Operative Organismj the 

Geographer (P), going to co-ordinate (T) the field of study? 

Physiological control (R) limits what he can directly perceive 

of the Earth's Surface (, T), Has he got some Technical 

Vocabulary (B)? Let us try Geographical Tradition M* 

This is the oldest problem in geography and we can go back 

to the Roman geographer Claudius Ptolemy, or less far, to 

Kant, for a triadic schema (L), mediating between (W) and (R)e 

There is the 12IM-Eaphic scale of studyl which deals with an 
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extent of the earth's surface which can be seen, then the 

Chorological scale, for which it is not possible to see 

the unit area. And thirdly there is the global scale', the' 

whole earthe Advance in technology, of, courseq has altered 

the possibilities of "seeing" since man might now see the 

Chorological from a high-flying plane and the Global from 

a space craft, but from neither vould tho detail. which can 

be seen in the Topographical scope be available without 

intervening instruments (Q). 

This Triadic schema of extent is very much of a rule 

of thumb; where does the geographer's extent start? He is 

concerned with the macroscopic, not the microscopic. Preston 

James saysl 

"the answer to the questions concerning the 

minimum size units which we consider to be 

relevant for geographic study must be found in 

the fact of the physical dimensions of man himself* 

not in the objective reality of nature.... & 
Man himself is the instrument of observation... 

What he thinks of as the smallest indivisible 

unit is determined not by the facts of area 

differentiations but by mants average height 

and the average distance between his eyes*" 
(: amest 1952* IV., 5*) 

Can the Geoerapher construct any "instrument" to deal with 

this problem$ which can translate the scale. -of-extent schema? 

Yes, he can, by using successive logarithmic subdivision 

of the earth's surface to construct an index, the G-scale - 
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a maSematical instrument expressed in the formula G- 

10f: (GaIRa) where Ga is the area of the earthts surface 

(1.968 x 108 square miles) and Ra is the area of a regional 

subdivision, Morley & Haggett, 1965* IV. 6. ) By creating 

a continuum-schema in place of a triadic schema the extent- 

concept is altered in character, This we might call a 

"sociallsed concept" or "cultural concept", since our idea 

of terrestrial-space-as-a-whole has to be built up through 

social communication. The use of atlas and globe tend to 

build up a socialisod concept of extent in which there is 

a sharp break between the Topographical and the Chorological/ 

Global. Although Man-in-Astronomical. Zpace is outside geo- 

graphy's terms of reference, it seems likely that the 

sympathetic awareness of Man-outside-Terrestrial-Space 

created by televising of space travel will introduce an 

effectiveelement into the socialised ooncept which will be 

available for building into the structure of the personal 

schemat 

The dynamic relation (or vector) L-F. W has in 

essence been described above; these vectors are not easy 

to fit vith simple verbal indicators; for one thing there 

is a two-way trafficalong them; they indicate processes; 

F is parallel with the p individual axis and represents 

interaction between a concept identified in the common stock 

of knowledge and the Personal variant of that concept# The 

Neighbourhood of L may be filled out in character by intro- 

ducing these vectors which meet in L,, L_, 9. Rj the interchange 

on the cw. (physical) axis between structure of ideas and 

meaningful formulated thought, on the Y (social, Intentional) 
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axis$ complete the possibilities, the potential mental 

operations in which L may be involved* (see Fig*IV,., 1-o peý4. ) 

In noting that the Geographer P can construct an 

instrument Q we have already designated the nature of P-C-Q 

(and the Geographer Is influenced by the instrument); thep 

reaction between organism and environmental event). The 

instrument in question in this context is linked in Q-H-B 

to symbolism in the technical vocabulary ( oe axis ), and is 

mediating Information about the earth's sur%C&Jn2=g: -j 

on the social intentional I( axis* Thus the neighbourhood of 

the Instrumental Action. Event is filled out. It takes a 

lot of tedious words to spell this out, but in the Orthochoric 

matrix the relations are maintained whatever the context. 

(Figure IV. 4. p. 59) 

The"Aapping" axis was presented at the start of this 

exposition because of the co=on ground with Orthochoric 

presentation, but since Geography is made by geographers, P 

the "Procedural Decision Event" paired with W- "Knowledge 

Retrieval Event" is attended to next, projected along the 

"Making" axis PW (Figure IV. 5.4,62)To retrieve knowledge 

about Geography it is Inevitable that we must refer to the 

most thorough recorder of its growth, R. Hartshorne ("The 

Nature of Geography" (1939), "Perspective on the Nature of 

Geography" (1959)*'N 

His second book is more economical in the expression 

Ifis books bring to English-speaking geographers the flavour 
of the systematic methodological discussions of the 
German school of geograbherso 

�I 
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of basic principles, 

"In geography*,,, the interest is focussed from 

the start on the existing integrations of diverse 

phenomena whichl by their existence, determine 

the variable character of area* It begins, 

that is, with things as they are actually 

arranged and interrelated in reality, even 

as the layman may observe them.. ** the geographer 

must use some systematic and purposeful methods 

of 
(Hartshorne, 1959* IV*7*) 

Conceptsl however are more fully discussed in the earlier 

book; he writes of the 

"concepts of comm3n. sense,,,. adaptable to 

scientific thought* Ocean, lake, river, 

mountain, plain, city, port, farml crops, 

for all of these the ordinary meaning, as used in 

common speech, can be sharply defined for 

scientific use ...... A second large group 

of generic coacepts has been brought into 

geography from the systedatic scitnees, o. o 

Finally, geographers themselves have 

developed various systems of types into which 

they may classify the features which they 

study"& 
(Hartshorne, 1946o M. 8. ) 

Later he enlarges on the Use of generic concepts as providing 
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a "shorthand method of description". and emphasises that 

functional systems of classification are more use in 

geography than those based on the genetic aspects of 

phenomena* 

Hartshorne painstakingly dissects the progress by 

which geographers have organised their disciplinal building 

on the work of their forerunners. Preston James (1967) 

emphasises the pitfalls in this progress, 

"Some kinds of error arise because of the 

problems of dealing with phenomena in the three. 

dimensional zone forming aarth-space* The broad 

curvature of the earth, the sheer diversity 

of earth spaael and the patterns of change 

through time all form pitfalls for the 

geographer, who Is, thereby, liable to error 

in his dbscriptive-analyseso The problems 

of placing percepts (things perceived) against 

concepts (mental abstractions) make for 

difficulties In analysing the three dimensional 

spatial zone in which geographers work. " 
(James, 1967- IV-9-) 

He illustrates the problem mentioned in the last sentence 

abovet 

, Tota how the observers of landforms once saw only 

cataclysms or floodst where, since Hutton and 

Pla: yfairt they see thp results of processes 

going on *. 9., How many peneplains were 

identified after Davis had presented the concept! 
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And where peneplains vere once identified we 

now see clearly the formation of pediplains"o 
(OPO cit., IV*100) 

and he touches on the essential epistemic viewpoint in 

sayingg 

" ..... Ceographers must learn to observe carefully 

in the field even if only to understand the 

mental process involved in the, initial transfer 

of what is directly observed to the symbol 

that represents it* If we let the symbol 

become reality it is because we have dropped 

hepadfirst into this trap. " 
(op. cit. IV, 11. ) 

Since it would appear from this that the geographer may 

decide what he sees, we may traverse from P via D t6 R and 

consider what Lovanthal has to say in the selected article, 

This is subtitled "Towards a Geographical Epistemology"o 

But as it seems to be about "knowing" rather than about 

"kn3wledge" it also has the Epistemic outlook* This 

particularly marked when he deals with the limitation of 

perception by the nature of the central nervous system, 

both in terms of time (number of Images seen per second) 

and spacel 

"As with time, so with spacel we perceive one 

of many possible structures, more hyperbolto than 

Euclidean. The six cardinal directions are not 

equivalent for us: up and down, front and 

back, left and right have particular values 
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because we happen to be a special kind of 

bilaterallyl sy=etricallyl terrestrial animal"* 
(Lowenthal, 1961s IV. 120 

He points out that both the shared world view of society 

and the private personal view are transients changing as 

the society and the individual histories developt but , 

"The personal "terra cognitall is however in 

many-ways unlike the shared realm of knowledge# 

It is far more localised and restricted in space 

and time. " 
(op-cit, IV*13. 

To turn from the general to the particular, he illustrates 

by quotation from R. M. Chisholm the intricate interaction 

of perception and conception in observations 

"What you now claim to see is, not that the 

mountain Is Monadnock, but merely that it has 

a shape like a wave and that there is a cabin 

near the top. And this "perceptual statement" 

is coupled with a statement of independent 

information (Monadnock is shaped like a wave 

and there is a cabin near the top* no other 

mountain like that Is within miles of here) - 

information acquired prior to the present 

perception"* 
(Chisholm, 1957. IV-14. ) 

r., ConsiderinC nResponsive Behaviour Events", we cannot 

avoid involvement in "Symbolic Behavioural Events" and 
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this sulggests vieving the Cube projected on to the "Meanin-aff 

oppositional BR; since we are still examining the evidence 

provided by the geographers we have pigeon-holed on Fig. IV-5- 

only a skelptýn is shown in Fig. IV. 6. to remind us of the 

orientation, 

"now! -ý ý, - , 

F 

Le; - rn i np 

-i; z. "Meaning" 

oh ie e-, 

h mi'h t 

Equipment 

Iurpose 

liurrill (1968) had been concerned vith the attempt to 

Identify precisely geographic names, Ne sum-narises the 

situation In the abstract of his article, 

"Great semantic variation in geographic terms 

iE masked by (1) contextual carrying of meaning 0 

in communication and (2) highly individual 

formulation of central meaning and range of 

concepts that are rarely challenged. " 
(Burrill, 1968. IV-15-) 

he gives jetails of this kind of thing, 

we encountered many cases that ve later 
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recognised as examples of mental set with reference 

to the meanings of common ordinary Ceographia 

terms such as valley, plain, desert, gorges 

swamp, archipelago and creeke". , (op, cit. IV. 16, 

They found that there was disagreement as to whether the 

same named entity was "valley". "plain", or I'desert"s-for 

example (so that the common speech usage mentioned by 

Hartshorne has carried over into the geographic naming), 

He also quotes the "su=its", which are the highest points 

on roads or rallwaysq but are located as 12w_ as possible 

in surrounding relief (eege Beattock Summit on the main 

railway line to Glasgow from the south). * 
He also deals with the new possibilities of "seeing" 

from spaces giving us "instant generalisation" 

"This Is co=unication in a new medium... 

vith images composed like half. -tones of 

familiar bits producing, at scales or with 

resolutions that do not permit identifying 

the bitst patternswe have never really seen 

before even if we suspected they were there#" 
(OP#cits IV*170 

In connection with this he refers to the use of computers 

and automatic scanners to identify arrangements, and points 

out the superiority of the human organism as a pattern 

recogniser, 

In considering this we would do well to transfer our 

attention from the BR axis to the vector R-H-Q, which has 
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already been identified as "instrumental symbolising'"q and 

to the further vector Q-G-;, both In the neighbourhood of 

. 
q* For Burrill, is dealing with different Instrumental modes 

of communicating Information, Remote sensing from space Is 

transmitting phenomenal information (2-44) without 

ov-mbolisings otherwise this sort of information can only 

by transmitted by breaking down what is really a spaceý-time 

continuum into discrete symbolised bits (241-B), So though 

Man-ini-Astronc-mical-Space was referred to earlier as an 

affective element (Pe 58 above), on closer examination of the 

effect of new technological media for communicating areal 

differentiationg it appears that there Is a cognitive element, 

Burrill says, 

"One's knowledge-belief structure has to be 

torn down and rebuilt continually", 
(opf-cito Iv. 118, O) 

and geography is "a part of our individual and 

collective total structures of knowledge-plus.. 

belief* Perhaps with some new language tools, 

some new order of things, and some new releases 

from old mental sets, we can even communicate 

about it*" (i, e, as a continuum), 
(opocitt IV*196) 

This would seem to be looking forward Into the twenty- 

first century; meanwhile in the twentieth, conceptual 

codols are being specifically recognised as important 

instr=ants transmitting phenombnal information in highly 

organised packets. (This software frequently requires the 
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hardware of the computer for effective use, but not always, 

at least in more olementary learning situations as contrasted 

with research)* Chorley puts it thus, 

"the problem is translated into more familiar 

or convenient terms such that a useful model in. 

volves a more simplified accessible, observable, 

controllablej rapidly developing, or easily 

formulated phenomenon from which conclusions 

can be deducedl which in turn, can be reapplied 

to the original system or real world"* 
(Chorley, 1964. IV. 20) 

In this translatioD ve are back vith the Mapping axis _QL, 
but 

this tilts focussed on the instrumental end of Its as Chorley 

is considering the Anologue Model as a tool for the 

geographer, 

"A model becomes a theory about the real 

world only when a segment of the real world 

has been successfully mapped into it". 
iops, Ate IV., 21) 

As James (opcit. 1967) has pointed out, some models 

long used by Scographorst have resulted in the persistence 

of error when they have been retained uncritically overlong. 

"The symbol has become reality", and if we look carefully 

at ;I our j! hcnompnaj referent we may find that "a segment 

of the real world" cannot be successfully mapped into it* 

Dury (1963) takes a look at an instance of this in the 

selected article* The inaccuracies ofexamination candidates 
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reflect the particular problem of learning about rivers* 

"A check on more than a dozen textbooks reveals 

more error than accuracy in statements about 

deltasl stream valocityl and channel patterns**#* 

teachers may feel that they are trapped in a closed 

system of misinformation... a vhdle fictional corpus 

of belief exists about the qualities and 

behaviour of riverso" 
(Dury, 1963, IV*22) 

In this case the very excellence of the Davisian concept 

of the cycle. of erosion) involving the maturing of landscape 

as river dissect an uplifted landscape has been Its downfallo 

Well suited to carrying on the chnrological scale (P; 56 above) 

the ideas of landscape evolution, it carries with it a 

simplified model of young, mature and old age river features 

3ihich on the toR2graphical-scale are not only rarely found 

in their ideal forml but which are not really valid as a 

system based on empirical observations** 

This mythical river is evidently part of the Cultural 

Store of ideas represented by. M, so lat us look at the 

conjunction of the neighbourhoods of. H and Z. 

*Also dealt with in Chapter V below, 
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p I, 

Fig. IV-7- 

This enables us to view the character Of some more of the 

vectors represented by the edges of the Coube. There are 

three such relationships not yet sPecifically presented, 

If we emphasize the connection between the ý-Yabol and the 

lesponse tz) the phengmenal-- referent, we can present them. 
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Thus symbolic expression, i, ee "a young valley" prepares 

the response; we may well see what we expect to see. 

qowever to Present veators thus is simply to isolate them 

re RIi tv 
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for introduction of some verbal indicators; their functional 

relationships will be dealt with below. 

Within the discipline of geography, thenj the actual 

phen3men3n may appear heavily loadod with prior assumptions, 

Ktric (1,061) emphasizes this in his article which deals with 

the methodological problems of geographyl and he uses the 

Gestalt psychologistst concept of the Behavioural Envirorment 

to explicate ite 

"Facts vhich exist in the Phenomenal Enviro=ent 

but do not enter the Behavioural Environment 

of a society have no relevance to rational, 

spatial behaviour and consequently do not 

hnter Into the problems of the Geographical 

Environment", 
(Kirk, 1963. IV*23) 

This viewing of the geographical environment in its cultural 

setting suggests that Kirk might be representing U, rather 

than Lf but the emphasis is on a collective mental structure 

rather than a store of ideas* 

Using the particular example quoted for J, iýe#' a 

rtiferent from physical geography may risk suggesting a 

narrow view of what is Implied by this "Objective-Gouroe 

Event". Huch of the "areal differentiation" with uhich 

geographors ar3 concerned is connected with human activity,, 

"rheoretical-formul, ation events" ard concerned with "Minding, " 

(T. T) both physical and h=an events* 'While cognitive "Models" 

are plainly impartantf the value-judgments of the Behavioural 
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Environment cannot be ignored. Buchanan! s (1962) article 

has been selected to represent this facet of the geographer, 

because he saysp 

"A geography conceived as a "Study of aroal 

differentiation" or as "a study of tho 

discoveryl identification and explanation of 

earth patterns" is no longer satisfying, for such 

a study cannot give adequate weight to the 

aocalaratingg expandingg and planned trans- 

fo=ation of the environment by man, Above 

all, it provides a completely inadequate basis 

for the interpretation and understanding of the 

geography of those socialist and planned 

societies.... vhich today contain one-third 

of humanity. " 
(Buchanan, 1962, IV, 24) 

What is attended tog what appears: -, as the geographer's 

responsibilities in society is gding to influenco his 

conceptual models* Ifore than that even, for in the Soviet 

Union physical and human geography are kept apart because 

their synthesis is alien. to Marxist political theory. 
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2he skeleton Cube showing 
Or Py i sm, 

orientation on the Mindina 

ovrositi3nal axis sums up 

y ;? ý- the , '-)tivated Aographer. 
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E 

Fig. 

Finally we may take a look at the Gcographer as 

the Organism centrally placed with mgard to the Environmental 

Incidents to which he attends, by projecting an to the 

surface 0.. in Fi-, ure 11.10.75. 
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CHAPTER V 

SELECTION OF COINCEPTS FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY 

Returning to the basic referance of this study from 

the previous excursion into the minds of academic geographers, 

It is the direct contact vith the external referent of 

landscape vith vhich we are particularly concerned, and the 

recall of cxperiencel Ise* dominance of the "Minding" (TV 

Oppositional, Let us start from experience therefore In 

considering types of conceptse 

Going out into an urban landscapel We walk along a 

road and see detached and semi-detached houses of varying 

design, and we sayý 1"this is a'_32ost. war resident. 1al-aren 

of the towB", or, alternately, we walk along a street and 

see small terraced houses, and say, "this Is a mtd-ninetlent 

cel3tur-v workinp! class area--ofthe town", The perceived details 

of the houses have been sorted out by classifying their 

assembled attributes, and putting the houses in classes, 

but this in only part of the categorization of our observ. 

ations, enabling us to arriVe at the statements above* We 

have also a notion of "gn area or the. tow "; - the "town" is 

a more complex concept than a "house", but "an area of the 

town" Implies that we are describing our observations in 

relation to an Imnlicit mental map- of the tow This is a 

localised example of the geographer's basic concept of 

"Areal differentlatioll". 

This miCht be considered basically topological, but 

it becomes more complex if ve Zcfar back to Ackerman's 
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summary of the dimensions of geographical thinking, for it 

has three aspects, 

a) the concept of area, of extent 

b) the concept of the distribution of the 060sit-v of housing. 

a) the concept of the succession of building periods in the 

town. 

The identification of these "areas of the town" itself takes 

place within the sphere of a concept of "Urban Geography" - 

coupled perhaps with another major concept, "The regional 

geography of the West ]Riding of Yorkshire". Now we started 

this example at the very bottom of the G-scale (p. 6 above), 

and we have skimmed through a hierarchy within the subjectl 

at the same time moving up the G-scale at least to county 

area. If ve are going to have some manageable material we 

are-going to need some phenomenal concept which can carr'Y 

a load of organisational- concepts6 The tabulation cited below 

provides a useful example of major concepts with which we 

may find ourselves involved, 

Global-ism: the earth as a sphere 

relationship to'the solar system 

scale 

grid* 

2. DiversitX: pattern 

(Variation) areal differentiation 

regionalisation - (phenomenal 
(functional 

Spatial Logntion: poSitiorr 
(Areal) 

site 

situation 
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Interrelatedness: areal association 

spatial interaction - (circulation 
(trade 
(migration 
(diffusion 
(interdependence 

Chansrei sequent occupance 

process (physical 
(biological 
(social 

6.. cultural Redons: "way of life" 
(Stainhauser, 1967. V-10 

This particular tabulation is Influenced by its contextj 

i*eo American geographic education, but nevertheless provides 

a useful array of organisational concepts for general 

application, 

The concept of a geographical feature which is to 

serve to carry the general conceptual load reflects in its 

selection the personal geographical schemata of the author 

and the geographical environment in which she works* This 

concept is, VALLEY. The development of the outlook of 

geography teaching In Britain has already been referred to 

in Ch. II above. The latest developments, ioe. the use of 

quantitative methods and of models, have appeared in the 

epistemic "translations" of geographical concepts because 

of their affinity with psychological model-building, but 

this Is all P-C-Q, instrumental control emphasis, VI-F-L - 

the so-ciallsed concepts, which have been stored longer in the 

traditions of the discipline and in the minds of teachers 

and pupils now emerge In selection. 
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The elements may be summarised thus% 

1. The earlier research work with students on their use 

of concepts related to a valley situationg although 

this was incidental rather than intentional* 

2* The author's own geographical studies provided particular 

expertise on valley situations. (Hannam, 1954* V*20 

3* Bradford and the surrounding area of the West Riding of 

Yorkshire provide a physical context in which valley 

situations are inescapable, 

4* The valley lends itself to the naive conception of a 

unit which is "natural" and within which human activity 

has developed; and this can be found clearly and 

concisely expressed in geographical literature. 

Two other concepts, PATTERN OF S9TTTn., T"rNT and LOCATION 

have also been selected as major components involved with 

VALLEY in the form of the investigation* and providing three 

types of concept: 

1, 'PhysLeall, i. e, VALLEY 

it is identifiable as J, ioes "an event in the physical 

environment". It can ba pointed out on the earth's surface 

and can enter into direct perceptual experiqnce events in 

visiong and if sufficiently marked in slppe character is 

appreciated kinaesthetically in everyday movement. 

2,111uman' i. e,, PATTERIT OF 
-SETTLEMENT 

it is identifiable as LJ, the diaRonal of the Cube surface 

A (Associational), since it signifies a schema for viewing 

selected phenomena* It is something which can be pointed 

out from a convenient hilltop or from a helicopter, and can 
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be seen best on a map,, It is not, like valleyl, an everyday 

term used in common language.. It involves the "principle" 

of "areal differentiation", i, e. a recognisable part of the 

discipline of geography* (Gagne 1966 op. alto, In disting- 

uishing disciplinary "principles" from 11concepts"t says that 

he is using "principle" for what Berlyne calls a "trans- 

formational" concept)* 

3, A"Principle" or-Trnnsformational-Coneel2t - T-OUTION 

it is identifiable as L-a schema - but rather as the 

neighbourhood of Ll not simply the point. Taken specifically 

geographically, it implies position in terrestrial space, 
ioeo on the earth's surface (or in relation to a location 

on the surfacel as of an ore body below the surfacet or a 

meteorological "warm front" above). Given as No* 3 in 

Steinhauser's six major concepts tabulated above (Po 77-8), 

in oreration it is strongly connected with No. 2 (Diversity) 

and Ifoo I+* (Interrelatedness)and is always relational# 

The Concent of VALLEY 

Hartshorne wrote, 

"while landforms appear to be one of the most 

readily observable phenomena, they are at the 

same time one of the most extraordinarily complex* 

The configuration of the land is arranged in 

countless features, none sharply delimited from 

another, and all varying in size and in the three 

dimensions of shape. Further, these landform--, 

features vary in texture of surface materials 
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and in structure of underground materials* 

Finally, the location of the diverse features 

in relation to each others the areal distribution 

of different kinds of landforms, constitutes a 

complicated pattern of significance in geography". 
(flartshornet 1959. V*3e 

In view of such complexity the task of investigating- such 

a concept as "valley" would appear to be formidable. But 

we have already seen in Chapter II thýt in geographical 

education such concepts are presented to and have to be 

employed by the pupils. To 16ok for L, the personal schema 

is the task of the investigation, but meanwhile, can we 

take something fromH to represent the socialised concept? 

Using hindsight after interviewing subjects, it is evident 

that there Is something in'the nature of a "model valley" 

which is being employed. Since the development of geograph- 

ological ideas has been written up at least to the time of 

the emergence of the critical version of the sociallsed 

concept, (Chorley et al, 1964, V, 40 ive--. iare able to see 

how the collective body of past observers gradually arrived 

at some organisation of their impressions of the complexity 

of landforms. K 

It will be far enough to go back briefly to the 

sixteenth century to note that Leonardo da Vinci vith his 

artist-engineer's eye looked clearly at what was before him 

and saw the significance of river erosion and the character 

Despite the view of Hartshorne that generic rather than 
genetic concepts are important to the geographers in this 
case the Fenetiq concept is prominent* 
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of landscape evolutiono But few of the observers of 1&nd- 

scape, not only in the sixteenth centuryq but indeed up to the 

mid-nineteenth century$ saw what seems so obviots to present- 

day geographers. One of the greatest problems was religious - 

the story of the Creation of the world in six days even if 

the six days were taken as figurative. The concept of the 

Flood led to explanations in terms of the action of ocean 

currents in forming valleys. The existence of widespread 

gravel deposits, now recognised as fluvio-glaciall encouraged 

this tendency. The Church's decision that the date of the 

Creation was 4004 B. C. provided a worse problem, for how 

could rivers, or ocean currents, have eroded large valleys 

in the time available? Catastrophic splitting open of 

chasms had to be conceived* When the former extent of 

Glaciation was hypothesized the idea had to do battle with 

the marine and fluvial enthusiasts. 

European geographers and geologists were faced with 

a complexity of detail in their native landscapes which 

became matched by complexity of theories. Increasing 

accuracy of the measurement of the material carried by rivers, 

and experience of rivers in tropical climatest however in 

the mid-nineteenth century led to an increasing appreciation 

of their importance in landscape sculpture. But the achieve- 

ment or_more order in the chaos of ideas was closely assoc- 

iated with advances in the geographical knowledge of the 

western parts of the United States, A significant point 

in the story was the navigation of the Colorado Grand 

Canyon by J. W. Powell in 1869. 
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"Here in tremendous magnification were the 

answers to the doubts that had been troubling 

European geologists for a century". 
(Chorley et al, 1964. V. P5. ) 

The simplicity of rock structure and the exceedingly rapid 

river erosion in an arid area made clear the forms that 

elsewhere were masked in confusing complexity. Powell saw 
the gradual rise of the level of the land, as the key to the 

landforms and produced the concept of the base level to which 
the rivers were cutting down. His assistant Gilbert added 
to this the Concept of "Grade" (the ideal long-profile of 
the river. -bed), Both of these concepts were taken up and 
bound into the major systematizing concept of the "cycle of 

erosion" propounded by W#14* Davis, the creator of coherence 
in the concept of landform development,, 

Davis, who became Professor of Physical Geology at 
Harvard, not only produced a coherent, compelling ideal 

landscape modell he also happened to live at a time when 

communication of ideas through scientific journals was becoming 

more efficient. Also the lively anthropomorphic language 

in vhich he described the cycle - through youth (active 

rivers cutting down their valleys, to maturity, to old age 

(denudation to base level) - helped to fix the concept in 

the mind and to make it an important vehicle for geographical 

educationi 

"Once established, an original river advances 
t4rough its long life, manifesting certain 
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peculiarities of youth, maturity, and old age, 

by which its successive stages of growth may 

be recognised without much difficulty", 
(Davis, 1889* V*6. ) 

In speaking of river stages, he is inevitably speaking of 

the valley, stage characteristi as associated uith them* 

Davis himself makes clear, however that only in some instances 

will the model fit wall with realityq 

"It is only during maturity and for a time before 

and afterwards that the three divisions of a 

river commonly recognised appear most distinctly; 

the torrent portion being the-still young headwater 

branches, growing by gnawing backwards at their 

sources; the valley portion propert where longer 

tidie of work has enabled the valley to obtain 

a greater depth and widtht and tho lower flood- 

plain portion, where the temporary deposition 

of the excess of load is made until the activity 

of middle life is past". 
(Davis, 1889. V, 7. ) 

1889 may seem a long way back to Co within the geographical 
tradition, but the concept of the valley stages is still 

with us, and though battered by criticismN at'the academic 
level it still remains a strong element in school textbo3ks 

M The nature of this criticism is reviewed in an article 
by R. J. Chorley 'A ne-evaluation of the Geomorphic System' 
of W. M. Davis, Ch. 2, in 'Frontiers in Geogo Teaching' 
ed. Chorley and Haggett (1965). See also Dury (1966) 
'The Concept of Grade' in Essays in Geomorpholog. Ve (ed. Dury) 
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(it has contributed to the "mythical river" complained of 

by Dury (see P-. 70 above), Glacial modification of valleys 

(upon which topic Davis also drote) appears as the main 

variation on this theme-, 'the deepening of tha valley and 

the U-shapeof the cross-profile as compared with the - 

V-shape of the younpriver valley being the most fundamental 

concept which appeared in the conceptual evidence In this 

investigation. 

The Davisian Geographical Cycle concept of Valley 

has been set out in Figure V41-. (p,. 85) as projected through 

the Cube from the Orthochoric surface A towards Y, as being 

dominant Associations which activated a Yield of a vital 

part of the geographical traditioni 

The Concept 
-of 

PATTERN OF SETTLFAIETIT 

Taken In vacuo the notion of "pattern" might suggest 

that the kind of socialised "model" needed might relate to 

regulArs random or clustered distributions, and their 

Classification, as, for example sugPested by Haggett 

(Fig. V. 2. )(Haggett, 1965. V. 8. ) 

Nodes 

Settlements 
(morphological 
classification) 

Urban 
i 

Rural 
settle- settle- 
ments ment s 

Cluýters 
(population-size 
classification) 

e. g. metropolis, 
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sequence 

Irrigular Regullar 

Places 
(functional 
classification) 

1 

-1 
o, g, Central 
places non- 
centrai 
places 

(Christaller, 
1933) 

Fig. V. 2. 
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While this is very relevantl in this context the pattern is 

associated with a particular landform pattern, so we also 

need a model of "pattern. -of-settlement. -in-a-valley"o For the 

close interaction between man and his environment and its 

presentation in a lively compelling manner we might look 

back to the French school of geographers, and the "personality" 

of regions (e. g. Vidal de'la Blanche (1922)9* but for our 

particular purpose of an Ideal valley settlement Patrick 

Geddes (1954-1932), provided us with the "Valley sectiqn". 

Geddes, like Davis, was an Integrator, a seeker for coherence, 
though this time in the biological-sociological field. 

Though himself a biologist he, contributed significantly to 

the discipline of geography In developing regional survey 

methods$ based on the general conceptions of Frederic Le Play. 

lie was convinced that the river basin was the essential unit 

for the study of Place-Work-Folk relations, 

"At or just above the highest springs of water 

are the workings of the quarry and the mine, the 

uplands of the forester and the hunter: a little 

lower the highlands of the herdsman and the 

shepherd: then the pastoral hill-sides with 

their crafts, patches of arable land and sparse 

hamlets, before the descent to the more prosperous 

villages and the minor market, situated where 

highlands merge into lowlands. Between those 

centres, each at the foot'ot a glen vith its 

Vidal de La Blanche. Principes do la geographic humaine. 
"aggett (op. cit. F. 3. ) speaAn of the "heritage of 
HiographIcK regional studies". 
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tributary streams stretch the broad farmlands 

centred in their market towns: and a day's carch 

farther down the meandering river we reach its, 

junction with other tributaries from other 

valleys. Here we find the large country town: 

and finally, where the winding river broadens 

into the*tidal eatuaryt stands the great 

manufacturing city, with its port which is 

in some degree a market of the world, and 

beyond thisl on the coast, are the smaller 

fishing havens, This descent, from source to sea, 

epitomized the underlying realities which, with 

all their variations and exceptionst are the 

cost abiding influences upon the character, 

possibilities and limits of all human societies". 
(Beaver, 1962o V*9., ) 

Beaver says,. 

"Whether our students have ever heard of Le Play 

and Geddes or not, unless they are dyed-in-the-ýwooj 

geomorphological specialists, the greater part 

of the field work they do will be mouIded in 

essence on Place-Ifork-Folk, as adapted and 

enriched by professional geographers during the 

last forty years, " 
(Beaver, 1962, VAO, 

In view of the kind of settlement/valley personal concepts 

which were brought to light in this investigationg Geddes' 
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settlement/valley concept as expressed in the quotation 

from Mairet provides an Important referent (Geddes' L-T 

association having been transformed into 1; -X-, T - socialised- 

coneopt-mediating- environment . as Beaver egys in the 

quotation above). Although appearing as a general I'model"t 

the Valley sectiong like the physical valley of the 

Geographical cycleg has roots in the landscape experience 

of its creator and his selection therefrom, The "valley 

section is shown In Fig-V-3 on the same Orthochoric 

projection as that used for the Geographical Cycle (Fig. Vol 

P* 85o) 

The Concert of' LOCATION 

Because the concept of Location is a pervasiveolement 

in all geographical thought and because of the great variety 

of its expression In the personal concepts Investigated, 

there is no socialised conceptual source which can be 

Identified as significant background. The Valley section 

of Geddes of course carries within it a strong locational. 

element in relation to placing of certain human activities 

within the valley framework and in this sense may be regarded 

as illustrative of the Location concopt also* Given in 

ddscriptive terms, however the concept is Xurred. For 

evaluation of individual concepts Haggett (1965, OP, cite 

Chorley and Haggett 1967) can provide more background. 

Without going into academic analysis irrelevant to the level 
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of concept attainment of the population investiCated in 

this study it Is evident that a look at types of networks 

will give some indication of the sense of relatedness and 

of movement (the nodes being the individual settlements 

of the Pattern of bettlement) e. g. in Fig, V, 4. po 92. K 

Looked at in Orthochoric format (Fig. V-5. P- 934 

howeverl it is evident that Locational Analysis is dependent 

on use of documentary space and mathematically sophisticated 

symbolism. And neither the socio-economic/landform relations 

of the Valley section, nor the concept of networks cover 

the important personal sense of scale, direction and extent 

of area envisaged which qualify every d6cision of the 

individual in a relatively unstructured task, In other 

wordsl, L4 has exercised a less defined influence, and Rj 

the opposite corner of the Associative surface of the Cuba 

is relatively more important. 

To elaborate further on the static Orthochoric 

presentation of the concepts will not take us much further 

with the nature of the individual's concepts, and it is 

time to turn to the collection of evidence in Individual 

interviews, 

Chorley R. J. and Hagc, -ett, P. (ad. ) Models in Geography. 
Methuen. London 1967. Fig. 15.10. p. 625, 
Simulated road and rail networks givea in the same chapter 
illustrate similar concepts. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THF, INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUAL BOtIMMATA 

MATIHO TO ME SELECTED CONCEPTS 

It was desired to sample a wide age range of subjects, 

. from 'primary school age to adult students, if possible, and 

this aim In itself posed a problem of method* Purely verbal 

'interviewing would only extract such elements of the schemata 

as could be expressed verbally, Picture interpretation though 

it can be revealing, is a skill In its own right, and wi h 

a wide age range the limitations of the younger children 

(cf. Long, 1953, ON cit, ) would make comparisbns difficult* 

14ap reading again might lead to dominance of a skill and 

ý; JC would be useless with the younger children* Direct laadscape 

interpretation Involves insuperable problems of time and 

organisation of individual visits* Even in the study of 

students' landform concepts in which a landscape was visited, 

for individual interview a sandtray model was used as an 

intermediary for landscape recall. 

Some situation was required which vould be as neutral 

as possible in Its Q-elemeatj L*e. equipment; the previous 

use of the sand tray suggested this as a useful tool; 

slightly damp, loose sand does not suggest any given form 

and it provides another means of expression of land form 

other than verbal or diagramatic. It could be used for any 

age group. lo could m3ddelling clay, but this takes longer 

to handleg and eventually was used only for drawing patterns 

with a wooden tool. With these two media it could be expected 
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that the Individual could make non-verbal representation of 

his VALLEY concept. 

For the associations of human activity and its patterns, 

however, some kind of 'given' landscape was desirable as 

a standard starting point as least* So a, very simple, 

polystyrene valley model was constructed., It showed a 

valley deeply incised into a plateau, with one tributary 

entering it, and opening out ýomwhat at its lower and. A 

river and-tributary were indicated, -but there was no other 

elaboration* No colour was used lest this should be too 

suggestive of anything beyond surface form (only in one case 

did the white plaster finish suggest snow cover to a subject). 

It was quite a crude model originally intended as a try-out, 

and a second larger model with more detail and less definition 

of a specifically highland environment was made. Also for 

a pilotctest, some triangular markers were made of cardboard, 

and strips of tape of various lengths were cut to use for 

roads. 

A small group of children of ages ranging from seven 

to fourteen years were interviewed at a private sdhool 

which was chosen because of the extent of age range easily 

tapped. The simple model was used, and the sand trayf but 

not the moddlling clay* The trial suggested that this type 

of interview pattern was going to provide the material needed, 

and certain points emerged. 

1, It would be possible to start at the-lower end of the 

Junior school; it had previously been doubted whether it 

would be worth while to extend the age, range so far down* 
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2. The simple model had many possibilities and would probably 

be more suitable than the large more elaborate one. 

3, The simplicity of the triangular markers was an advantage; 

they could stand for one house, a villageg or a town, and 

therewas no need for anything more elaborate; the younger 

children had no difficulty with such a simple symbol. 
4. There was a marked reference to personally experienced 
landscape, implicit or explicit, 
5. In a fifteen minute interview considerable ground could 
be covered;. beyond this, in fact, there might be a danger 

of going on to ask questions which were too directive in 

character* 

6* The younger children were not likely to be able to model 

a valley, but they could use the given model* 
7. Using a tape recorder and prepared basic diagrams to 

record details of modelling in sand and placing of markers 

on the model a sufficient record for subsequent analysis 

could be made. 

A preliminary format for analysis was also tried out, 

but not yet formalised, as it was only after comparing 

judgments. made on a much larger number of interviews and much 

reviewing of them that a bgsis of confidence in decisions 

was reached* 

Selection of tho-Interviewel F>onulatioa 

It must be emphasized that the analysis of cancgpts and 

the nature of concept variation vas at issues and the development 

of the conceptsl not their relationship to any apecific 
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inferred abilities or specific circumstances of educational 

situation of the individual* Variation amongst the population 

was sought rather than any kind of standardisation. There 

was a minimally structured interviev which was intended to 

undergo a great deal of Epistemic processing out of which 

might emerge some significant patterns, rather than the 

placing of individuals on a scaleg although it was possible 

that some relationship to the Piagetian stages might appear, ý 
Thus while a chronoldgical age range was coveredl on 

the human sidel on the environmental side there was a very 

important elementl at least for the school population, which 

governed selection of groups. To ensure that it was possible 

to identify the J-elementq i. e. recalled direct landscape 

experience, it was necessary to select schools in a marked 

valley situation; then it would be possible to hope to 

distinguish the implicit as well as explicit reference to 

the background experience of everyday living* This was far 

core vital than any other possible criteria on the educational 

side for the selction of schools* 

Bradford is a city which has Incorporated mapy hamlets 

and villages which were sited on the spurs and slopes above 

the streams which flow down to join Bradford Beek. These 

"villages" are still identifiable and important in the city's 

social geography* Modern housing estates are also on the 

slopesl and the valley bottoms are either industrial or 

(farther from the centre) open spaces. Schools are therefore 

perched on the valley slopes, but lihere the surrounding area 

is densbly built up, or where there are gentio plateauj on 
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the interfluvesq the valley need not be obvious in the 

circulation of people in their everyday affairs* Care was 

taken therefore to choose schools where the valley was more 

likely to be appreciated, 

With the youngest age group, the Junior school children, 

it seemed unlikly that they would be aware of the dtajor 

landforms, so a situation was looked for where there was 

a stream at the bottom of a distinct valley2 and where they 

were likely to go and play* This situation was satisfied at 

Eccleshill North Junior School which is situated in a 

housing estate which lies on a sloping plateau above Fagley 

Beak* This is outside the basin of Bradford Beek: in fact 

the city boundary runs along the back* the far side being 

"green belt" -a hillside too steep for building in parts 

of it In any case. The beck is incised within a larger 

valley, so that there is a narrow inner valley below the 

estate. This inner valley is full of minor geographical 

features, so that the estate childrent although belonging to 

an area which might be regarded as disadvantageous socially 

and culturally in the cityts pattern, were rich In semi-natural 

environment ( the odd decaying car In the woods not being 

sufficient to spoil the situation). 

To find-a. Junior High School (11 to 13 years) wes not 

so easy; it was not essential to have a valley bottom so 

accessible, but they tended to be sited in the older built-up, 

areas or else where there were flatter plateau sites* It 

was decided to use Hutton Junior High Schoolq which is also 

on the slopes above Fagley Back, but on the upper slopes on 

the fringe of the old hilltop village of Eccleshill. It 
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looks right across the valley and is built on a very-steep 

slope, but some of the children. live on the plateau area 

above. However it seemed reasonably suitable and did have 

the advantage of having a catchment area which included 

that of the Tunior School being used, 

For the thIrteen-plus school population there was no 
doubt of where the best valley situation was to be found, 

i. e. at Thornton Grammar School, which looks down on to 

Upper Bradford dale, on the western side of the city, where 
Clayton Beek (the upperppart of Bradford Beck) is still 
flowing in an open landscape of rural aspectl the villaocs 

of Thornton and Clayton being separated by the empty steep. 
sided lower slopes of the valley# 

The lower forms of this school are less selective than 
the upper formsl but In any case the fifth and sixth formers 
interviewed were self-selective in having chosen geography 

as an examination subject. In the Junior and Junior High 

School the subjects were picked by random numbers from the 

complete school roll, only taking care to have equal numbers 

of boys and girls in each age group. At Thornton School 

they were picked randomly from middle stream forms (a com- 

promise with a more difficult situation in which to arratge 
interviews). Sixth form numbers were too small for random 

picking to make sensel and instead they were selected to 

include both some who were highly motivated in the sense 

of aiming at university entranceý and those to whom geography 

was just another subject they happen to be takinom (estimate 

of their teacher), 

So much for the school population; there remained the 
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student population of the author's own college, which of 

course had a more diverse background of landscape experience - 

and of school experience. The first year students$ with 

which the author was not acquainted (being on study lecive) 

were used, picked randomly to some extenti but ensuring 

equal numbers of men and women and also of local and non- 

local origins* The "mature students", so classed for thib 

purpose as over the age of thirty, were all Interviewed, as 

it was felt that having all spent a considerable time vork. Ing 

in a variety of jobs since leaving school) they would form 

an interesting adult groupo The students were interviewed 

when they had been at college for about half a term, long 

enough for them to settle down, but not long enough for 

them to be markedly indoctrinated by the collgge geograpby 

course, It has to be recognised, however, that they were 

probably more motivated to search into their own concepts 

than the school population. 

Using individual Interviewingg and taking into account 

the detailed analytic processing which every interview 

record would undergo, numbers from each age group were kept 

low. The subjects were regarded as individual cases, not 

necessarily "typical", but overall of course there Is an 

age progression within broad bands, 

The numbers were as follows: 

Hatdre Students (30-39 yrs, ) .... .. 7 

Normal A90 Students (18-20 yrs, )... 9 

Grammar School (4 of each age group except 

. 
for Lower VI - only 1) 17 

junior High School (6 of each age group) 12 

Junior School (4 from each age group) o... 
16 

61 
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The Grammar School subjects were interviewed first, 

starting with Form III and working upwards to the Wth forms 

as far as possible, but as interviewing had to be fitted In 

to the lunch hour, subjects were taken from various forms 

as they could be fitted In* With ýhe younger age groups in 

the Junior High and Junior Schools, the progression of 

interviewing was dowrrdards in age* The same form of 

interview was maintained to the end of the Junior High School, 

but in the Junior School some, adaptation vas necessary, 

e. g. as expression of the valley concept began to fail, 

discussion was continued in terms of hills and streams, and 

Instead of using Aloplast modelling clay for showing a 

valley pattern itwas used to Illustrate stream details* 

At the other end of the scalel the students were also shown 

the larger model to allow them to expand their ideas further# 

The final Form of the Interview Situati-oll 

When a subject came into the interview room all 

apparatus was covered up. 

, 
Introductio Good morning, X, come and sit down* 

I am going to ask you about come things connected with 

geography. It is not a test, I just want to find out what 

sort of ideas you have about some things which you can see 

for yourself as well as learning them in class or from books. 

(slight adaptations according to ago groujps) 

1, Verbal Definition 

We are going to concentrate on things to do with, valleys, so 

first of alll tell me quite simply what a valley is. 

(supplementary questions) any more associations come to mind? 
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any particular associations with people? 

any particular place in mind? 

2, ModellinRin Sand 

A small sand tray was offered for demonstration of the valley 

as defined in (1), If guidance was asked for, the reply 

wasq "this is your choice of valley" (this sometimes arose 

with the more knowledgeable who had a number of types of 

valley in their personal concept, though occasionally it 

might have been playing for time while the problem was 

approached: to the younger children sand was familiar, 

but some of the older school pupils were somewhat embarrassed 

by it as a medium of expression). 

If verbal comment did not arise spontaneously it was elicited 

by questions such as, 

"tell me about your valley'$ 

"is this the whole valley? " 

"would other parts be the same or different? " 

"how might the valley come to be like this? " 

or specific questions - what it is? what happens hero? - where 

the sand model was not clear. It was important to avoid 

leading questions based on the interviewer's own assumptions 

about extensions of the valley as shown, e. g. does it continue 

, 
down Cor up)? thareby suggesting relationship to a longer 

valley in a particular direction. 

Junior Schbol children who did not respond to the 

concept "Valleylwere asked to model a "hill", a concept which 

appeared earlier. 

3- Modelling in-OAloplast, 

To try to establish how far the valley was thought of in an 
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extended landscape a small Idomet of modelling clay was 

offered - If this represents an area of hilly country 

descending in all directionss what sort of pattern of valleys 

might there be? It could be anything up forty or fifty 

miles across* 

Though offered as a "pattern of valleys" this was likely to 

appear as a pattern of rivers, especially as they were asked 

to draw lines with a modelling tool rather than scoop out 

M, it was suggestive, i. e, of valley forms. As a simple 12r 

a pattern of radial drainages which could result from studying 

the form and thinking about the likely behaviour of flowing 

water, or could result from learning the 11socialised concept". 

It was predictable that some would say "as in the Lake District' 

(as standard textbook example): what was less predictable 

were some of the curious patterns produced even high up the 

age range. 

At the lower end of the Junior High School Use. 11 years) 

it was evident that the lower limit of an idea of "pattern of 

valley" had been reached$ so in the Junior school Instead of 

a dome a flat surface of clay was used on which the children 

were invited to show details of their stream, drawing with 

a pointed tool. 

3, Prtýsented Yod_el of_a Valley Form (see rig. VIAZ p. 1060 

This simple form has already been described on po 09. 

above. It was interpreted as a wido range of environmenCs 

ranging from the Alps through the Pennines to the Lincoln 

Wolds and the local environment of Fagley Beek, The most 

common locality identified was Wharfedale. It raises the 

question as to whether there was'any area implicit in its 
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original construction; it was d6signed for a population 

which would be familiar with Pennine valleys, but in view 

of the author's own most Intimate experiences of valleys 

might well have been influenced by recall of the Welsh 

border country valleys. In some cases however it was evident 

that so much was being read Into it by the subject's schemata 

that the details of its form were almost irrelevant. 

The subject was first asked if the model fitted their 

Idea of a valley* Then the questions was put; 

Where might people choose to live? 

or for the more sophisticated subjects; 

What sites might have been occupted? 

The small triangular markersl as elready mentioned above, 

were used to ýý, 'represent houses, villages and towns (and with 

the youngest children, sometimes just a person, probably). 

There were six markersl and they were encouraged to use at 

least three if they were hesitant (the Junior High School 

children were determined to use all that was provided). 

When the Settlement Pattern was established, reasons 

for the siting vere asked for-if they had not been given in 

spontaneous comment, either as running commentary or after 

placing the narkers, Then they were asked about possible 

roads so that people could tet about, and strips of tape 

(insulating tape, slightly rough and tacky was used so that 

it woul. d rest an the sloping surface without slipping too 

much) were offered. Again comment was asked for if not 

given, esPociallYs "where is this going? " when it seemed 

possible that a road leading beyond the valley into an 
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extended landscape might be envisaged. If the possible 

extension seemed accidental (eog, a piece of tape that was 

too long for the purpose), the questions was put as neutrally 

as possibleg "tell me about this road? " to try to avoid 

offering the extended concept which had not arisen spon. 

taneously. Another element in the conappt which had to be 

approached delicately was the concept of crossing the river; 

sometimes a bridge might be mentioned but if not was one 

being assumed, or was the river as an obstacle being ignored? 

Lastly, a further elaboration of the whole valley 

concept was Invited by questions such as, 

What about the sjope3 between your settlements and roads? 

What might they look like? 

What sort of vegetation or land use might you find? 

Some information of this type might have appeared already 

in earlier co=ents, especially with the older subjects. 

I-lot only did it give evidence of associatt! d human activitiesl 

but also revealed the scale of their thinking in terms of 

areal extent and the degree of consistency of view for the 

whole valley, Finally, if it was not already clear that an 

area had been recalled they were asked again, "Have you any 

particular place in mind? " 

Collego students were also offered the second modell 

which showed a more open landscape with gentler slopes and 

more tributaries entering the main river, as well as a 

distinct emergency of the river on to a plain or major wide 

valley flow. River terraces were incorporated, and gentler 

shelving areas which might have boan identified for settlement 
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sites, (and indeed were). As they saw. it when their schemata 

were already marshalled by studyiag the first model, those 

with a rich and complex valley concept were able to cover 

the landscape in very rapid scanning commento 

Recording 

The interviews were taped-recorded, modelling activities 

being recorded by the interviewer by drawing on prepared 

basic diagrams, The majority of interviews took fifteen 

minutes, occasionally twenty minutes either because the 

subject was very slow in responding or at the other extreme 

particularly loquacious (or in the case of the studentst 

examining the second model)* Transcription was done on 
the same day If possible, or on the following day: the 

transcription was thentyped out divided into segments which 

appeared likely to serve the need for specific division in 

analysis, In fact this did not work out in many cases where 

the thought operations ware complex, but the divisions 

provided a useful reference system. Two types of analysis 

were carried out, (1) to identify the elements of the 

geographical ideas, ioeo to assess the quality of L the 

schemata, and (2) to Identify the progress and nature of the 

subject's conceptual thinking with the aid of Epistemic 

criteria and 11capping". 
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CHAPTM VII 

GEOGRAPHICAL MIALYSIS OF 
-QUALITY--Or- 

CONCEPTS 

In presenting this evidence It will be easiest to start 

by illustrating in diagram form the types of modelling 

variation, to which verbalisations can then be relatedý 

1. The VATIEY-Soncept. i. e. _thelandform 
itself* 

In the form itself, three particular elements appeared 

as basically important, (a) the extent to which the length 

of the valley, descending from mountain to plains was shown: 
(b) If a short section was shownt'vas this recognised as a 

x-art only? (a) Was there continuity of valleyside-hillslope 
form or were there separate hills shown? 
Examples of the progression are illustrated below. 

LOA 

-. 

Io'. I 
c/Il 

(a) Good presentation of long profile, 

descending, with broadening cross 

section, and curving# 

No- 31+ (14,11 yrr, ) 

(b) Clear presentation of simple cross 

sectiong accompanied by clear 

verbal statement that this is the 

mature section, and that the 

loiter section would wide out. 

No, 48 (18 yrs) 

hollow, ac-companied by verbalisatioil 

which mentions "hills all round'19 

and later, 11caverned out of a hill", 

L no concept of long profile NO. 35 (b-Uyx, 

*See pp, '79-86 above for the socialised concept 
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Irrelevance of age is evident. In the case of-W there was 

no question merely of poor modelling; the "given model" was 

declared dirferent from her own idea of a valley. One should 

note, however, that she was able to make use of the given 

model to express other concepts. The random selection happens 

to have provided extreme examples at this particular age, 

I From twelve years old downwards 

1 --\ 
r, 

1 

will' 

VC46((ev 
P%Are 

(d) the concave-convex form leading 

from valley bottom to hill top 

began to be lost. More and 

mre often there were two 

fe) mounds for hills and a space 

between, though some were still 

producing the hollov form. 

Both No,, 19 (d) and No. 20 (e) 

subjects were 11*7# 

That this is not simply a modelling characteristic is borne 

out by the verbal d6finitions which emphasized "between two 

hills". with few words for what was between* The two subjects 

Illustrated in (d) and (e) said respectively, "sort of ditch 

between two hills", and "sort of *#. in between mountains" 
(Cesture supplying the form) so*& a big drop"# Contrast 

even flo. 35's comment (02 where the physical concept was 

very limited - "usually there's hills all round, usually in 

the middle you go down to it and usually itts a little 

villace thatts there". From other evidence, it is lack of 

adequate river concept that limits (a), 

At the other end of the scale No. 48 (b) - student - 

says , 
Itynaline - it's the V- shape between two mountains, caused 
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sometimes by a downfold, sometimes by erosion, eroded by 
river, sometimes by glacier", 

This Is amplified by doscriptive detail# 

"f, k; li t zk-. " 
top ýKj is r L. r 

Noo, 14. (f ) at 10. o 5 yrs. has onlY 

one hill - "it's a **#, -a big hill 
and It's got a few houses on, and 
it's like a plain, it's got green 
grass on ... a few pastures, 
it slopes down"# 

Evidently it is the valley side which is identified, just as 

"hill" may be identified as a hill side* This should not be 

read as suggesting that aten-year old could not conceive of 

a valley between two hills; nine-year olds did so, but not 

any of the random selection of. eight or seven year olds* 

110# 32. (11+*0) has been illustrated 

(g) because it reveals a particular 

sort of error in the incorporation 

of learned textbook concept* His 

definition includes, "They are 

always aV shape", then after 

modelling itj he saidl'! It's going into a rough 'V shape, hbre 

at the bottom'19 and when asked if it was the whole valleyq said 

"it is a whole one coming from here (x), opening out into the 

big VII, This arises from contour map study, and the dominance 

of the two-dimensional V shape of contours 6n the boriz-ontal 

plane of the paper, instead of the vertical V shape of the 

valley cross section. The horizontal V-shape appeared again 

in the use of the Aloplast dome. He is aviare of. the vertical 

W, but the phrase 'IV shape", =which is a part of the socialised 

concept is linked with tho horizontal V in his schema# This 

illustrates one of the conceptual hazards of contour map study, 

where documentary space must. be translated into terrestrial 
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spaces 

The modelling clay dome was provided as seeming to 

offer the most neutral type of generalised slope forra* 

(a) Radial dral jge showing-tributaries n, 

was the most advanced concept type 

shown e. g. No. 44 (a) a VIth former 

CL7-9). A running commentary revealed 

a vivid imagining of the pattern 

developing* 

Siru ple radial drainagge as in (b) 

No. 41 (16*6) vas not usually 

accompanied by much verbal elaboration* 

Sometimes the elaboration Involved 

'faulty' concepts, e. g. in (c) 

I() 

(2) 

pm 

(C) This Vlth former No, 42 (17*5) said, 

"the drainage would be radial, rivers 
coming out from the central as in 
the Lake District.,, could become 
dendritic if some of these joined 
upett 

(d) 
This again reveals the conceptual 

hazards of documentary space; the 

dandritic pattern has not been related 

to slope and dynamic development of 

river pattern, although this VIth , 
form student has knowledge of valley 

details Informed by local fieldwork 

which add up to a fairly sophisticated 

valley schema* 

1\ 
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The, verbalisations of this "debased raclig-I concept" distinguish 

I it from anothor rather similar pattern whore distributaries 

vere also shown, but identified as such in a delta at, the 

bottom of the slope, 

Praln; are- run-ning acros's the top (d ) was shown by some 

Junior High School children; this example Ito. 21+ is at 

12.6 yrs. Another variation characteristic of the declining 

concept was cintotiring, drainnp,, P. (e) No. 2: L (11.9). Although 

the radial pattern is lost, the idea of streams running round 

the hill seems logical enough, only set in a landscape of 

smaller extent, And with regzkrd to the valleys which run 

across the dome (d), this might have relation to a river 

cutting through a range of hills. There was very little 

accompanying verbalisation at this stage, and the lack of 

response led to the omission of the dome in the Junior School 

intarviows; some very odd patterns had appeared amongst the 

11-year-oldso One twelve-year-old, having said, "round the 

sifts"t then drew a house% she had previously modelled 

separate hills, ani when asked about the valley between, 
I 

made a separate hollow in another part of the sand tray; it 

was all more characteristic of the Junior School interviews 

(she was in the lowest ability stream in the school). The 

broad relationships between the evidence of the valley concept 

and the age range is shown in Fig. VIII*l, p* 115* 

32ttlement alli. Road wastern concepti-involvinFlOcAtiOn 

To handle the analysis of che settlement sitings a 

divislon of the territory was made, as in Fig# VII, 2* 

See pp. 86-89 above for the Ilsocialised" concept. 
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Generalised Analysis-of Concept Development 

settlement Pattern 

AGE Plateau Lower Uonstrict- 
GROUP and Slopes Confluence ed upper Spur 

Ridge Valley valley 

304- Occasionly Dominant 
t d i nan om 4 

18-20 T 1 
occasion- 

17t Oacur Frequent scattered ally 
1 Occasiori- 1 

ally 
16+ 

none 1.4no ugh through 
through 

15+ Occasional 
14+ all 

all 
sometimes a ll 1 

13+ thr ougil 
dominant 

12f- 
a ge 

groups 
ll+ groups 

VI 
10+ ý v groups n3ne 

one 0 ne 
only only 

9+ Dominant 
wh ole 

B+ 
I- 

range 

7+ 

Fig VII-3- 
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From the broad tabulation in Fig. VII-3 (p. 117), it will be 

seen that there are two age-lirAed relationships. The 

younger children used n1ateau and ridge siter., very rarely 

siting any house in the valley. They were strongly influenced 

by the steepness of slopes on the model, but possibly more 

strongly by the fact that in their own limited environment 

all the houses in their estato are built on a broad shelf 

above the incised lower part of their valley,, There was a 

strong feeling about the consequences of bad waathorK if 

living by the stream: 

"when it's windy it might flood and the water might 

come in the houses" (7#9): 

"if there's a wind coming if you were hanging clothes 

out or su=at they might fall in the stream"(10*5) 

"rain might top up stream, it might get flooded" 

"when the uind blows the water might splash'through 

the houses and they wouldn't be able to go in the houses"(10.0). 

It may be relevant that in the previous month Bradford had 

had three times its average rainfall and all streams were 

abnormally full. All the children except one ("the woods 

were not safe" - parental prohibition? ) played by the stream. 

The other aged-linked characteristic occurs at the top 

of the age range, i. e. the use Of the c3nrjuence-site; to be 

aware of the significance of this site evidently required 

a schema which embodied the socio-economic implications 

which had been received through transmitted sir)cialised know- 

ledge in school. lt was most dominant in the older student 

group where this was re-inforced by adult experience of 

Comparable feelin 
(gs about weather appeared in RhYs' 

research (1966) ef * II * 23 ) 
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GENERALISED ATIALYSIS OF CONCEPT DP. VF. TOPIIEgT 

Road Pattern 

AGE DC, '11I=, KT MIXED CONTINUITY RELATION 
P14TTERII OR TO 

GROUP PATTERN IN VALLEY DISZUtrCTION MODEL 
& ON AREA 
HILLS 

30+ 
valley extended 

18-20 

17+ routes view 

16+ dominant continuity beyond 
mixed 

dominant model 
15+ 

---- - -- patterns 
14+ usual 

13+ occur 
ring, 

12+ 
pattern 

ll+ limitation 
voiding 

disjunction 
10+ valley to me 

model 
9+ dominant frequent 

8+ area 

7+ freqtýent 

L- 

Fig* VII. 41 
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Place -Work-Folk. (cf. the. *valley section", P-87) 

Patterns appear best in association with roads, Fig, VIL'ji419 

shows that there ware two dominant types ani one which was 

a mixture of the other two. The ring pattern was associated 

with the plateau-ridgo siting used by the younger children; 

the valley-routes Vattern fits in with the confluence site 

Wed by sixth-formers and students, 

vz 0. - V-4 

V6 
V3 . 0, 

vi 

rV6 

A good example of Zing-pattern is 
H 

(a) shown in (a) No. 26 (12*10)0 All the 

markers have been used, when asked 

for reasons she said "because some 

places straight (iseo flat) and 

some places near the stream" (this ib the low ability stream 

child again, but she is well up with her contemporaries in 

-X 
of her pattern). the continuit. Below this age disjUnctio 

VX, 

V3 
VI AýI 

(b) 
was frequent, i. e. settlements were 

not linked in a continuous pattern* 

In (b) No, # 22 (11,11) the valley 

appears as an obstacle "you can't 

met across to that village (i. e, from 

V2 to V3)", But in this case the disjunction is connected 

with the relief obstacle, because road B is stated to be 

going'to a town, and road C to another village, so an 

extended landscape beyond the model area, is being envisaged$ 

which Fig. VII, 4. (Pe 119. ) will reveal as more characteristic 

of older groups. " 

Nvl 
... V2 .... etc. Sites in order of placinCo3l, 

A ..... B ..... etc. Roads in order of placing 
x3ýRhys (1966) also comments on the way in which younger 

children regarded the area shown on a ph3tograph as self- 
c3ntainedg the extended spatial framework being more often 
appreciated from 12 years upwards* 
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vs 
vj, ) 

VA 
A 

V3 V4 

An example sh3wing-characteristies 
a) 

of a particularly elemoatary. 

pattern is given in (a) Illoo 1. 

The markers are used as 

single houses, and were placed on 

top "because if You put house down there you'd have to walk 

up the hill" (later replies sugiested that this implied going 

to shops), She put roads Aq "this one to got from one house 

to another", an(I B, "and over here one by itself"t Road C 

was elicited by asking how people would get from A to B if 

there were any houses by B. Sho said "could have a bridge 

over ". Although this is the youngest child interviewed, 

this does not represent the most elementary pattern; one 

child of 10*0 years showed only one line of houses and the 

road beside them. The whole Junior school age group showed 

tremendous individual variation amongst the random collection 

interviewed. 

The plateau/ridge siting re-appeared in student interviews, 

although it had disappeared completely in the Grammar School 

group (that is to say, such sites were mixed with valley 

sites in the pattern, not shown exclusively)* It was 

associated with complete avoidance of the valley by roads, 

uhich went off the model In search of easier ground rather 

than tackle the valley. The m: )st. marked avoidance of the 

stoop slopes occurred with a mature student No* 59 whose 

landscape experience was markedly different from the average. 

Although he had lived in Yorkshire for over ten yearsq he was 

of East'German origin and hdd spent his early life ia displaced 

persons camps; he had therefore lived in a numberýof north 
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European'landscaposl and also a short experience of eastern 

United States landscapes. He had a remarkably strong feeling 

of isolation on the plateau, regarded the valley slopes as 

impassible because of their steepnessl and would only use 

the narrow ridge, which he saw as having a possible gentler 

descent to lower ground* 

Vv, - 

(d) The cost perfect ex=plo of 

valley routing in association 

with the confluence site is shown 

in flo. 56. (d) (31 yrs. ) "The 

m3st i=ediate site w3uld be there, right bang on the 

confluence, this is a natural mcating place both of rivers 

and people"* Ile put "fa=ing typo settlements" at V2 and V 

then V4 at the foot of a pass, "where a road might go over 
the col or mountain"* A is a main road up the valley, Ca 

minor roadl "Just a communications type of road$ as is this 

one sliding up the #ributary"(B), 

- 

-- --I 

V-1 

(e) The defensive site oa the spur 

was used only occasionally, and 

usually specifically identified 

as defensivag as in (e) No. 1+1(16.6). 

The upper valley is regarded. as unsuitables and the whole area 

as rather negative in terms of land use. The lettering will 

show that the road E was added last, the crossing of the 

tributary by a bridge only being decided on after a long 

meditative pause. 

VZ V4 

Vi 

f) By contrast (f) 116- 30 (13-10) 

has two bridgings of the river, 

though the sites are plateau/ridge 

typo, Tho class was working on 
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a topic on "Bridges" and all the children selected from it 

used the bridge concept positivbly in making their road note 

The last illustration (g) No. 53 (20 yrs) show a pattern 

involving hill crossings other than head-of-the-valley passes. 

CV3 \Vl V5- 

There vas a great deal of 

-, 7reasoned co=ent going on with 

the building of this pattern. 

The site V is on the lower I 
slope of the spur; in fact 

all the sites are seen as being away from flood danger 

although vithin the valley, C and D reflect selection of 

gentler gradients for the minor roads* E, along the tributary 

valley, is seen as a major road, It is evident that there is 

a strong sense of the n3dality of the site V The settle. 1 

ments are considered. as towns, and the whole valley concept 

seems to be on the scale of Geddes' "valley section", o 
Sufficient patterns have now been given to show how all the 

possibilities of the codal were taken up in one way and 

another, The final sophistication might be indicated by 

the use of the ridge, for a motorway, isolated from the valley 

towns except for access routes No. 55 (30 yrso) 

The LOCATIOU con2g2o 

From the evidence appearing above, "location" is boing 

influenced by factors as diverse as the kinaesthetic play 

experience of the younger children and the reasoned principles 

of economic geography of the mature students* But an adult can 

be influenced strongly by the"fool" of the landscapol and a 

nine. -year-old can discuss the relative advantages of routes 

for people walking and for cars, Continuity of-rglatigns and 

RFor the socialised concept see pp. 89-91 above. 
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extent of area visualised show more progression* The kinds 

of discriminations that can be made will be best discussed 

along with the criteria for grading the quality of the concepts 

which follows. 

aradinp,, of Qualit. Y of ConcPnts 

With plenty of evidence of the variety of Individual 

versions of the solectod concepts the task of classifying 

them is a formidable one* Yet alongside'the Epistemic 

Analysis some standard of the individual concept in comparison 

with the s3cialised concept Is needed. It was decided to 

take five aspects of each of the three concepts and use 

three levels for each of these, making a total of 15 paints 

for each. m The criteria are summarized in Fig* VII. 5. (p* 125), 

Two aspects are co=on to all three concepts. One of these 

is the level of verbalisation, the other has been called 

"Spatial Sense" for the first two conceptsl and "Personal 

Awareness" for LOCATION* 

I Criteria for "VATI, FY" A. LolIE: Prof Ile 

T. evej -1 
Awareness: evidence of a sense of length of valley 

but vithout elaboration. e. g. No. 24 (12.6) 

-1 That carries on (a) .. it's like 
a deep bowl 9. it goes on up (b) 

oe (0-) and carries on but there's hills 

"e 
- W, they Go back. " 

Level 2. SimT)I, e detail.: at least showing evidence of changes 

in nature of the cross Bection, i, es narrow and/or young 

valleyl broadening/maturel source, going to the sea* 

e. g. No. 47 (18-0) 

KAlso possible score of 0 where there was no sign of the 
concept element. 
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Grading of- quality-of conceT. Ar- 

Criteria for Scoring (absolutely negative cases countod as 0) 

1. VATIEY 

11 2 3 
Long Profile Awareness - Simple detail Complex detail 
Cross Profile Awareness Simple detail Complex detail 
Process Awareness Simple detail Complex detail 

Spatial Sense 
Limited part Whole of Extended land- 

of valley Valley scape sense 

Verbalisation 
Limited common Clear common Genetic/goneric' 

language language terminology 

2. Settlement Pattern 

Ranking Equal status 
Some ranking regional 
within model hierarchy 

Site scatter 
Single or one Limited type distributed 

cluster distribution various types 

Reasons 
Relief only or Simple human Complex region- 
simple social (economic -al activity 

strategic) 

Spatial Sense 
Subjective local links, spontaneous 

feeling responsive regional patt- 
-crn. 

Verbalisation 
Limited common Clear common Genetic/generic 

language language terminology 

3e LOCATION 

Nodality 1 Single links 
SoMe nodal Complex nodal 

pattern pattern 

Extent2 Localised 
Comparison of Extended areal 

areas differentiation 
Socialised Personal Simple land Regional pattern 
Reasons activities use concepts identified 

Personal aent5l- Personal Fragmentary Continuity ol map integrated 
Awareness mental maps mental maps into regional 

I pattern-. 

Verbalisation 
Limited common Clear common Geographical 

language language termirr-IDgy 
1. from model network. 2. from land use comments. 

Fig. VII* 
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(short section shown) "this is only part of the valley, the 
valley starts narrow, and then widening, the beginning can 
bo': formed in various ways, If it's a river it's-likely to 
be small at first, but if started by a glacier it would 
have a kind of bowl at the beginning, and come*down4 It's 
not necbssarily straight% 

Level 3. C3mvIex dotailss amplification of information about 

stages of ex=ples, e, g. Voi 44i (17,9) 

pLors 

Cross Profile 

"Goes steeply at first, steep V, 
truncated spurst gradually gets 
narrower and then you start to got 
your meander plain towards the 
bottomi These are supposed to be 
interlocking spursl, uhere it's 
steep it's all rocky, then gradually 
flattens out, might got a river 
bluff, flood'plain"i 

Level 1 Awarenoss: indication of the continuity of slopes 

across the valleyl in words and modelling, e, go No, 28 

(13-0) 
(short section shown) "land that dips in the. -. -middle, 
into a sort of curve, and dips into the middle where 
you find stream and villages there. " 

Level 2. Simple detail: indication of the character of the 

cross section, such as V-shape and U-shape, changes 

of cross section in long profile* e4s. No. 46 (18,0) 

"a river runs in a valley, ,.. they are V-shaped 
or U-shape" (with reference to her model) "supposed 
to be a flat valley floor, steep sides oi. 11 

Level 34 Complex detail: enlargement on details of shape an 

example is difficult to quote economically as the 

relevant Information might be scattered through tho 

Interview, however No. 55 (10) will serve to 

illustrate, 

(z) 
«-I-i. 

- '"I 
(3) 

-If 

-z, i/ 
; i/ 

(he altered his model while talking 
so 3 stages of this are shown in 
the diagram ), 
"This would be the young valley (1) 
vary steep cross-section going 
in and out, what we call inter- 
locking spurs ... very steep 
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sides more vertical than lateral erosion, something 
like this 

- this is more gorgelike .... then you 
got your middle valley, (2) the mature valley$ much 
wider curve, and the meander rather than the sharp 
curves you got in the young'stagos.,. you'd get the 
river cliff* ... and the final stages it's not so 
distinguishable, Itts spread outg you may get this 
bluff (3), very widel shallow, slow-moving ooe (continues with delta and estuary detail). "-N 

He looks equally systematically at the cross section 

of the model when it is presented to him; no other 

subject concentrated on the concept of the cross 

section in such a positive way) but the same type 

of information emerged in other cases, spread through 

the interview as a whole (this mature student (ex IR*A. F. ) 

had the second highest total score for quality of 

concepts)* 

C. Processl that is to say, realisation of the making of the 

valley the operations of rivers glacier$ weather conditions 

and so forthq in the development of the landforms A glance 

at the table in Fig* VIILp. 141 will show that there was 

little of this until the examination-preparation classes 

were reached. 

Level 1, Awarenesst at least some term suggesting that a 

valley was "made", 0-9- No. 32 (14.0) 

"just a hillside being cut away in the middle, and 
sometimes it could be when the glaciers came down. " 

Level 2, Gimple-detail: suggesting some knowledge of processes 

and the resnlt3 of their operations, e. g, No, 48 (18#0) 

", P. oe caused sometimes by a downfold, sometimes by 
erosion, eroded by river, sometimes by glacier.... 
(comment on her sand model) it's supposed to be 
a U-shaped valley, straight sides caused by the 
glacier coming through and straightening it out, 
carving It out". 

There is further mention of erosion when looking at 

xCompare with quotation from W. H. Davis on p. 83 above* 
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the polystyrene model* 

Level 3* coulex detail: more elaboration of operation of 

processes, e. g. Noo 42 (17,5) 1 
"Tho valley sides could be steep or less steep, 
depending on the amount of glaciation... and whatever 
else might have gone on, In a desert, could be 
erosion of some sort which has left a great valleyooo 
could be the weatherg would take a lot of timeo,.. 
interlodking spurs further up hare, they will have 
boon worn away and as the river advances further 
down here they will gradually wear away... meandersý 
abandoned meanders, debris which has been brought 
and left, river terraces, paired terraces, as In 
the valley here" (this is taken from several Items 
in the interview). 

This particular subject's schemata are rather over. 

loaded with theoretical "socialised concepts" not 

yet very well integrated (SOe P*113 above on his 

"debased radial drainage" type concept), but the 

1% 

ingredients are there* It must be remembered that 

this was a fifteen-minute interview in isolation 

from the documentary aids of geographical studyo 

D. Spatial-Sense: this Is less easy to set out in examples, 

because it was judged from tho ageneral tenor of replies and 

m6delling actiong in so far as they seened suggestive of the 

extent of visualised landform. The evidapae is taken from 

the part of the interview before the polystyrene valley 

model was shown, It was considered limited if there seemed 

to be very localised visualisation df a feature oven if the 

feature was complex In Itself, 

Level-. 'LT-imited rzirt Of-vall-ey, e. g. no. 2t (12,6), though he 

had Level 2 concepts of the cross profile and PrOCOssess 

was only at Level 1 of the long profile (awareness), and 

any comment.,,, relating one part of the valley to another 
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were only extracted by supplementary questions; he 

was only able to operate with his acquired socialised 

concepts when he had the visual stimulus of the 

given model$ lie came from Lincolnshire, and the 

whole of the human aspects he dealt with-later in 

the interview were strongly influencediby his native 

environment; he had visited highland areas (eeg. 

Snovdonia)v but not to do field work* 

Level 2. Whole of valley, eg. No. 21+ (12*6). already quoted 

on p. 121+ for Level I-awareness of long profile - 
It is the spatial sense which helps him to have the 

long profile concept at any level at all, since he 

does not know any long profile details. 

Level 3* Extended landscape sense, iqe. visualisation of the 

valley as part of a larger landscape, in every case, 
this was associated with landscape experience; in 

the example given here it was also specifically 

associated with maprreprosentationg Noo 29 (1399)s 

who modelled his valley with str6ng recall of his 

local environment saido 

"this would be the end of the vallayl I've never 
seen the source, it's more Wilsden way, If you 
look at Thornton on the map it's really one big hill 
with the village on the side,,.. this particular 
valley goes further past the school". o. 
Ile lives on the markedly dissected plateau above 
Thornton where the deep valley heads of the streams 

running down to Bradford Beck make communication 
dirficulti one of them (coming from Willddn way",, 

see quotation above) being a glacial spillway in 

part. This is the youngest subject to reach this 
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level; it was more evident amongst the students, 

particularly the mature students* However the 

latter are a highly self-selective group, and one 

is tempted to postulate that only those adults who 

possessed a good "landscape sense" would choose the 

subject In their college courseq 1_nd be selected 
for entry since in the absence of evidence of. much 
formal geographical learning, evidence of informed 

awareness of their environment is an obvious factor 

In their favour. 

E, Verbalisation 

Since the use of words is important to the individual in 

handling his conceptualisationst verbalisation must have been 

an element in the evidence already presented, but it has not 

been graded on verbal expression only. In this section, the 

actual expression in words has been taken as a specific 

element. 

Level 1, Mmited Co,, nmorj-LLan, *. ua5! 21 iee. verbal expression 
did not match the 10VOl of concept which they wero 
trying to expressl resulting In circumlocutions, 

e. g. No. 33 (14.6) 

"two hills .... it's the slope in the middle" 

accompanied by a good model of a stretch of valleye. 
Level 2. Clear Corrmon Lvng 

-- ua;,, e: esgo Uo. 25 (1299), 

"two hills on either sidal sloping down to make 

a gap" 

Level 3. Genatic/-generlc terms are used, e9g. Noe 55 (30*0)s 

"a feature of the . landscape, generally formed in 
normal erosion by river action, ... generally within 
the valley-three-stage development". 
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Only three subjects (one sixth-former and two 

students) reached this level at which technical 

language was characteristic of their concept; 

others used technical language occasionally but 

"clear common language" was more characteristic. 

Muddled use of technical terms was not counted 

as Level 3; efficient expression, whatover the 

verbal level, is implied. 

II CrI teria for 11SETTLEMBIT 
-PATTER? 

4" 

A Pankim-, 

Mention has been made above of the different status 

which the markers might represent, i. e# house, farm, village, 

towng city. 

Leva 19 Equal-Status: no differentiation amongst the 

settlements shown, Houses were not counted if 

nothing else was shown, since they were associated 

with personal feeling rather than a concept of 

"site". This level therefore implies at least 

"farms", villages or towns. 

Level 2, Some ranking within model: at this level at least 

two types, e. g. farms and villages, or villages 

and towns were distinguished amongst the sites shown, 

not necessarily immediately on placing them, but 

during the ensuing conversation about routes and 

land useo Little ranking was done before 15+9 but 

an earlier example is found in No. 30 (13*10) whose 

settlement pattern has already been shown (example 

M on p. 122)9 who said, 
"I think up here (yl) because this is flat land 
for a farm... might be a town or a village (V2)00,, 
there might be some houses (V 3) and near the 
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town (VO. " 

This probably the most specific example at any age 

of tho concept of a s6ttlement hierarchy related 
to relief dominating the immediate selection of 
sitas. 

Level 3* Regional Hierarchy: at this level the settlements 
actually shown on the model were seen as part of 

a larger settlement hierarchy. For instance, Noo 39 

(1519) 

flit widens outj there might be bigger towns out 
of the valley" 

which explains why he has only placed two settle. 

ments in the model area itself. No. 40 (16.0), 

after distinguishing a "main village" from others 

(the main one being at the confluence site) says, 

"there could be a. big town here for trade and the 
coast or something" (Loo. beyond a pass through 
which a road was shown)* 

B, Site scatter: This was in terms of the use of sites in 

the divisions shown in Fig. VII-34*117 and any relevant 

verbal evidence to back up the model placing* 

Level 1, Slingle-or one c, luster: this might occur at any age 

(see the example of the mature student No. 59 cited 

on p,, 121 above)o 

Level 2. Limited tyLo of distributio itho ring-pattern 

plateau/ridge/slope associated type of pattern 

already Illustrated on p. 120 was at this level* 

Level 3& Distributed various types: No. 53 (20 yrs)q whose 

road pattern was shown on P, 123 aboves includedl 

(I) the confluence site, (ii) "along the course of 

the river", (III) at the source of the river, (iv) 

in the lowlandsl "at more raised parts above the 
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vale". x 

C. Reasons: the same site might be selected for different 

reasons. 
Level 1, Relief only or simnle social: to select with regard 

-only 
to the relief (e&g. the younger children's 

plateau sites), or with a "social feeling" seemed 
to be the most rudimentary type. e. g. No. 27 (12*10) 

says of a plateau site, 

"and it's more flat land up here, and more land for 
children to play on, and put buildings on". 
Only from 14+ onwards is more than this achiovedl 

except in two cases* 

Level 2. Simple ftmaý (oconomic or strr-itedc): relief of 

course continues to play a part in the reasoning, but 

relief. -related-to-human-activit. v is now dealt with, 

110* 38 (15.6), having used the spur site, says, 
"because, say a long time ago, they would have 
defonceq because they've got water at the bottom* 
and also they've got two slopes at the side, leaves 
only that area to defend". 

In other cases, position with regard to possible 

routes was montioned, or farming activities, for 

instance in the upper part of the valley, 

, 
Level 3- Complex Regional-ActivitV at this level there was 

cited, not just the local activities for a particular 

settlement, but its place in a local pattern of 

activities, Ono sixth-former and three studentL did 

this. No, 58 (31+ Yrs) gives something very much 

akin to Geddes "valley section"$*" 

mQuoted in full on P. 225 below. 
lafCompare with quotation on p. 87-88above., 
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"You'd have the towns - the bigzest areas of settle- 
ment down in the broadest part of the valley# Youtd 
have a settlement here whore the two streams meet, 
because of the change of land use and the access 
from this valley and this valley meetings,., and 
you'd get smaller settlement up hare, villages, 
probablyt and then scattered farms up here, depending 
on what typo of countryside it is-. " 

D. Spatial Sionset the evidence is taken from a later phase 

of the interview than that for the "spatial sense" of the 

landform; and it might be called "Socio spatial feeling"* 

'Level 
1. 

-"subjective 
feel. ing"t this corresponds to the 

egonentricity of the youneer children, -eigi No. 18, 

(11 15) t 
"and the ones an top wouldn't want to be too near 
the edge, it would be windy on top$ so they'd keep 
away from the edge". 

This child is just on the turaing-point of getting 

away from this strong personal feeling, since he 

does mention farming activity later on* 

T, evej 2. Feeling for-local links: No# 30 (13-10) quoted for 

Level 2 of "ranking" shows this in placing settle- 

ment in relation to other settlement, This level 

was also considered appropriate, when the feeling 

for relative connectedness was elicited although 

not appearing spontaneously. It is not easy to give 

criteria, except disjunctively, i. e* "more than 

Level 1 but not up to Level 3". 

Level 3- Spontaneous ropional potternt whereas A* 58 as 

quoted for Level 3 reasons gives a regional pattern 

explicitlyl in many cases it was evident that there 

was an implicit sense of an extensive pattern; 

this often went with reference to landscape experience 
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In which existed the sort of pattern that was boing 

built into the model. The most unusual combinatioa 

with other elements in his schema occurred with the 

mature student Noo 59 cited on p* 121 as only using 

the ridge site# This might suggest a limited 

spatial schema, but in fact was related to a marked 

regional sense, much concerned with linkage to 

lowlands which must be envisaged beyond the models 

only seeing steep slopes as isolating areas within 
the general sahema4 

E. Verbalisation: the same distinctions were made as for 

the"Valley" concepts Thus Hot 30 (13#10) and No, 58 (34*0) 

cited above on pp. 131 and 133 are both using Clear Common 

Language (Level 1/2) although the adult is more fluent than 

the child* No, 61 (39 yrs), for comparision with Noi 58, 

uses more "geographical" languages 

"I would expect to find a settlement at the confluence 
of the two rivers* It could be broadly built across 
the confluence in fact. Settlements I expect would 
be more numerous further down the valley getting 
to more arable land, more easily cultivated", 

and has been classed at Level 3, which still implied- the use 

of much common language, but more offictntly,,, expressoed, and 

more usage of terms-such as "confluence" instead of phrases 

such as "where two streams meet". 

III, Criteria for LOCNTIOU 

A. Nodality: K ioe. the degree to which a site vas seen as a 

route centre. This evidence was taken from the settlement/ 

roads network on the model, 

'N'The figure quoted on P. 92 above gives a socialised concept 
of this (Fig. V, 4, ) 
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Level 1. Sincla-linIcss e. g. as in example (f) on p. 122, a 

settlcment being linked to one other sottlemontj 

or to two settlements in a single "village -chain". 
Level 2. Somc-nodal pattor-n, e. g. example, (e) on p. 122, 

although the sited settlements have single links, 

the road over the plateau divides into three, 

giving nodal junctions where C and D leavo B. 

Complex nodal--patler, eogo (d) on p* 122 and (g) 

on p. 123, in which four or Moro roads moot at tho 

confluence site. 

B, r,. xtent; this is taken from the comments on land use in 

relation to the settlement/road pattern which they had 

established* 

Level 1. Locmllsed: i-C. "Patches" of land use dealt with 

in isolation, their "location" related to the 

immediato landform on that bit of the model, 

without comparing or contrasting any other area on 

the model* e. g* No. 52 (19.0) comments on the slope 

without differentiation, 

"it's a bit steep to cultivate it hero, should think 
sheep or might be forests", 

Level 2. Comparison or areas: on the same question No, 46 (18.0) 

says . 
"maybe on the slope here (on the ridge) could be 
forest,., and mainly down in the valley bottom the 
farmlandt and higher up below the forest rough 
pasture". 

I-evel 3. rxtendecl areat varlationt No. 44 (17-9) SaYss 
"the valley bottoms would be meadowS, but with the 
danger of flooding they would be hay meadows, but 
you would got cows in the lover slopesg and sheep 
on topq and trees on the steep slopes. And here it 
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looks to be a bit flat, perhaps oats, here quite 
flatt you could have cultivated that, but on top 
it would be too windy for trees, just moorland". 

, is so often occurred with the more widely extended 

view, it was based on, actual landscape experience 

Wharfedale). With the older studentd e-specially 

a good deal of land use comment arose spontaneously 

in connection uith the placing of s6ttlemonts and 

roads, which was also used, as evidence for this 

element of location of areas, as distinct from the 

Roint/line indications of "nodality". 

C, Socialisod Rcas=:. 

T-evel. 1. Pers3nnl. nativities., O-C. ffoo 10 (9.9) say. of his 

routes, 
"this house could lead to a town over there. Theso 
might be friends, so make a path! 7 to join it up, 
This one might lead to the woods to have a bit of 
pleasure". 

This kind of reason. dominated up to 12+. 

Level 2, Simple lanj tiseaonceRts: mainly farming activities 

of the type arising in the quotations illustrating 

the "extant" concepts just dealt vith above* 

Level 3. Resional Pattern Identifieft: this might bo landscape 

experiencel such as the Yorkshlre Dalest or school - 
learning, o, g, the sixth formers ware wing the pattern 

of Alpine landscape which they happened to be 

studying at the time of the interviews. In the case 

of the locally experienced landscape, this implied 

an identification a-.,, - a nregional type"l not just 

the use of elements of that kind of landscape without 

'integration 
into the Ittype" which is communicable byq 
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for instance, saying "Yorkshire Dales landscape" 

and expecting this to be intelligible to the hearer, 

D. Persc)nal Awareness; what was looked for here was evidence 

that the subject was working within some mental representation 

of area* 

Level 1, Fragmentnry mental maT)s; some of the younger 

children did not seem to hold any area in their mind, 

but more usually there seemed to be limited areas 

that they were "looking at 11 e, g, No, 1 (7.1+) could 

say how she got to the stream$ 

"cross and go down to Greengates and then turn up 
the other vay (i-e*j right) and go down a street and 
go over roadat bottom of it and go in long grassp 
and walk down a hill and got to stream" 

Level, 2, Continuity of mgntal mal2si there were two children, 

one 010.3 (7.6) who was half West Indian, and ones 
11o. 5 (8.0), a West Indian, who showed a remarkable 
facility in mentally rambling over their local 

landscape with which their play activities had made 
them familiar* For No* 3s the given model was 

completely-clothod with his own mental map; No, 

drew an elaborate map with much running commentary 
in the m3dolling clay, 
"it's right, big and something like a bridge... it's 
all bricks, not like a bridge but you can go over 
it and there's a thing thorc, and you go on a bit 
and it's damp down there, and then there's the next 
bridges going up like thatt sometimes children play 
war and they go from thore and go straight up there* 
And pretend that's where we live, we've a little way 
to eo and therds a street coming thereg and that's 
where they make boats, and there's a long stream* 
it goes right up to.. I think it turns round therej 
that's the next streets and comes round theroll 

This continued with other details such as the postbox 
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ani a "conker" tree. The "all bricksl not like a 

bridge but you can go over it" is easily identifiable 

in the locality. An older child No, 25(12,9)1 on 

looking at the Aloplast dome, before touching its 

gave a long verbal description of a valley beginning 

in a hill aroa (at "limited common language level, t> 

which could not convey his mental map very adequately)# 

It in not easy to quote for older subjects, for tho 

judgment of continuity depended a great deal on 

the sequence of replies and modelling activity, 

quite complex detail could be given which appeared 

to be a sequence of verbal associationst while In 

other cases it seemed to be a visual moving over a 

pattern with verbal accompaniment, "Extended areal 

variation" or even llcomparis6n-tof areas ("extent" 

element above) could not be achieved without it. 

Lev2l 3* Personal mn! jtal mnT) inteimi ted into rndonalj2atter 

because of the greater familiarity, this was more 

likely to be achieved with tho local "Yorkshire 

Dales" pattern for instance, than the "Alpine" 

pattern, even if briefly visited on holiday, All 

the mature students were at this level, e. g* No* 61, 

having referred to the Aire valley in respect of his 

sand tray model, then compares the given model au 

more characteristic of the Hebdon Bridge area; 

later he makes other comparisons with the Nidd 

valley. It Is likely of course, that these students 

had more need to make use of th6ir mental maps of 

regions in this way because they could not so 
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easily draw on "textbook concepb, " with which to 

clothe the model landscape. 

E, Verbalisation: the distinction of the use of limited 

common language (Level 1, ) and clear common language (Level 2. ) 

are similarly employed here. Lt Level 3 (one sixth former 

and six students, words such as "communications", areal 

indications like "Industrial region"s "lowlands"') "highlands", 

relationship to North and South$ occur* By contrast, at 

Level 1, "here" and "there", with reference to the equipment, 

are frequent. 

li 
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Sum-nary Table of Concert Gradini Scores 

Th-- rangc of scores for cach age group is given; these age 

groups are only broadly aivided, but within each group the 

range of scores does not correlate with the internal aGe 

radgeo The Location scores are the most widely scattered* 
Individual scores are tabulated in Appendix B. . 

AGE SETTLEMENT COMBINED 
VALLEY LOCATION 

GROUP PATTERN SCORES 

Students 
, 

6ý 15 8 -. 14 8- 15 21 - 44 
18--20: 30-39 

Grammar 
Examination 6- 15 15 8.15 24 - 42 

forms 
15+ - 17+ 

Grammar 
3-9 7 18 29 134- - 1'++ 

Junior 
High 

11+ - 13+ o6 19 1 10 2 25 

Junior 
03 26 27 5 15 

7+ 10+ 

I 
R, B, It should be b3rno in mind that the two' top age groups 

are self-selective in terms of having a favourable attitude 
to the Subject since they have chose to continue to study it. 

Fig. vii. 6. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DYNAMIC RPISTEMIC ANALYSIS 

In Hannam's previous study of the use of concepts in 

fieldwork a logical sequence of thought about -the problem 

presented was worked out, and was used as a standard for 

comparison with students' individual attempts to identify 

the problem of landscape interpretation and to produce 

hypotheses. By this means the general level of their logical 

thought operations vas distinguished in a way which was 

comparable with their performance in some of the physical 

science tests used by Piaget and Inhelder. (Piaget and Inhelder, 

1956, VIII. J. ) These tests were administered on the pattern 

used by Lovell in his follow-up studies. (Lovell, 1961. VIII. 2. ) 

The structure of the analysis was strictly geared to 

extracting the logical, elements in the performance* As hAs 

already been recalled in Chapter I (p, l), a whole series of 

questions was bpened up by the surplus information provided 

by the interviews* One aspect, the quality of the individual 

schematat may oe dealt with by the kind of analysis presented 

in Chapter VII above. The other important major aspeatt 

1, e., h.: ýw were there ideas handled, what strategies of thought 

were being used? required some other mode of attack* The 

problem has been discussed at length by Drunorg (Bruner ot al, 

1956. V111.3. ) 

"With respect to ... techniques for the 

study of cognitive processes, the processes 

whereby information about the environment 

is achieved, retained and transformed so that 

it may be utilised in situations other 

than the one in which acquisition occuried, 
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it seems to us that there are several 

desiderata. First of all, to understand 

the Intelligent or adaptive nature of 

behaviour, one must work with units 

larger than a single response, no matter 

how "molar" that response may be, One 

must, moreover, work with segiiences of 

response If one is to appreciate the 

unfolding Interplay between successive 

responses In reaction to prior circumstances 

...... If, in studying problem-solving 

and conceptualizing and other allied 

activitiess we are to amphasiso the 

analysis of behaviour sequences, then it 

beco-mes nocassary to oxtornnl. ise the 

component steps and decisions in order 

to got At them.... If behaviour is to be 

viewed as strategy, the task of analysis 

can only be accomplished by devising 

experiments that can got a lot of 

sequentially linked behaviour out of the 

organism where It can be observed", 

"A Study of Thinkting" is concerned primarily with 

categorizing operations: this might be one element among 

many in the present experiment, but the quotation above 

summarlses the nature of the task involvedt since the 

interviews have provided "a lot of sequentially linke'd 

behaviour"* Nowt can we retain the linked sqquences and 

still relate them to the Epistemic categories which we have 
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already appLied to the sociallsed concepts of the academic 

discipline? 

Meredith looked at the problem of "externalising" the 

behaviour sequences involved in teacher-pupil activities in 

classroom learning, and used the term, "Nathetics", 

"II, athetics ropresents the psycho-physical 

study of actual learning processes and is thus 

a branch of Epistemics". 
Weredith, 19664-VIII. 4. ) 

In the original statement of Mathetics (Meredith, 1948. VIII. 5) 

Meredith distinguishes it as being concerned with the variety 

of mental processes going on simultaneously in any learning 

process. In any lesson, however, at one particular moment, 

different phases may be dominant, e. g. the taking in of 

experience, tnner events in the mind$ or performance of 

actions. The teacher may be responsible for this "Plathetic 

structure" in his planning$ but he vill also adapt to the 

pupils I phases* 

"Thp role of the Mathetie Structure is 

primarily as a tool of research. When we 

have a sufficient number of such structures 

recorded for different teachers, different classes, 

and different topics we shall have some 

extremely valuable patterns to analyse, as 

psychological data, to throw fresh light 

on teaching and learning". 
Meredith, 1966b. VIII. 6) 
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In othor words, its function is to provide a work study 

tool, with the idea that it will provide a type of record 

equivalent to a musical score, With ruled paper a direct 

recording could be made. This would however demand extremely 

rapid judgments and recording decisions, thougn this might 

be possible itinterms of the three phases instanced abovet 

To make a more detailed study of learning processes 

poses greater problems because of the complex judgments to 

be made in discrimination of tho nature of the episode in 

:; he sequence. To use the eight syntactic Constants presented 

at the eight corners of the Cube may be possible if the 

progress is Laow. To use the twenty four categories of 

vectors (i. e. the twelve edge relationships, in both directions) 

should give a more dynamic analysis, but more easily conceivable 

with pro-recorded material, for the Epistemic judgment will 

have to be made with the structural relations of the Cube 

in mind as the background to. the focal point, line or area 

being considered as relevant to the episodo(see Fig. IV. 9* 

p, ý+ above for the Geographer attending to Environmental 

Incidents). 

For the present experiment first attempts to design a 

Mathetic tool which could serve to analyse interviews 

testing out geographical concepts of the individual were made 

using the recorded intorviows from the earlier research on 

students' landform concepts. AlProcess Vector" matrix was 

drawn up In an attempt to identify the twentyfour categorics; 

verbal dafirutioný, was difficult to arrive atj so a rather 

curious jumble of phrases was producedl but serving their 
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P-N-T R-S-L J-x-W 2 -)d -B U-E The geographer Perception Fhenomena Lquipment 
determines his determines mddiated as used deter- 

0( target. the 'likeness' cultural mines the 
cor. ý! spts symbols, 

words. 

T- 11 .P T, -S 14 -x-j 11 
E-U Motivation Personal Cultural con- Verbal & 

influences concepts cepts attrib. other sym. 
CK decision direct uted to real bols direct 

perception landscape instrument- 
ation 

C. P J-Z. R WL B-V-T 
I-0 Instruments Phenomena as Cultural Verbal con- 

influence obJect of concepts in cepts influ- 
/3 personal observation themselves ence aims 

interpretation e. e, valley as schemata "teacher 
diroctives" 

P-ca. q R-z. j L --F -W T-V. B 
0. -1 The geogr pher Observation Personal coal. Motivation 

constructs his bringing COPts mediate mediates 
/3 

instruments environment library know- interpret- 
into focus ledge ation of 

I 
signs 

R-D-P LT W Im K"B J ý_G A-Y Receptors Formed con ts Cultural con- Geographical. 
influence determine aims cepts emerge phenomena 

y personal in geographical as wards and mediated by 
achievement activities symbols instruments 

P-D-R T-M. L K-W DJ 
Y-A Geographer's Motivation Word_s_7_syiýb'_ols li'Osigned 

personal dec. selecting the contributoto equipment 
isions effect schemata cultural Seltativoly 
selcqtive employed concepts mediates 
perception geographical. 

phenomena 

Fig. ' VIII. J. Georraip 
-rs. 

hical conc"ts: Process vecto 
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purpose'at this stage of development, (Fig, VIII*J, ) 

Tho definitions (or more accurately, "verbal Indicators") 

In Fig. VIII, l. were arrived at by attending not only to the 

relations between the pair ofýSyntactia Constantsl but also 

to the orthogonal axis poles, i, eo the Surfaces, Thus the 

top row (o(U to E) Is causative, and the second (oýE to U) 

embodies experienceo The third row emphasised gxternal events 

(/31 to 0) with an Inputto the organisml and the fourth row 

( AO to I) emphasises the organism controlling the events 

attonded to. The fifth rowq (Y A to Y) represents the input 

of accumulated associations j^ and the sixth (VY to A). focal 

decisive operations, (Compare with Figures 111.6,70. PP-49-51 

Attempts to make a Sequence 6f judgments on the episodes 

in the interview records suggested that this mati-ix could 

form the basis. of a "Thesaurus" Of categories distinguishing 

cognitive episodes, but the two-dimensional matrix tended to 

lose touch with the Cultural Cube'structurej and the first 

methods of recording tried out seemed very clumsy, In the 

spring of 1968, howeverp Professor Meredith, in exploring the 

possibilities Of solid geometryl developed a type of 

tetrahedron which proved to be the key to unlock many problcmE 

of concentrating attention on one part of the Cultural Cube 

without losing touch with the basic orthogonal structure* 

This IfOrthotron" functions as a "drop" of Information We 

semantic informationt see P. 36 above ). 
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A Cube can be sliced up into 

s, ix Orthotrors,,, i,, e. three 

ýrthotrons In twa paired sets 

aloný, one of the 

sit 3 -i, )nals. *K This m. eans 

'Lýiat there are four wavs of 

I- : -,. vildinc- up the ". ultural Cube, 

cnrrespondin7 with tlie four 

Oppositional axes, "I! 1aking"(11d), 

fl-, lindirig" cri), "Mapping" (LQ), and "Meaning" . 
(ET). 

Used In this way, fý-ach Orthotron wil-1 include t'arce 

'frrocess vectgrs" (at rightangles to thus 

including all three orthoronal axes, c, 4, two ad-lacent 

surfac Dne Oppositional axis. 'nus in the example in 

Fi7. v'111.3. we ý--ave preservel, a 3-dimensional path between 

J anq I', c, LbrL, -inz- tl-, (j vectors x, GO, am'! C, ancý 4alf : )f 

K"- -iedral for-c of .! -y ýc2: rec : )f cz), ýn: -Tcxity ,, terminac, e paly'ý 
i-, clu, ling solid projections of p3ly-t, 3pcs (multi-dimcnsional 
structures) could all be analysed into a si, nple rolid elemerit 
which I have called t: --ic- 'Crtliotr3n' (ý'; rtho-tetrahedron - i. e. 
tetrahedron on wh3r: e faces arc all ri-, htaný,, JeO triangles)iblt 

Merelith 1969. VIII. 7. 
MI(ro build a ýCube pairs of lmirror-ima; ýel orthotrz-nS arc 

, 
2/1 of the 2 types. required, each set of 3 havin7. 

Two faces of tiie tetrahedron (k-ýJ 

and QJW) in Fig. VII1.2. arc isosceles 

ri, -t ýa-v, 2cd triangles with sides 

C thrr two surfaces 
iave sides J1 

112,2hus each 

sl-irface is a rjL,: 7-i,. ta!, i,, rll. Pd triangle, 
4 

:, h maintains the orthach3ric 

sý; ructure. x 
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the surfaces I and U. 

Here we have aTr3p of information" which. does not exceed 

Millerts "magical number seven, plus or Ttiýus t! 4: )" in the 

number of its elemenLse Tike the polyvct-, tide 
. iiain of the 

tiio. cý,, eir. ist it has built into its structure part -icular ways 

af linking as part of a string of beads in a sequence. If 

the Frocess iectar G is regarded as central In 1ý111. example, 

ilný-s can be male Lhrough the vectars A an,! 'C whiah lie on 

Pit'ier sile of Itj since thev may appear as part of other 

Orth: Arons in which are arsemblel an. 1ther set )f e2e., nents 

frim the ', ultural Cube* 

. 

Ir FL-7 VIII. I+. a I'mirror image,, 

is siiawn. m 

('Iementz ai-e Lhe vcc'L, 3r& ýIt 
sa side, of bath isosceles 

t; t, ibngles , anI the surfaces 

an, ' I a-Ijacent to it, ut now 

po ss ib1c; re. Ia te d 

and 
11 

appear I and the 

'-, ai; ý, Ties betucen 

arc Iir.: ýC -, i-)re 

, tIG . .. i-, fe by which l'arms the long 

ed7c _)f tte Orto%jlCr,., -. '. ̀-US In Lhis pair af Orth: )trý>ns two 

r7tf, rcrent bUndles of infarmati--i J, j ttle vecLor G is 

certra. ., CL-r, I -r 'le" 

A' eference bacL- to ýIieures Iv - 778 , vý)- 71 1,4 111 s-ý 
that one -Irtý, )tr-ýn c. iulrl be develipr'r-- fr, -,, - 

hvure IV, 8, p, 71 
and two fr. ", n '. 7 9 pe 71 9 vuct,, ýr I L. cin,: lommon to boWl. 
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Figure VIII 5 The TJ CjDc Set of Orthotrons. 



Me twenty-four Orthotrons were constructed and labelled. 

The actual manipulation of the solids was vital in analysis 

because of the limitations of two-dimensional representation, 

which has of iourse to be use, ' in recording, so a cut-out 

set of Orthotrons to form one Zube set is to be found at 
x the back of this volume to assist in the prescntation. 2he 

set is illustrated in Fig. VIII, 5- 

ro provile a simpler form o. a' presenting an Crthatron 

two-dimensionally part of its constructional net has be. -n 
C ': . 

T 
"'-\L 

MT 

v "1.6. ')rt-i. 3tron 'let il 
(i ) s-rýows tl-. e ýuII net for I.. "ic solid aonstruction. 

(ij) sh3ws the curtailet-I not; no inf3rmati, -. ýn is lost aL-, -)ut 

vnc Orth3ciioric relations. 

-I orne symbolic means of identifyinq the individual 

Orthotrons is neclel. ýý, 'ach is referre, ' to by the identifying 

letz; er of the vgctoL wfti(ýIl formsthe side shared by the two 

. 
isosceles triangles, cembi-ied with the Q posiUonal axis, thus 

J. /iS 

To distinguish the mirror-image pairs, the Orthotrans 

are regarded as "righthanded" and I'lefthanded". This one is 

. 
rlRhthan6edj i. e. as siown beloy, vAchever way it stands in 

In pocket in back cover. 



the L'ý Oppositianalg the acute angle is to the right. 

7- 

T-, 
ý 

'rl- . ilil. ý. 

Lefthanded is identified by Iminusig righthanded by 'Plus', 

so this one is SIJT. 

Finally, to identify a positive* directi3nal path 

through the Orth3tronj the.: 12MMJ-naný Identified vect2j is 

co-. sidered as m3viig outwards in a ý, Tel 
,, P- ,, hbourh33d, i... in 

this case frim F to L (On the way from J to T by thG thrcc- 

-'-S -ý. )! di-ensional path which puts it into the -IeI,, 7,! ib3urh33dI 

0f Adding this to the code, it is I; IJT(. P.. ). hs S is the 

dominant vector, 11 and Z, will be sp3ken of as týtc. 1ýýnjnjr 

vector$1 in this Orth3tron. 

dhile this code may z; ippear elaborate, it retains all 

the information necessary to Place the Orthotron J! -l the 

Lipistemic Oube as s'aown In Fig. VIII-5. (iii) together with 

Its dynamic direction. '.. aving thus established a terminology 

for reference to the Orthotrons it is possible to proceed to 

the "Thesaurusn of Orthatrons Vilch i,,,:. s leveloped from the 

%atrix -: )f I-rocess vectors (Fig. VIII. l. p. 146). ,.,. y refining 

X The directianS UI- 09 Y, on the Orthogonal axes 
are taken as positiveg the opposite as negative. Oee Fic,. Vjjl. 
89 p. 155 for the consistency of this system. S-ee also , 

P. 4P above; the positive direction may be thought of as 
leading from the physical to the psychological event, e, g. in 
this example from the perceptual intalýc of iriformatiz)n to 
the structured concertion. 
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the verbal indicators through empirical trials) and linking 

them in the Orthotron structure the nature of the operation 

represented in the episode was defined, They are tabulated 

first of all as twelve pairs with a common verbal indicator 

of generalised character, Again, it was not easy to find 

these indicators, and they are fully understandable only in 

the light of the fall sequences of indicators in the Thesaurus 

definitions which follow. 
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ORTTIOTRON THESAURUS 

Introduction 

1, The Orthotrons are presented in the sets associated with 

the orth3gonal axes. This makes f3r easy co-ordination 

of the verbal iddicatorst 

2. For each pair of lefthanded and righthanded orthotrons a 

single grenerall-1-ifl verbal- indicotor, has been found. It is 

convenient to have such indicators for reference in 

exposition, 

The alphabetic code inlialtor, for each orthotron is given 

(see p, 151 - 153 for the general significance of this). 

The curtailed net is then given. The letter beside itt 
t, 

e, g, E shows the direction of movement on the dominant 

axis, This is done as a corractive because the net shows 

one pble of each of the other two orthogonal axes but has 

no remainder of the 'dominant'* (refer back to p, 151 for 

information about the net). 

The name of the Oprositional axis is given (since the 

lettersl e,, g. LQI appear at Opposite ends of the not they 

are not repeated). 

6, A su=arizing verbal indicator is given for the whole 

orthotron. 

This is followed by the detailed indicators for the three 

vectors, reading in a-positive diroctiong i. e* towards the 

left in a lefthanded (minus) orthatron, and towards the 

right in a righthandod ( plus) orthotron), 

8. The Syntactic Constant in vhose Hei-shbourbnoe, tile urthotran 

Is regarded as lying is circled, e. g. @* 

Tabulation of orthatrons in their Oprositional sets is to 

be found on ppe 237-257 below in Chapter X. 
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9_! ers action by orgýsnism 
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equipment 
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schema 
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ual rcspc)Lnse 

'-c-ema. organises 
perceptual resporisc 

R-D-i, lerceptual resýioryse -jv- 1,! Zý; crs action by or, ý,, anisr- 

Fig. VIII. 9. 

I-henomcnon asgirAlated 
into schema 
ý.. chema bec3ming 
ful in thDuýglht 

K I-ositive movement outwarýfs, i-e- ! ('f't in Icft'Ij,,,, r, ýee, (-) 
right in righthan-Jed (+ ) Orthzýtr3ns . 'c- zative' nz)výemcnt in 
the opposite lirection may also be 
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ýf laformation 
k (3) /BkJ) 

ý. _akin- 
0 , V, peratt-)n : )f e-uiprient wl-tý, c:. 
trans. miLs informati--n frz),. -. 
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equipment 
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gers action by organism 

;.: )ns true ti-on. 3r use : )f 
equipment 

, V, i-. ii II. 14 . 
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A theoretical che2k-on the Thesaurus 

In presenting the Neighbourhoods of the Syntactic 

Constants in Chapter III (P-47-48) the verbal indicators 

used were taken from Meredith (1967 oP cit. ) They are introduced 

there In a sequential settingg which is reproduced in 

Figure VIII, 15, Ile introduces this "string of pearls" as 

"but ona instance of many alternative sequential structures 

among interrelated events. He is concerned-with Identifying 

the "opistemic status" of events in terms of the eight 

Syntactic functionsl but he also shows the vectors between 

them. These verbal Indicators do not cover the whole series 

of twenty-four but there are sufficient to serve tO check the 

nature of the Thesaurus identifications* 

(I) T-N-P: "theoretical information" - 
Thesaurus: - "motivated thought triggers action by organism" 
(tho theoratical information is moving towdrds "procedural 

decision", P, 2 so also implies "triggering action"), 

(R) P-', 'T-Tl: Ildbaision to investigate" 

Zhesaurus: - "organising a dynamic thought" 

(intention is similar) 

(iii ) T.. H-T,, s "theoretical assertion" 

Thesaurus:. "Dynamic thought activates schema" 

(intention is similar) 

(iv) L-M-Tt "structural basis of theoretical answer" 
Thesaurus: - "schema becoming meaningful in thought" 

(V) P-D-R, 05 "sonsory information" 

Thesaurus: - "positive direction of a perceptual response#' 
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(vi) R-D. P:. "decision to utilise" 

Thesaurus: - "perceptual response triggers action by organism" 

Granted that these phrases have been ddvisedl the one 

in the c*ontext of mathematical educationg the otherýin the 

context of goographical education, there app ears to be 

reasonable-correspondence. The Thesaurus identifications 

are in fact more neutral, since Meredith has in mind "an 

instance" of sequential structure, whoreqs the Thesaurus was 

constructed n3n-sequentially except in the limited span-of 

an Orthotron. 

Since the Orthatrons are to be used in sequential 

Mathetic analysis ani Meredith's "string of pearls" gives 

us an ifistan-ce of a sequence, it Is possible to translate his 

two seqnenass shown in circular form in Fig VIII. 15 into 

two flow diagrams constructed with Orthotrons (Figs. VIII*16 

and VIII. 17. ). One of the two minor vectors of an Orthotron 

becomes the dominant vector in the succeeding Orthotron. 

Orthotron nets are shown in sequence linked by arrows. 

The Syntactic Constants have been inserted in orders the chart 

reading upwards from the bottom of the page like an AA route 

map. Labelling of the dominant Orthotron vectors has been 

kept to the sides* Opposite are displayed the summary verbal 

indicators of the Orthotrons. 

Looking at Fig. VIII. 16 the introductory Orthotron U/LQ(T) 

i=ediately gives us an answer to the slight disparity of 

expression in the comparison (11) above* For this is the 

nogative direction of the Jefthanded Orthotron, not the 

positive directibn of the righthanded orefrom which the 
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Thesaurus definition was taken. x Why thong has g/LQ(T) 

been selected instead of IT/RI3(P)? Because this is a theoretical 

example in which the track is already defined; we have to 

move from ff-to-44-to-F-to-K etc, so the Minor vector jj must 

appear in the first Orthotron. so that It vill, lead to the 

dominant vector in P4/WP(l)- 
which in its turn will chain its 

minor vector F to the dominant vector in EýRBJ )- and so 

forth. Each "episode" is thus linked to the next, the mode of 

connection retaining the Epistemic structure, 

KRefer to p. 156. 
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Theory - Proof. Expanded flow diagram 

Z"WP(. T) Reco7nition 
Cultural idsa dominates 
perception and its 
interpretation 

5AMP) Selection 
Motivation controlling 
selective perception 

Transmissi3n of 
Inforrýiatlon 

Perceptual -resýonse to envir- 
onmental phenomena is regist. 
ered by instrument and is 
symbolised 

HATT(B) CatOP, 3risation 
'Verbal or other symbols 
guide (or serve as) 
instrumentation 

T 
F/RB(W) Cultural Reaction 
Symbol of cultural concept 
used in schema to view percep 

V-LQ 0) 
Transmitted syRb--olgoing into 
cultural store is assimilated 
to conceptual schema 

VIO (L ) zRoat g -Srribollc 
LearninS 

Cultural Z-, -)na; pt assembled 
in a way relevant to the 
context, J. (3-. operational 

P7/ 1, QTr, , tr- Rmatical Derione 
atton 

A schema is put into action 
meaningfully 



Fig . VI I1 . 17. 

'TURAI, ; C)GJi ý. LV 
- 
Lj 

L, 
tructurnl 

, as' 
. 

TML 
.. )f theoret' -ra I 

answe F 

-0,4LEDGE RETRIEVi(i 

.4 EVE: g T 

Stimulus 0ý 
observer 

material -)n 
equipment 

EVE 

08JECTIVE SOPILýj,, ' 
J 

L letermining 
I ogical 

i riLorpretation 

! -1'(A'(-, reri(, e to 
sUored knowledge 

K 

114- 4- -- -A A- - 4- -- - 4, 
1'1(-) UUL- CJU J UD LIIIIVL I %I 

or objective 
material 

R 

BEIIA I Vi:, )LJRAI, 
REVý', -, ̀2 11 

i hOCEDTJPAT DECISIG i 

Z. 
fheoreticol p 
informati N 

71 
6vT 

T 
ZVERVAL FORM. &ION EVKA' 

1)(ýclsion to 
litilise 

D 
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1=erinent - Theor * Expanded flow diagram 

M/WP(L ) Socio-Symbolic 
Learnln7, 

Cultural concepts assembled in 
a way relevant to the context, 
i9e., operational 

EZLTLIý) Cu], turAl 'Reaction 
Triggering of a pers3nal 
schema referring to a 
cultural interpretation of 
replity 

H/*dP(Q) Categorization 
Measurement or Categorization 
into verbal (symbolic) 
concepts 

G/RB(, T) Trnnsmission-of 
Inform, ation 

Perceptual response to environ-' 
mental phenomena Is registered 
by instrument and symbolised 

"LQ(D) 

Transmitted symbol going into 
cultural store is assimilated 
to conceptual schema 

VT! QAR) Reco-Pnitioa 
Structured perception brings 
reality into focussvas an 
instrument (of thought) 

i 

? I/RB(P) Practical-Expresclon 
A percept is expressed in 
meaningful symbol 

) Selection 
Motivation controlling 
selective perception 
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Figure VIII* 18 shows the sequence 

N of dominant vactors round the 

C Cube. If the Orthotron nets in 

V1 
Fig, VIII. 16 are examined it will 

3 be evident how the Orthotron is 

associating semantic structural 
K: 
+7 

information around each vector, 

including minor vectors, some 

of which do not appear on 

Fig, VIIIA5, 

Fig. VIII0 18 Tho Epistemic 
Track of Fige V111ol69 

Figure VIII*19 sh3ws the sequence 

of dominant vectors of 

Fig. VIII-17. Examination of 

the Orthotrons will reveal that 

F 

w 

ce the same in the reverse sequen. 

Orthotrons, do not always appear; 

In the cases of N, F, H, and Z, 

whore one sequence has a left. 

handed orthotron, the other has 

the righthanded one, so that 

difforihS minor vectors are 

brought into focus. 

Fig. VIII. 194- 
The Ep stemic Track 

of Fig. VIII-17- 
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F 

w 

(iýL .N,, i( -JT 
) LO -,, " J 

-i- 
(ý', 

It 

ý'-LII. P-D ýklternative Ortho. trons anl seaucntial connections 
(second Orthotror, s, -, 3wn with broken lines) 

The alternative Z OrthOltrons Q, -, eqggL,. itj--Cn. )K arc- shown 

in Figure 1111.20. In A we have Z/Ji(j) in its positive 

direction. (J--cA-R) The previous "objective source event" (J) 

tu s, 'L -i L '-ips been 

z)r .r incoi-- -Ao-)r vect, 

porating a socialised ionceptual reading of the phenomenal 

rcferent J therefore seems apprýpriate. The folloving "pearl't 

in the strin-7,51Jf(P) moves in the "negative" direction (. - 

ki to Scl. ect, The "sensory information" F is causing tric 

a further course of actizin. 

In B. we have a' s.:., -: )si tivc] ý. > ", -Y 

A. he "recognition" of the phenomenal referent is tr: -nspjsed 

into the equipmont, by action or mental operati3n; this time 

movement is away from the organism towards the Incident$ which 

lnv.: )lves symbolic emissiDn Df infarmation 

6/T, T(j) in the positive (? irection 

It lz riat propisc to, ) expl..: )re khc Df týAs 

N, efer to P. 159. 

(p. ) (. )1i, '. ) 
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presentation of these operations further here, because we 

have no empirical situation in which to "prove" this theoretical 

sequence. Comparisons will be mýde later on when empirical 

sequences are boing dealt with. 
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CHAPTER IX 

ORT11OCTIORIC ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSCRIPTS 

I. THE "GEOGIRAPITICAL" CUBE 

Before discussing the Hathetic analysis of the transcripts 

the Constants of the Cuba are roviowed in the particular 

context of this testing situation to facilitate reference in 

the reading of the analysis. With reference to the previous 

discussion of Geographical ideas, K the test lies mainly in 

the Topographic range of the Triadic Spatial Schema with the 

exception. of the radial drainaee concept, and some of the 

wider ranging concepts of the older students, which fall into 

the Chorological range. The G-Scale range is from about 

G 10 in the case of some of the seven-year-olds to about 

C6 in the case of the older students; this is in terms of 

the apparent scale adopted by individuals for the valley 

model presentation* 

The Eight Synta2tic Constants 

Objective Source Event 

j the Referent from the Terrestrial Environment(which is 

not inaterially present in the testing, situation). 6 

Theoretical Formult-iti6n-Event 

T The subject's th3ught is "triggered" to go on to somo 

kind of mental operation referring to J, He is involved; 

dynamic thought is set In motion. 

Instrum, ental Action Event 

The relevant material apparatus which is mediating J. 

informationg L, e, forms in sand-tray modelling and 

aloplast; the polystyrene relief model, 

JE pp. (55-58 ) above. 
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Structuralcognitive Event 

The subject's personal 'schemata', his stored conceptual 

structures which are going to be operative in considering 

J-Information (schema' is used rather thantstructurel to 

refer to this specifically individual context, leaving 

'structure' free for more impersonal reference to 

structures of ideas),, 
.. 

lResponsive Behavioural Event 

The physiological response to or recEption of J-information 

(or to J-mediated-by-Q-information)t this response 

being not only in the immediate past but also in the 

more remote past experience of the individual* 

Symbolic Behavloural-Event 

B The symbolic referent mediating the J-information (or 

instructions to start operations concerning the T-inform. 

ation)* 

KnowledgPoRetrieval Event 

W The stored "Cultural(or"Socialised") Concepts" which 

might be considered to be normally recognised as part 

of co=on experience; these may be (1) general to 

society rcferring, to JT, or (2) special to those members 

of society who have studied geography at cdrtain levels 

of sophistication. 

Procedural Decision Rvent 

P The subject initiating and manipulatine ideas about 

J-information; at whatever level of sophistication he 

is the "geographer" controlling his T. information, or 

controlling his Q- mediating-J apparatus, 
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ýý, 
ke Tzst . 31g. ji-, Licantl adaptation of L', e possibilities 

of the C'ube to be borne in mind here is the use of J and. 

since witliout qualification J-information could relate t: ) the 

immedia'. -e physical environmerit of t'- ý ktý-stý Ie. a cl-ssroom, 

and even to the avparatus whicri is ýzpcciflcall-y Identified as 

Q In the context. N 
ý, -, s the geagrapher must make a 

Judgment as tz, ý)f conceptual elements are relevant 

to the part of the G-scale on iw'Aicý,. h. e is operating, so must 

the psychý: lo: 7-iztv tL-. C- - ý3 ' 'agree of detail of the resp3nse 

analysLble in the testing situati-, n. 

k. J, . 

Lne v6ct:; rs n-j, re. serited by the edges of the %Jube arc 

shown below as parts of the , eighbourhoads of the Syntactic 

vonstants. The definitions are taken fr3a.. the Orthotron 

Thesaurus ( .- ý'6-161 ). Ijach vector is definei twice, 

movement bei. ii., taken Lis away from tiie "Teil, I of the V , 
hbourhooc 

Constant; this corresponds with the definiti3n. no. 8 on 

p. il-, )+, wi,. '. -. 'i reference to the vector whicýi is domiriarit in the 

ýJrthý)tr, )-,, 

: 11. :. ' " 
_. _: 

fUOd 

w R 
Comj2onent Nectors 

-henomenon filed in concept 
i% cultural store 

avira rime ntal piienomenan as 
Lhe object of perceptual 
response 

iransmission of phenomenon 
as information (by instrument) 

x and occasionallv does so in the analyses. 



p 

5 

R 

5 

P 

-r 

i 

w 

L otivated thought tri. c,, ',, ers 
:, --ti., n by Drganism 

'It selects 
yr. bolic for, 

--. 

ýnamic activates 

cnLIL; C' S Al. d' c as as 

)n rcacti. 
by operator 

quiImsnt -a p,, ie 41 t,: ) t ra- ns, - 

response 
41 chema contacts a cultural 

t 

-chema bee. iming meaniniful 

p henomenon aszi., nilated into 

Icreeptual rcsponse mediates 
onvironmenta-1 -, ). henomenon 

lerceptual resi-onse triggers 
s: 'm 

'lolls- en-bo, Uee, in . 2, .. $A 11 

instrumentatian 

ýY' ̂ , b., -npls trigger dynamic 
thought 

af Infirmatian filed In 
s-., n, b: 31s in cultural stare 
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i 5 
ultural bit represe. -iLing 

environmental phenomenon 

concept assimilated 
Lo individual schema 

ultural concept mediated 
as s: rnbol 

I- 

T 

R 

Orgonising a jynamic thought 

_.. )nstructi, ), i or use z)f equip- 
ment 

irositive directiz)n or a 
iýerceptual resp3nse 

0 

is c, )rivenienL to have such a summary of procesr, 

vector verbal indicators because of the n6ed for "negative" 

readings of the Orthatrons. !, -, 'or instance, If S/JT(h) is 

again taken as an exatple, it reads -sitively in the 

Thesaurus, 

J-Z-. F. Environmental phenomenon as the objec. 
of a perceptual response ýL 

M 

- VVQ Phenomenon assimilated into schema 

- LQ. 2 Ochema becomes meaningful in thought Jz IL 

Eut nez-atively it reads, 

T -V -L _yn--ii-- 
thou---, tt act. 41vates schema - 

L.,; -R 6chema organises perceptual response - 

i-/, -j Perceptual response mediates environmental phenomenon 

The negativG rpadi. nL& Is rot c-iven in the 11'hesaurus in terms 

of verbal i, ji--stors, since 1. "ý, ey are, after all$ )nly clumsy 

renderings of the rela4oionship between the .;, yntactic ý. anstantsj 

and in a partioular c3ntext relevant phrases will arise 

within the particular sequence being analys . ý, ien the 
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Orthochoric system is Integrated into the schemata of the 

analyst the reverse reading can be followed by linking the 

Constants, the whole literal labelling forming a "conceptual 

shorthand", For Internretation of the analysis the Noighbour- 

hood tabulation provides a quicker reference for "reading 

back" a flow-chart into verbal Indicators; all that is needed 

is ". o take the Constant at tho start of the vector and refer 

to Its Neighb3urhood on pp. 175-177. 

DBTAILED EXAMPLE OF TRAMSCRIPT AND ANALYSIS 

A transcript from the middld of the age range is 

presented in fulll rollowed by the full lay-out of chained 

Orthotrons on the system already described ia Chapter VIII 

above (pp. 164-172 ), with discussion of the judgments 

made. The dominant vectors were first recorded on a "score" 

alongside the items on the transcript, arranged in categories 

(1) of the Surfaces from which the vector was moving on an 

Orthogonal Axiss and (2) of the Oppositional Axis of the 

Orthotron (Nakine, Mindingg Mapping and Meaning). The 

latter proved the most useful in organising the analysisl 

that is to sayl in achieving its purpose of Identifying a 

sequence of "episodes" of mental operations In conceptual 

thought. 
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140. V+ 
MT: 14.11 yrs 

male 
Thornton G. S. 
Home: Pit Lanel Thornton, 
FormM. Classworkt Europe* 

WP JT LQ RB 
Valley? A dip between 2 high pieces 
of land, it can be formed by rivers 

- 
-V 28R 

or by folding They usually work down t 1 M, I' 
gradually and become a and spread ou ,, 

flat plain. "-F 

People9 People usually live in valleys __v 
rather than hills, because of the 2 HII 28 
river and flat land 

Thinking of a place? no, general. 

3 M 6 

Sand tray 
good 

cohvcx 

ýb&AJ 

SOnSe 
of 1+ 

M< 

ý)'q 92 
form 

Comments? This is a hill whore the 
river started, and it moves down 
between the pieces of high land and 
spreads out. 

Dome Patterns 

S'- 
6 

small valleys.. streams making 
ýIz ; 

mall valleys., they go down pretty 7 I 434 
straight, where it gets more level 
they viovild start to move about morn - but they would be pretty straight 
with it being steep.... have them 8 
going out and joining up.... in 
different directi-OM., ic. 

Model. Does it fit your idea? 
Nearly the same 6 

9 

People? A 

vik IS 
C. 

10 

9C Coding numbers will be clarified below ( 
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WP ZTT LQ RB 
might not be many people down here ); D (ý)j it would be too narshy... here, L 11, 1707 to still level, but not so level z 

be marshy M) 

.. there M) be--ause of the two ; ivers.... 12 x 

*.. and there M) above the river x 

13 

Roads? (refer to item 10) A.. cross- 
ing the river.... B,. and upthere.. C., 

14 8 <ý 1709 and coming across there.. #Dj from 
ý-D other valleys and towns, 

x 
Slopes? the flatter areas by the 
river, farming areas.... the part (w) 15 S" - lo6/49 
and there (z) might be rocky* ." ,D 

Do you want just now, or histor r 000, %, - Z'O' ý 0 be (as you like) . there might n 16 -Ix 
much vegetation nowl but there might 
have been forest or marshland. 

U. B. Very relaxed and confident in 
modelling2 with obvious sense of form 

The final decisions associated with the Orthotrons in 

the Thesaurus represents the end product of a long process 

of meditation on the relations of the Cube and their 

application in various geographical learning contexts. 

Similarly the decisions in the analyses of the transcripts is 

the end product of much rGvisioa of judgments in the light 

of experience, The judgments were made with not only the 

complete Orthotron Thesaurus visible for scanning, but 

with the Orthotrons themselves available for handling, 
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their manipulation providing the essential check Implicit in 

the discipline of the Cube. 

A rdview of the Orthotron Thesaurus will show that this 

check operates on a binary systcm, Each Orthotron has two 

minor vectors: choice (1) selects the relevant one. The 

minor vector leads to a pair of Orthotrons in which it is 

dominant; choice (2) selects the left-handed or righthanded 

one of the pair. The selected Orthotron uill belong to 

another Cube Set based on a particular oppositional, The 

process might be regarded as passing on to an adjacent Cube, 

or as a rotation of the Cube# x When initially handling the 

Orthotrons the rotation on the three dimensional axes of the 

Cube posed a difficult problem for two-dimensional represent- 

ation. It was evident that there were two main types of 

rotation. 

In the following flow diagrams of orthotrons not every 

item In the transcript is shown, since there were recurring 

patterns. 

See the example on P. 171 above. 



If the Flow-Diagram is read thraugh as a comDlete- 

sequence before considering uletails the accompanying comments 

can be more easily related to the pattern. 

Item 1. 

(28 

ýlass Ol 

P 
'- 

Start 
here 

4- 

-)Iic 
Operati Thought 

L; Ocialisc,,. l c. )ncets asse. ah- led i-i a way relevant to the 
context (vector 

, 
"T is iwpl. Acit 

but on the side ; move to 

rran. smlsslon of Symbols 
activates conceptual thought 
(minor vector . 14 chains to a 

ýz)rainaftt M) 

Fi. L. 2. 

JN 

F/Jý(L) ý, ultural -eaOtix. 1 

. eriggering of a personal 
-6hema referring to a 
cultural interpretation of 
environmental phenomena. 

e renCe , -Tatcr co(,, i-, - i-- given for convenience of iubsequent r fe. 
"Meredith's labelling of 'Events' has been 

assist comparison with Figs. VI. 16 and VI-17- 

kh, 
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Comments on Flow-Dierrams 

Ttem 1. 

The Orthotron V/LQ-(B) has been used throughout to 

classify the initial question of the interviewer$ who by 

the words uttered is setting up the task for the subject; 

the interviewer might be regarded as the "instrument embodying 

the, "symbols"(H). The mental operation leads off on the M 

vector as the subject's schemata are activated, and so to 

Orthotron M/QPýL). At the first stage the task has been 

"Mapped" (QL) into the subjeetts mind; now he is Making (11P), 

in organising his experience; operative behaviour (N) is 

bound up with meaningful thought (M) drawing on a cultural 

concept (F)9 and it is to the Orthotron LJT(T. ) that he 

moves on. In this his personal schema (L) is linked with 

the referent in the environment GT) through W, the common 

store of geographical concepts; communication has been 

established by means of "common knowledge", in which a bit 

of J-information is Minded (T. T) into a schema as "Valley" 

is a way which can be expressed meaningfully. 

A dictioary definition of a valley can serve as an 

example of "common knowledge", for instance, from the 

Shorter oxford Dictionaryq Valley, "Allong depresýion or 

hollow between hills or stretches of high ground and usually 

having a river or stream flowing along its bottom". Compare 

this with HT's definition in the transcript.. "A dip between 



Items vitilui in s&nd agd cgmm,, nt; S 0+92) 
Class (2) 

il 

ri obj. 4, c; ý-- 
7,71.77714 

a 

ar 

(. perati-)r , )f equipment which 
transmits Information from 
environment which is already 
cl-qrsified In cultural store 

Pract 

4 

1-' L) l' L., 1) UiýA1 
n 

I IJX(Q ) iechnical Peaugtl= 
Action takon to transmit 
information, with ftedback 
f', -) o r, Praf., -) r. 

LWP M) SOCIO--ý; Ym 0119 
2verutive fh2qght 

Schema becomes meaningful 
in tiought. 
(this time R is aotivated; 
F Is Implicit) 

schema is put Into aetion 
aningfully 

., tar t0 

Fi g. IX. 30 

VIL J 03 egriling 1, elldineIR 
Trensmission of syyrb. -)Is 
activates conceptual thought 
(minor vector M chains to 
domiriant M) 

-P ý ý. ' 
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tmo hirh picces cif land, It can, be for=ed by rivers or by 

folding.... ". lihat is incorporated in the Individual's 

Swcharna may vary in de(; reo of complexity, as hts been seen 

in t%e geographical analysis, but an long as something altin 

to the dictionary definition has, boen given the Interview 

can proceed, so the Y-44-r chain appears at the start of all 

intei-vievs where this common knowladge could be established, 

Item 2 has a c-imilar pattern; In judring "People usually 

live in valleys rather than hillss because of IV 'he river 

and flat land", VAn was talren a. -), llao=on knowledge acquired"l 

because the subject's local environment is a valley whqre the 

valley botto= is empty and housine is perchedon the hills; 

there Is not flat land at the bottom, and landscape experience 

would negate the statement made. 

In Item-4-5 practLcal demonstration Is required in the 

sand tray. This subject's representation was particularly 

clear; he showed a sensitivity to model form in the sand 

., a ability to demonstrate his concept In this and above-avorar 

waye From the geographical point or view, however, it is 

more significant that he has shown the length of the valley, 

its descent from higher land to low, and the widening 6f the 

cross-sectionj It is also shown as curving* It in hard to 

Imagine anyona doing better than this with a small tray of 

damp sand. In fact tho selection of this script for the 

most detailed anulysis was largely governed by the clarity 

of this river valley co6elling (see p, 110 above. ) 
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As in Items 1 and 2, vector M chains to the dominant 

14/WP(L), but this time the other minor vector N is activated, 

indicating action taken to demonstrate the schema which has 

already been aroused in his thinking: (gZLQKT) Indicates the 

practical "Mapping" of his schema into the sand, a personal 

interpretation (T), operative and creative (Neighbourhood T)o 

With the bare minimum of representation the sequence would 

end here, but it develops as the model grows and feeds back 

to the modeller himself: ( ), Moreover it transmits 

information successfully not only to the subject himself 
Ninding" it) but also to his interlocutor. d/tIP(Q) by staying 

in the neighbourhood Q shows the importance of the sand tray 

as communication at this pointq "Making" effective the 

communicationg with the element of common cul-tural environ- 

mental referent, (W-X-J), the simplified valley forms which 

is no particular valley, but the simplified abstract which 

fits so well as a "textbook" valley$ with a comment which 

relates it back to the initial definition given in Item lo 

11ow that we have our single valley concept definedg 

in Items 6-2-8 we pass on to the valley-in-a-continuous 

landscape, The demand to show a pattern of valleys on a 

domed hill area is really seeking for information about two 

distinguishable schemata. First, is there any spatial 

pattern of valleys, and if so, how is it visualised? 



I teMS 

(4. -j4 ) 
! -#lass 

- L-7 -"- 'rT'erIts 

J L30URCE 
INSýRUME'IPAL ACT'rýION 

t I "' -) IYEB flH, -`ý V1 -J, J RA 

'r 

tart 

[L Ir I 
- 

UCTURAL COGNITIVE 
[C THEORETICAL FORMULA -P10 IN 

Structured perception brings 
'reality' 'rito fccus is an 
'instrument' (i. e. of thought) 

Operativc T17ought 
trif7, -crs 

,t modulates schema struccuring 

,. T/jjP(_Q) Transmission of 
laformation. 

Speration, of instrument 
which transmits information 
from envirowent which is 
already classified in 
cultural store 

30 kevccive6 reality watches 
Structure Of iA: )Ui"ht 
(rninor vector i, chains to a 

V/LCL ., es- 
2ransmission of symbols activ- 
ates c3rceptual learning 
(this tithe the other dominant 
M in a 1cfthanOed 
is activated) 

Ft". ix. ý. 

IL 
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Secondlyt are valleys seen as the product of the incision of 

a land surface by rivcrs? There are inherent difficulties 

here; apart from the different schemata required, there is 

a change of scale, a different material (plastic modblling 

clay), a pointed stick to be used, Older subjects, geared 

to use of paper and penciltuere more often put off init -ially 

by tha m4terialt younger ones accepted it* This subject, 

with modelling ability, handled it with confidence as with 

the sand. But for all, the clay was presented with a 

moulded curved surface instead of the neutral sand surface, 

This meant that the visual impression must be taken account 

of at once, and ---o vector 14 is chained to the lefthanded 

Orthotron ) incorporating L-S-R "Meaning" has to be 

sought, probably in some recall of perception of drainage 

patterns from a map, or else recall of movement in landscapel 

or"personalised" river flow. The latter seems evident here. * 

"small valleys... streams makine small valleys... they go 
t z,.,. ý 

down pretty straight, where it gets more level they would 

start to move about more... ". Thi-s running commentary makes 

the train of thought easier to diagnose. Visualised land- 

scape is being referred to in a vivid fashion, and vector S 

is chained to S/JT(R) as the rivers are 1111inded" to be "MaRped" 

into the model ( )l "structured perception brings 

reality into focus as an instrument of thought", through the 

apparatus. "Recognition" seemed an appropriate label for 

this Orthotron, since some landscape basis is clearly being 

'Ire-cogaised" - re-mapped mentally, matching the schema, 

The subject produces a "correct" mapping of a radial character 

with tributariesq which transmits information - 
6/WP(Q, ) (Q) 

thus the same Orthatron ending the Item 4-5 sequence is 

reached by a different Orthochoric route. 



Sir, 

Items 10-I'L-12 pp 
, 1,7 se ti Macir--ttlemen s 

_rpads 
pri model_ -givtn model and for 

(17019) 
(7 1Qs ý7 0 

G ": 1, ±tL OIo;: 
J NWL}DGE RETRIEVAl, 

J ? BJECTJVE SOURCE 

o, ýý, 'J VE BEHAVI 01JEALI 

FW 

T'IIIAL 
ýj MUJ, ý, 

1 Ef"'P3 

III OU, 

Ecýz 

Fi g. IX. 
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ý) 
,,, 

'ý I 

, JýLr2sj) Cultural Reality 
Equipment mediating phenom- 
sna to cultural store and 
functioning in schema 
(feedback) 

IU/JT(P) Selection Z/'vlP(J) Recognition 
Motivation controlling Cultural idea dominates 
selective perception perception and its 

interpretation. 

WENT) Socio-Symbolic 
Operative Thought 

Symbol triggers thought behav- 
iour and modulates schemata 
structuring perceptual response 

) Learning Readi-ness 
, rransmis,, -ion of sýmbols 
activates conceptual learning 

S/VIPW Beflex Perception 
Learning from. cultural store 
structures perceptual dec- 
isions (D is activated; 
F is implicit) 
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The next stage in the interviev turns to the human 

aspect of a valley situation, Since reaction is started by 

the sight of the polystyrene model, the sequence of Items 

10-11-12-11 starts as with the last one by chaining to 

Placing of settlements seems to be governed by the idea 

expressed In Item 2, associating people with the valley 
bottom, rather than the hills above, so the lefthanded 

orthotronSNP(L)is selected U'Learning from cultural store 

structures perceptual decisions. " Consider what is being 

read into the undifferentiated slight curve of the lower 

part of the model valley... "might not be many people here W, 

it would be too marshy. *. here, still level, but not so 
level as to be marshy, " At f/ATT(P) Selection is baing made 

of a specific situation of "Minded" landscape, which is 

"Recognised" .Z UP(J). The subject is visually scanning 

the model and at the same time "conceptually scanning" his 

fund of valley settlement schemata, and the feedback of the 

river Jun-ation connectso... "there, because of the two rivers%* 

(Item 12) - 
I/V)(J) 

records this Mapping of the environmental 

referent into the m3d3l. The confluerice site is a very 

social one, derived from associations vith human geography 

normally received from teaching or reading, and not relevant 

in the local neighb3urhoad, No elaboration is given by this 

subject, The earlier Orthotron 9-/WP(L) has been labelled 

"Reflex Perception" because it seemed to reflect an integrated 

socialised concept operatine nutomatically in a schema, 

implicit rather than explicit in the thought. 



Items 15-16 Co-,.,, -, ent on land use of slopes 3 with s 
mentijn 3f the conceDt of historical 

(106/49) 
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gtia(w) cultural 
Reality 

Cultural verbal 
concepts nadiating 
perceived reality 

ý/JT(W) Socialised 
Concentual-Thour, ht 
'Reality' as rep- 
resented in cult- 
ural store emerges 
as words triggering 

. 
thought 

PJT(P) Selection ZIWE(J) Recognition 
Motivatian controlling Gulturil idea 
selective perception dominates perception 

and its InterpretaN 
lion.. 

JR/RB(T) Socio-Svmbolic 
Operative Thought 
Symbol triggers thought 
and modulates schemata 
structuring percept- 
ual response 

V/LQ(B) Learninf,, 
Readiness 

Transmission of symbols 
activates conceptual 
learning 

SjIfP(L) IRefI x Percel2t- 
Ipjj: Learning from 
cultural store struct- 
ures percoptual decis- 
ions. 
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The following sequence dealing with the placing of roads 

linking the settlements appeared to follow much the same 

course; as the net built up, the pattern fed back finally 

led to a view of exýension of landscape beyond the model... 

"from other towns".. (Item 14). Whca the scripts were typed 

out, they were split up into arbitrary items that served 

to identify stages of the interview, but in the subsequant 

orthotron analysis, the thought operation distribution did 

not necessarily coincide, since very rapid, virtually 

simultaneous mental operations might be occurring at one time, 

and slow deliberate thought at another. 

To place settlements required the location of p2ints, 

to place roads, the location of lines. As a follow-up to 

thtsg the subject's attention was directed to the areas 

surrounding the towns and roads, The same type of sequence 

is recorded as the social concept of farming appearst but 

there is deviation when the Mapping into the model, Z/ilP(. T) 

feeds back; conceptual scanning has alerted a schema that 

says internally -but land use changes".., so comes the 

question, "Do you want just now, or history"? This calls for 

the use of the other X Orthotron, &RD( ), as Meaning is 

sought in the Cultural Reality of history, chaining to klJT(W) 

as the Socialised Concentual Thought of transmitted knowledge 

is conveyed verbally in terms of vegetation changes. It 

stays in the Neighbourh3od of W, This final part of the 

sequence was individual to this subject and represents a kind 

of development more often met with in the more mature part 

of the population interviewed, In fact this subject appears 
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to be ahead of the other random selection made from his age 

group, but, as has already been indicated, this script was 

picked out as having a useful assemblage of characteristics 

for illustOrative purposes, not because of any "average" 

character. It has the smallest number of sequences, yet 

contains ex=-plcs of each of the four main types which ware 

identified (see below ); this was not ascertained when it 

selected, but reflects the implicit recognition of its was . 
economical character which was explicated in its analysis, X 

No. 34 will be referred back to later when a range of 

examples Is referred to in less detail; for the time being 

it in deliberately left at the stage of judgments made to 

identify with the organising set of Orthotrons as operations 

within the framework of the Cuba. 

The conceptual quality score (229) was the highest recorded 
for his age eroupe 
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The Chartt093 Classifyina and Coding of Thought Senuence_ 

Scrutiny of the scored flow-charts on the scripts 

themselves su3gested that there were a number of common 

sequences of varying lengths. Sequences of only two ortho- 

trons -wore ignored,, being only a matter of a single inter- 

action between tester and subject, not significant conceptual 

thought. It was evident that three-orthotron sequences were 

covered by four classes and that in each class further 

stages up to a maximum of eight orthotrons were recurring. 
The first flow-charts were drawn out as curtailed n6ts as 

already illustrated for No- 34. This revealed two things, 

firstly that each class had a characteristic patterng a. -, d 

secondlyt that once the uso of the curtailed nets had been 

proved in this way, It was more economical to overlap the 

matching chained vectors (Fig. IX, 12,, p. 201). This present- 

ation makes a better Gestalt for each pattern and shows up 
I 

a series of oblique and right-angle junctions, Before the 

problem of the significance of these could be tackledp 

howeverl it was necessary to find a method of numerically 

coding the sequence patternso 

Attempts were made to find a way to use a binary notation 

which could be translated into a decimal code. Referring back 

to p. 181 the system of chosing the succeeding Orthotron in 0 
the chain was shown to have two stepst (1) selection of the 

minor vector In the first Orthotron, (2) selection of right- 

handed or lofthanded succeeding Orthotron. The combined 

possible choices could be coded by the binary numbers 0 to 3- 

In choice (1) the + vector means nositive mpvement away from 
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the Neighbourh--Dý 10anstant, left in a lefthanded, right in a 

righthanded Orth3tron; the - vector negative movement in the 

reverse direction, so + (1) irr. y)lies "normall, Positive 

m3vemeat, - (0) imi)lies "reverse" neeative movement,. In 

choice (2), + signifies the ri, ghthanded Orthotron,, - the 

left ian. ýed orie. x 

Second Orthotron 

First Orthotr3n 
lef t ri ght 

Leverse 00 01 

Aormal 10 11 

Fig. IX. 7. 

For example, the first Orthotron in each sequence in MOO) 

in this case we have no choice (1), but we will assume a 

Reverse lead from QJT(B) which the Orthotron Thesaurus 

sug7ests as m3st appropriate. Our Orthotran is righthanded, 

so lead-plus-orthotron is 01. The beginninp sequence illust- 

rated ift No. 14 was V/U(B) - the second lead-plus- 

orthotron will be ; 11 loe. Normal lead-plus-righthanded 

orthotron. 

-Q-Qdje 
01 11 

-but this is implying a hypo- 
thetical lead, so better to 
read - 

V/1 11 
VF 

W 
When the initial orthotron is 
known the sequence can then be 
. 1ecoded. 

FIg. IX. 8. 

x Fig. IX. 9- (p. 198) sum,. -., arises the links. 
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Figure. ix. g. 

Table of Orthotron ChaininF-p 

. (0) +U) 
lilormal-Lefthanded-Reverse Re verse-Righthanded-Normal 
+(1) +U) 

NAQ(T) NIRB (P ) 

SIWP (L ) SIMIR) 

X/RB (W) X/L Q (. T 

H/J T (B H/ WP 

K 
VAIP(T) V/LQ (B 

C/RB (P) C/JT (Q 

G 
Z/LQ(R) 

s 
Z/wp (j 

x D 

k�, - FIJ T (L ) **lý 
' 

k--**ý 
F/RB (W) "-> 

14/RB (T M/WP(L) 

K/LQ(B) K/JT(W) 

G/wp (Q G/RB (J 

Z t, ý D/JT(P) 
s 

D/LQ (R 
c 
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Fig. IX-10. 
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Classification af 6eauences 

A summary table of coded sequences is -iven below to 

indicate the stages of the four classes of sequences which 

recurred, in binary and decimal form of coding. (6core charts 
in Fig. Ix. 10. 

Fi7ure. IX. 11. 

11 01 

la .1 11 T) 10 

C, lass (I ) 

3. 1 10 10 
3P. 1 10 10 00 

3q. 'll- 10 10 Ol 

3r. 1 10 10 10 

3a. 1 10 10 11 
,9) 3s. 1 10 10 W 11 

3t. 1 10 10 10 10 

3b. 1 10 10 11 11 

3u. 1 10 10 10 10 01 

3v. 1 10 10 10 11 01 

3c. 1 11 10 11 11 00 

3e. 1 10 11 11 11 00 11 

3e. 
3w. 

1 
1 

10 
10 

10 
10 

11 
11 

11 
11 

0 
00 

11 
11 

10 
11 

. "lass (2) 

2. 1 11 10 

2a. 1 11 00 11 

2b. 1 11 10 11 00 

2c. 1 11 10 11 00 11 

2d. 1 11 10 11 11 1.1 

Class (4 ) 

4.1 lo ll 

4a. 1 10 11 00 

I+b. 1 10 11 00 10 

I+t. i lo ll ol ol 

4u. 1 10 11 00 10 01 

'+c. i lo ll oc lo ll 

4x. i lo ll 00 lo lo oa 
4C3. i lo 11 oo lo ll lo 

I+y. I- lo ll oo lo ll ll 

--., -- -1 -- 4- 4- -- 'I -- -1 A,.. -ý, - 4 -4 -- 
-I ýj IA V>6 _L_ 0- ýL- Y L-- ýý-Vý Lj IU 1; -, LI jD PCE ý; t; .AUUUt, 1) k;. L". L-j.. LjV ! ", * 

rhe apparently illogical sub-numberint-w; by letters 
is clarified in the subsequent diagrams and com. -ýients. 

3. V11 is simplified to 1 since this does not vary* 



Figure IX. 12. 

, I, ASS (1) Flow Chart C 

All the flow charts are presented working up 
the bottom of the page. 

B ret)resents Meýghbourhood of 
Orthotron: L referring to 
?0rt, Inc) f. r -) n, 7 . 

p 

----> 0 

Ia. 1 ii OC ic (1IJF) 

0 

F-gure IX. 12. closs(l) Flow Chart- 

K 

p- 
N 

Tr 

T 
U 

EO 

kk 
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Class 
-LI) 

(Fig. IX. 12. opposite) 

1. V/LQ(B) > M/kIP(L) e P/JT(L) 28 
la. l> -e e AhBiW): :0.. 114 

lz. e/LQ(B) 
+ M«/tiP(L) e 

P/RB(W)o 
9 do 99 

-0 
0 29 

LearniGg Readiness . 9. Socio-Symbolic Learning Cultural 

Rcaction -o-Cultural, Reality. 

This class is taken first, because the usual context of 
this type of sequence was the response'to the initial question, 
"What is a valley"? The analysis of script No* 34 gave an 

example of this, at the first stage of **. 28'... When there 

Is further extension with information clearly acquired through 

the transmission of socialised concepts in teaching or reading, 
there is a chaining to the dominant X vector; it is there 

potentially as a minor vector in P/JT(L). No. 42 (17*5), 

at says, 

"In an alpine area most settlements are inýthe 
valley, on lower slopes, on southfacing side to 
get the sun, and sheltered". ' 

This was a sixth former who was currently studying the Alpine 

regiong and had incorporated this I'mocialised concept" in his 

valley schemal but we have no check that It is more 
_than 

verbal association. 

Perhaps beaguso this was the warming-up stage of the 

interview longer sequences did not develop from this beginningg 

unless they started from the alternative oe, 29.., which 

signifies relation of the verballsed concept to some recall 

of landscape experience (K -F-S in P/BR(W). In this case 

the sequel was always peculiar to the individual, rather than 

a "sttindard type" of soquence, .., 29.. has been designated 



As there is such a simple diagonal progression from 2 
throuý,, h a-b-c, 2a and 2b have not been shown separately 

R 

co 

--&"" i; 
1 11: / 

(1071) 

F. Surc IX. 13. Class (2) Flow Chart. 
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(1.7. ), since the letters a, b, cs etc. have. beon used to indicate 

stages in a "mainline" standard sequence of mental operations, 

and letters from the latter part of the alphabet used for 

variants (whose code number will differ slightly from the 

"mainline" sequence of similar length). 

Class (2. ) 

Fig. IX, 13 oppc)sites 

2. VLQ(B) M/; M(L) * R/LQ(T) 30 
2a. 6/iT (Q 123 

2b 492 

2c. -, kLQ(J)1971 

2d. 
Zim (w) 
7887 

Learning Readiness -, Socio-Symbolic Learning -ft Practical 
Implementation ,, Technical Reaction -P Transmission of 
Information ýo, Coultural Reality 

The usual context of this sequence was the demonstration 

of the concept in the sand tray. * The sand is neutral a4 the 

beginning and its limitatioqs for modelling in detail may 

frustrate the subject's attcmpt to show more detailed knowledge. 

At first the subject Is demonstrating the version of his 
C3 

schema which was verbalised in an initial Class (1) sequence) 

but once a model is formed, it will feed back to the subject 

as well as informing the interviewer. The feedback begins to 

operate from 2b. onwards. In 2c., the schema is sufficiently 

strongly developed to set off a new train of thought with 

visualisation of referent phenomena which are'related to the 

model already produced, At 2d. this is accompanied by 

integration with a verbalised concept, that is, the Individual 
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schema operating at 2c, appears as an accepted "geographical 

concept", reality viewed through the selective cultural 

sieve of this discipline (K-F-Sýin : P/BR(W), as in .. 29, ##* 
At ... 30... there is usually the simple model of two 

hills and a space between for the valley, and no comment 

beyond "two hills and a valley between", at a stage where 

the concept was rudimentary and it practically disappeared 

in scripts beyond age 124. In Junior School scripts it 

u6ually refers to models of a hill since this conabpt*appeared 

viable before that of a valley, 

At ... 1.21... the model is better, for at it 

convoys more Information) as, for example, the convex-concave 

continuity of valley-slope-hill,, a phenomenon which has now 

been "Minded". Comment is restricted to verbalisation of 

what can be seen on the model itself, eg. No. 23 (12*6): 

It'll have a river running down it and breaking 
off round another hill here"* 

As demonstrated in the sand, this schema includes the 

erroneous idea of a river branching to go round two sides 

of a hill. 

A sequence of the *. 492.., type was explicated for 

No- 34: the model was elaborated and transmitted more 

information* Watching a subject modelling and the adaptation 

of form as he proceeds sug. 1gests 
the interaction between 

his ideas and actions as the model helps in clarifying the 

general dbfinition. The-feedback at this stage first 

appears implicit in action rather than verbalisation, hence 

the importance of the Q Neighbourhood. At this point the 

interviewer has to be conscious of Unaesthetic feedback from 

; 48ee above p* ill for illustration of this concept quality 
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the action as well as visual scanning of the product appearin&. 

But though action has been emphasised, it is important to 

note that most *,, 123. -. and all . -. -. 492.. -, sequences were 

accompanied by verbalisation of the actions-. This is 

significant in consideration of the subject's thought, but 

his model was efficient in conveying information about the 

referent phenomena4 

1971#.. No. 43-- (17.6) says, while modelling, 

"Coming from the mountains down to the coast.,.,. 
it starts off... it gradually goes agay at the 
bottom... fairly deep at top.. got side 
valleys and hanging valleys if itts been 
glaciated and the top bits are eroded off to 
make it round"4 

The additional orthotron X+/LQ(. T) includes the vectors G-X-F; 

there is interaction between the modelling And the Cultural 

Concept of a glaciated valley'i but the expression is rather 

crude and the glaciation verbalisation is not clearly tied 

up with the modelling, so F appears as a minor vector, though 

the phenomena2 referent in X Is now dominant, not the 

modelled versions G. 

... 7887... No. 44 (17-9) SaYst 

"Goes steeply at firstj steep V, truncated spurs 
gradually gets narrower and then you start to .I your 
meander plain towards the bottom. These are supposed 
to be Interlocking spurs - where it's steep it's all 
rocky, then gradually flattens out. ** might get 
a river bluff, flood plain. " K 

This is a more fully formuldted concepts better clothed in 

correct terminology, The previous otthotron JVLQ(J) is 

matdhing landform. concept to model, and this was in con- 

tinuation of the oblique pattern which is a feature of this 

. 
(W)l alongside the Mapping there is much sequence* At F/LB 

The model is shown on p. 137 where this is quoted for 
Level 3 of the Long Profile Concept. 

ii 
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more elucidation of Meaning of the concept. The overlapping 

-1 in the pattern is a reminder that some of these ment. 

operations must be regarddd as simultaneous, The rightangled 

Junction of the last orthotron also poses questions. Has 

it a different significance from the continuous oblielue 

series? 

Some individual variations give alternative deVelopments 

of thought. One has been charted as 2x. in Fig. IX*13. 

The rightangle turn takes place a stage earlier; 

is replaced by 5C/BB(W) since the environmental referent 

feedback switches on a piece of verbal learning "parallel 

retreat", i. e. of the valley sides (Compare ... 114..., in 

Class (1). This is demonstrated by pushing back and 

smobthing out her sand model valley sides. She has switched 

from a river-eroding-valley concept to onp. of broader 

landcc4pe erosion through recall of a key phrase, the sort 

of thing that might be rote-learnedg but at least its 

implication in visual landform can be demonstrated. In 

doing so the elements of the first "phrase" of this sequence 

recur, as she translates her own internal verbalisation into 

action. Variation of this type and renewal of thought 

sequence is more typical in the student population (this is 

No. 58 (34 yrs. ), a married woman), and will be discussed 

more appropriately farther on. 
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Clnss (3 ) 

Fig. IX. 11+ opposite 

3. V/LQ(B) -, IRVRB(T) «* -15/WP/(L) . 
26 

3p. P/JT (L 104 -- UI, 2 (-T . 419 

3q. «'/RB (W F 10 

3r. B/iT(P) 
. 106 ý/LO(R).. 

»426... 

eb 13a. D+/LQ(R) 010 -, p D - 107 gl-iT-12)... 431--- 

Learning Readiness .. b. Socio-Symbolic Learning *Cultural Reaction 
.* Selection 

Placing of settlements, roads, or type of land use on 

the given model, or the drawing of valley patterns on the 

Aloplast dome Involved the meaning of a perceptual response - 
M/BR(T) - and might all arouse either a Class (3) sequence in 

which an acquired geographical concept seemed to be guiding 

the initial response - 
9/V-IP(L) 

- or a Class (4) sequence in 

whic'., recall of personal landscape experience - S/JT(R) - was 

dominant. AL the second stage of the Class (3) type all the 

four possible leads from 6/WP(L) recurred. This gives an 

opportunity to review the differences between them with 

examples. 

3a ... 107... , though given last because of numerical 

order above, was the first to appear amongst the younger 

subjects9 was the most frequent at all agest and continued 

the main line of the series* In land use questions, for 

instance, the Junior High School children employed simple 

farming concepts which were sufficiently integrated to guide 

their perception of the modell on which they Selected - 

D/LQ(R) - areas to map in their ideas. No, 27 (12.10), says, 

"This flat bit could be used for ploughing. ** 

9 
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I mean doing things (loe. on plateau), can't 
do much on that (lower slope)... ordinary 
countryside. " 

"Ordinary countryside" turned out to mean "green fields". 

This orthotron - D/LQ(R) - is in the Neighbourhood of R 

and would seem to have the natural continuity from Reflex 

PerceRtion that its "main line" frequent occurrence suggestsf 

The lefthand orthotron 6/JT(P) represents more positive 

organisation of the Selection, a more explicit Minding of 

the environmental referent, No. 22 (11011) had plateau 

settlements on both sides of the valley, but no connecting 

road, and did not seem to think that a bridge was likely 

to be built, Abkdd why, he saidg 

"'Well, I don't think you'd need a bridge if 
there was another village". 

His road pattern Included a-road (leading off the model) 

which he had-already said was going to another village; 

he had not accepted the limits of the model but extended his 

own mental map beyond, This ... 106... sequence was more 

frequent in the older age groups;. this 11+ example was its 

first appearance* 

The "Cultural Reaction" I. e. to a Isocialised' or 

'Cultural concepts orthotrons :V did not appear till a later 

stage; they appeared as alternatives to the orthotrons, 

as acquired cultural concepts became more operative in the 

later school years. No, 38 (15.6) says, 

"If you have sheep they could use-the river in 
connection with the sheep, for processing,,. - 
wool washing" 

This was in the context of land use at the bottom of the valley; 

P/JT(T, ) suggests the operation of an acquired concept in the 

schema, but not with Selection; The. P element is more 
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practical, the F element more theoretical i. n the initial 

stages of sequenc. es of this class, 

The o.. 105,.,, sequence emphasises this. With 

it involved a clear acquired concept related to perception, 

but abstractlyg not with Selection on the model or in, recalled 

landscape, No- 39 (15,9) says about his valley modelled in 

sandl that it did not represent a particular part of the 

valley, 

"but have to be flowing slowly because it is not 
V-shaped" 

(a confused statement since he starts with a comment on the 

river character and finishes it with reference to valley 

shape). The deduction is not a valid one$ the concept being 

derived from over-simplified textbook geomorphology, This was 

one of only two Instances in which this sequence appeared 

without an Individual continuation. * 

. -. 104... continues to .. Y-1-2.. * with Mapping of the 

phenomenal referent into the mooel In MLQ(. T), These F 

cases were concentrated markedly in a particular part of the 

Population interviewed; the tendency to emphasize a verbalised 

geographical concept, with or without clarity of landscape 

reference occurred among the normal age (18-20) men students* 

The women students inclined to in ... 106... and -. 107... 

in which practical selective relation to the model was more 

dominant at thin lenRth of sequence. 

419) 
104) 4+105 426) 

106)- 
31) D+'107L 

-Junior/junior High (28) 2 0 4 24 
Grammar sch. (17) 8 1 12 22 
All Students (16) 10 1 7 23 
All subjects (61) 

_ 
20 2 23 69 

4) Studentsl 1B.. 20yrs. MeR( _(ý) ý-1- 0 2 
of it Women(5) I 1 0 1 

'cSee p, 202 The same orthotron introduces individual variations, 
starting with sequence (1)z ... 29... 
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The sequel to adding ftQ(R) in ... L26 

is mapping the recalled phenomenon into the model - Ho. 55 

(30 yrs. ). says, 

it .. I'd build an Ml here and if this town was 
big enough to warrant it. " 

The main line sequel to p,, 107,,, adding C/JT(O) at 

shows more activity with the model related to the train of 

thought. No. 47 (18 yrs, woman student), says while modelling 

on the Aloplast dome , 
"If it was like that it would probably be radial 
drainage coming from the centre... theytd be running 
fairly fast at the top, and the flow would get 
less fast as it came down. Probably start to 
meander as it goes down on to this low bit", 

This is running commentary on action; she is Minding her 

rivers as she draws them. 

A good example of the **101+. *. continued in 419 with 

is No. 51 (19 yrs, male student), in the same context, 
111, suppose in this situation where you got a 
dome shape you get radial drainage something 
like the Lake District... They'd have to flow 
down tho steepest slope" 

The radial drainage concept appears in both, but in No. 47's 

case the slope of the modelling clay and her action then 

dominate. With No* 51, there is a statement on "Minftdll 

landscape along with the concept (the Lako District being 

the most usual textbook example), and this is "Mapped" on 

to the model. It is possible that two different roles of 

language are being picked out here, its use as an aid-in 

workinq, out an idea with No. 47, and with No. 51 retrieval 

of a verbally-stored concett, 
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Class (3) (11) 

Fig- IX-15 opposito 

Main line 
3a. ý/ - LQ(B) * R/RB(T) ,, ffZHR(L) D+/LQ(R)o 107 

+IJT (Q 3b. C 1+31 

3c. a/WP(Q 1724 
3d* , 

. 0.4 -lb S* --ý 
ý/LQ (J )L899 

3e. 0# rM, 
27598 

Learning Readiness -ý Sociol-Symbolic Learning .4 Reflex Perception- 
Selection *Technical Reaction *Transmission of Information 
Cultural Reality -o-Cultural Reaction 

Before continuing with the main line it is worth 
looking at two variations following from those just discussed# 

No exactly recurrent longer sequence was recorded leading 

from ... 105... but there are two which are very similar (see 

flow chart opposite) equivalent to a 3c* sequence length. 

They also bring up a presentation problem; the recurrent 

sequences just fell within the limits of showing their 

rotations in two dimensions, the individual sequences often 
involved overlaps which would have made It impossible to 

read through the chart. In these cases one orthotron has 

been repeated and arrows added to show the direction of 

sequence. The development in this case was caused by goretlirn 

tb7 Oeceptual scanning* No. 44 (17.9) in -.. 105/13.., showed /P 40 

strong landscape recall after the dominance of a farming 

concept on the initial scans 

"The valley bottom would be meadows, but with x the danger of flodding they would be hay meadows, 
but you would get cows in the lower slopes,, And 

quoted also on p. 136-137 above for Level 3 of "Extent" 
element in location Concept. 
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sheep on top, and trees on the steep slopes, and 
here it looks to be a bit flat, perhaps oats, 
here quite flat, you c3uld have cultivated 
that, but on toR it would be too windy for trees 
just moorlandn, 

No. 55 (30 yrs) in ... 105/13... showed dominance of the 

motorway conceptq social experience of communications being 

translated into the model landscapeg 

"You could even say, Bradford trying to link up 
with the M1.9 so vital for communications - if 
you can't get the go 08 s or raw materials in you 
don't stand a chance, If this place had any 
potential at all they'd need the road link. 
The motorways don't come to the towns anymore) 
we've got to go to them. 

Marks the shift from cultural concept to "Ifin4ing" from 
the scanned model (the second S orthotron is S/JT(R)* 

426... had a continuation in .., 1705,.. l 
a minor recurrence; From the 5/JT(P) ending or ... 106..., 

thed 7. /T. Q(R) - S+LJT(R)o Hi ndi ng -Mapping . 441 ndi ng - is working 

back from a conceptually selected landscape to recalled 

landscape as an instrument of thought. It occurred in special 

circumstances, i, e. with mature students, " either in develop- 

ing their own sand modol or in their initial comment on the 

character of the given model valley. No. 60 (39 yrs) 

developed his sand model: - 

"If you had something hard and solid here (he 
made a gorge) you could have something like the 
Strid, forced through something small, or flat 
out into a march (demonstrates)* Actually if 
I do think of valleys and streams I think of 
those flowing down from Ilkley Moor, where you 
take the kiddies on a Sunday". 

The flow chart for this sequence curls up into a tiGht 

patterng (Fig. IX, 15) a characteristic of the individual 

Quoted aiso on po 136-137 above for Level 3 of "Extent" element 
in location Concept. 

"See comment on P-139 above on the use of recalled landscape 
experience by these students. 
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sequences of the student group especially in their final 

phase and at points of re-orientation of thought on a 

different conceptual basis. 

The HAirfLine sequence was last quoted at o* 

where activity with a model is dominant related to Minding 

the onvironneutal referent-, at ... 1721+... further feedback 

from the model is activating ideas; at ... 6899... they are 

related back to landscape reference, Finally at ... 27598... 

another concept has been activated. The operational thought 

characteristics of this long sequence will be discussed more 

appropriately when its elements are simplified in analysis 

based on the Oppositionals, and after comparison with the 

patterns of theoretical abstract thought derived directly from 

the Cube in contrast to empirical testingo To illustrate 

the developmeýt of taquences the following series of examples 

have all been taken from the settlement and road-placing 

context to facilitate comparison, 

.,, 1721+... No. 
-10 

('13.1.0) 

"I think up here (Vl) because 
this is flat land for a farm... 
might be a town or a village (V2) 

VI V3 
there might be some houses 

(V3) and near the t3wn (V4)11*x 

"finishing on , dominated by Information transmitted 

by the model form, This makes it essential to quote the 

diagram summary of the pattern as well as the verbalisation. 

x Also quoted for Level 2 of Ranking element of Settlement 
concept - P- 131 above. The model to the instrument for 
working out the ranking concept. 
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... 6899. 
-.. 

Ho-37 (15-2) 

"They are all well sheltered because 
of the steep slopes and here (V2) 
you've got the joining of two 
streams or rivers2 and you get 

fý---- 
-V1- different ways7 and-if youlve 

got a boat you could go to different 
. (V4) the land 

01 places ... and here 
isn't so steep so if you've got 
a car you've made a track up here 
and go to various towns, 

finishing on mapping in phenomenal referents 

based on communications. The modelling was done first, then 

the comment given. It is perhaps better to think of this, 

not so much as a sequence but as simultaneous mental operations 

sorted out linearly by the analysis. 

. 9o. 2759B... No. 40 
-K16.0) 

"I should think this (V ) would 
be the main village at 

Re junction 
of the two rivers and therefore 
most trade will be done here, and 
therefore people from this village 

L (Vý) will come to this villaget(yl) 
an of course there will be 1i tle 
roads, connecting with the big roads. 

Most villages have, roads splitting over the country, and 
possibly have, them In, the valleys because it is the most flat 
ground2 and going over the hills if there's somewhere to go 
to and that's i; ho quickest way. " 

finishing on F T(L) as the concept of a road pattern going 

beyond the model takes over, This followed a ... 6899... 
- 

sequence of placing the settlements, and a ,, 108,,,, (Class 4) 

sequence on actual road placing It seemed likely that the 

conceptual basis was implicit during the action, and that the 

subject made it explicit to herself as well as to the tester 

by the comment afterwards. 

927599 --- No. 45 (17 2) 
"I was thinking of townsl (YI) 
market centre for routes, then 
when it flattened out, farming 
perhaps, (V2), and if it was an 
Alpine country, in this narrow 
valley there might be one hero (V 3) 
oeha, narrow plain, and farms up 

e hillside. 
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-finishing 

with Ifinded 

is switched 

class), 

Theta 

on F RB(vi) this time because 

landscape, a learned concept 

on (from current European re 

oxamples have been takea -from 

instead of continuing 

of Alpine landscape 

gional studies in 

the Gr=ar School 

group because they shoued fewer individual, continuations; 

many student sequences reaching this stage were complicated 

by a variety of Individual finishes enlarging on the, conceptual 

activation which is the significant final stage of the 

recurrent sequence. 
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Class (4) 

Fig. ' IX. 16 opposite 

4. VAQ (B i7, /f? B (T tIJ T (R 27 

4a. + 
ý/LQ (R 108 

4b. a/wp (Q ... )+o4 

4c. 

4d. TATT (L 
6958 

Learning Readiness * Socio-Symbolic Learning + Reflex 
Perception -a. Recognition -to Transmission of Information 4 
Cultural Reality -I 

Z/WP(J) X/LQ(J) 
.... 437 

4ui LZ/LQ (R 6/IIP (Q ) PCM(Q). 1737 
4x. op q* b . 01 + -, -XIRB(W ) -0 

KATT(W) 6953 
4y. jo e* QP WP + -*X/LQ(i) 4. 

-0 F/RB (W ).. 69 59 

Class (4) repres6nts situations in which recall of 

persondl landscape experience appeared dominant, and the first 

two stages of ... and ., *108... accounted for about 

half of the total number of sequences recorded. This comes 

about because for the younger children who lacked acquired 

geographical concepts this was their most usual mode of 

operation, and their sequences were short but more numerous 

since the interviewer had to ask more supplementary questions. 

About three-quarters of these early stage sequences occurred 

with the Junior and Junior High School childreno 
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S/JT(R) replaces as schemata based on recall of 

past perceptual responses are used to match with present 

perceptual responses to the models E/LM) is so closely 

TT(R)j so that related and may be taken as simultaneoud with S/, 

.. 108... is by far the most frequent sequence', and'... 27... 

Is more usoually in reply to a supplementary question. The 

oblique pattern may be compared with a similar occurrence 

in Class (2) sequencest where it occurred in the context 

of modelling in the sand. (Fig. IX. 16). .., 108... (all 

oblique) has not been illustrated separately in Fig. IX. 16 

as it is so easy to read frora 1+b 
**91+34*oo 

,.., 27,., 91,; the simplest cases, occurs., for instance 

when Junior children were asked if they knew a stream or 

could say what one was - No. 8 (8.4) says, 

"Justeright little stream about that big and 
the water flowed down". 

i. e. the idea Is meaningful and can be matched with recalled 

perception. No. 17 (11.4), responded to the initial question, 

"What is a valley? " - 

"is It a diffe 
, 
re, nt to, 4n with lots of trees in, 

like woods? ", 

and asked If she was thinking of a place, went on) 

"not I just thought when I heard the word, like 
woodt with bushes and trees". 

This child lives almost on the boundary of Bradford, and the 

woods on the opposite side of the valley are in Calverley; 

the response suggests a possible phonetic confusion between- 

"valley" and "Calverley", especially as the latter is 

pronounced locally "CalvIley". In general in this study it 

was felt that chronological age was appropriate as background 
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because of the influence of acquired concepts in school 

classes, but in an extreme case such at No. 17 her low verbal 

I, Q. (75) must be mentioned when an eleven-year-old gives 

a response similar to an 8-year old child, It is the verbal 

lack, that is similar; this child is really being much more- 

explicit about her own thought than was the oiCht-year-old. 

110- 5 (813) provides a good example of valley explanation 

by matching environmental experience, 
"It's a.... something... where you Co down like at 
stream... you have some big mountains, like hills 
and all that, and you have bridges.. and we've got 
a stream at home.. you go down that big hill. " 

This boy (a West Indian) contributed to the large total of 

*.. 9108 responses - and in longer ones - lie had a vivid 

mental map of his own locality. 

Yany settlement and road patterns of the younger children 

were classified at .., 108... as they seemed a clear mapping 

in of local characteristics of their environment. Questions 

asking directly whether they had a particular place in mind 

naturally also produced this sequence If the answer was 

positive - No, 24 (12.6) ... 
"down on the estate, that's like in the valley... 
there's the aerodrome and therels this (he gestures) 
going down between". 

This suggasts quite an extensive local mental map, much more 

extensive than that of the Junior child referred to above. 

At ... 434.. feedback from this relating of model with 

recalled phenomenal referent begins to open up possibilities, 

though as yet only potential - 
6AIP(Q) appears at right-angles. 

This sequence appeared in all age groups, the quality of the 

ideas improving with age. 
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No. 21 (11,9) gives reasons for her settlement placing, 

"so there's more people around, then they can 
communicate easier, if there was only one up 
there, if there was a fire that spread all over, 
they'd have to go across the valley", 

She is dominated by the model valley form, but the potential 

real landscape is being mapped into it. Later on she arrived 

at the idea of a bridge across the valley. In a. . 9.107ooo 

sequence. Sometimes the phenomenal referent, was developed 

further at X continued the mainline sqquence, (J wh 

110.32 (14.0) makes the bridge connection in a single sequence 

at 1739..., 

1ý)lacing roads) here, for these two, connected, 
down to that village, and round the end (of the 
valley): To connect thcse two one could have one 
going up theres and to get across here there'd have 
to be a bridge. " 

X/LQ(J) brings in the cultural concept in the minor ve ctor F, 

in this case, building bridges, No, 21 brought this element 

in later in a ... 107*.. sequence when she "built" her bridgeo 

Further development of this type of sequence did not 

occur except on individual lines with the Grmmar School 

population, who tended to go further on their acquired 

cultural concepts i. e. Class (3) rather than start from a 

perceptual basis, The mainline did continue with the students; 

the older ones resorted to landscape experience in which they 

might be richer, and in any caseq the character of the first 

year College course which is based on fieldwork may have 

biassed thea towards interpretation in terms of known land- 

scape. No. 55 (31 yrs) when askod if 'als motorway would run 

in the valley9 says, 

... 6958... 
"no, aboveg say up here, just find the best course 
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regardless of all this (J. e, the settlement), and 
if it's good for building one they'd build it, 
taking into consideration other factors. I don't 
think they'd build a road in here, it seemed too 
contained and liable to landslides, but if it's 
stable this would be a good idea to got out of 
the valley here , so depending on its degree of 
slope and its stability you could use it, they'd 
probably straighten it out". 

The dominance of the-model form and its interpretation in 

terms of landscape is finally influenced by the cultural 

concept of modification of relief in road engineering in 

the final phase of this sequence, F/JT(L). 

A small number of variations appeared in the course of 

this sequence. For instance, sometimes the "recognition" 

of a real recalled landscape seemed more dominated by 

interpretation in cultural terms, which was classified as 

ZAIP(J) and this led directly to I/LQ(J); the influence of 

the model (G) as mediator was minimal. No. 25 (12*9), when 

asked hbout land use, spoke in terms of farming, then, when 

asked to differentiate between the top and bottom of the 

slopes, anterpreted this in terms of colour and light in the 

landscape* He was asked to explain:. 

-... 437. -- 
"light down in the valley, but dark on top... yes 
it's the sunlight as wells it doesn't always-get 
down to every part of the valley"... and it would 
be shortish in the bottom because all the cattle, 
had it". 

He worked through mediation of the mode' 

sequences and in this one goes straight 

landscape, the elements of selection of 

the mediation of the model(G)l recalled 

cultural concept (F) still appearing as 

On the other hand occasionally the 

1 in the previous 

to the referent 

landscape (D), of 

perception and 

minor vectors. 

model form was so 
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dominant that transmission of Information from the model at 

5/11P(O ) led to a Minding of the environment still dominated 

by the Model form. No. 20 (11,7) in placing settlements was 

overwhelmed by information about steepness of slope, 

... 1737... 
"That one because the place where people are living, 
there, the house wouldn't be secure because it's 
such a slope (i. e. above the site chosen)... and 
put that on top,, because if it was there (on 
edge of slope) the house would be tumbling about 
... and that one, If it was there, when the bad 
weather came, the house would be knocked over, 
the rain would run down the side... put that one 
there, the house would be all right there 
because not so steep. " 

In the Mainline sequence (4)d the transmission of in- 

formation at G UP(O) had operated towards recalled landscape. 

The final Cultural Reaction might be more distinctly acquired 

cultural knowledge being read into the percept - F/RBý 

related to perception without being as well integrated into 

the personal schema as in f/, TT(T. ). This seems true of No. 53 

(20 yrs) 

... 6959... 
"(Settlements) I think, on the high land up there, 
away from the river, slightly sheltered by the 
outcropping rock, but not on the valley floor 
on the bottom slopes. You may have them along 
the course of the river) on the high land... 
quite a number of towns along the course of 
the river in the sheltered part of the valley.,. 
at the source of the river there'd probably be 
a town... also in the lowlands., on perhaps a 
more raised part above the vale, least danger 
of flooding. " x 

This last part of this example suggests a need for further 

working out of its implications, and in fact this sequence 

did in other cases load on to individual variations - indeed 

Quoted on p. above for Level 3 of the Site Scatter 
element of the s6ttlement concept. 
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this occurred with the same subject in his next sequence on 

the road network. 

The other differantiation occurred a stage earlier, 

RAM(W) replacinz 
ý/LQ(J) 

, and leading to RATT(W). It is 

clear that the cultural concept is dominant here. This is 

wall shown when No-47 (18 yrs) is commenting an landscape. 

The first part of the sequence suggests concepts based on 

perception; then there is a feedback that activates quite 

a different phenomenal referent in terms of economic 

geography,, 

... 6953... 
I'- . Ades of the valley mainly grass, and grazing 
in the bottom, cattle perhaps and on the sides, 
mainly sheep. It depends how high it Is, up on 
the top, It it's very high it wouldrilt have lush 
vegetation, that would be lower down... if it 
were lower you'd have farming. But It might be 
an industrial area, if it's in an area where 
there's minerals and the settlements would 
grow up from the mining, and the emphasis would 
be on the minerals rather than the vegetation 
and farming". 

The end of developed Clasi;, (2), (3) and (4) sequences 

all leave the subject poised on some concept activated by 

feedback. Older students tended more often to carry on 

from this, producing individual sequences. Others could no 

doubt have been stirred up further by the interviewer, but 

spontaneous conceptual thought had petered out. Of course 

in teaching as opposed to testing encouragement of the 

activated concept would be vital. 
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CITAPTM, X 

PATTERNS OF THOUGHT 

The Orthotron flow charts have provided a means of 

recording the extracted elements of the thought sequences 

and storing them In a visual form for comparison. The 

information about the judgments made In analysis is retained 

in its temporal relations and In a precise framework. 

Meredith's theoretical sequences (see p. 163 above 

are displayed in Fig. X. 1 p. 228 for comparison with the full 

sequences in the geographical tests. As Class (1) has no 

long recurrent sequence, an individual continuation of (1)a. 

has been included. All*the empirical sequences have been 

re-orientated In thispresentation to fdailitate comparison 

withthe theoretical sequences and it has been convenient to 

arrange them to read from left to right instead of from the 

bottom of the page upwards. The patterns are now treated 

divorced from their context, to emphasize the general relation- 

ships apparent, in particular the directions dictated by the 

occurrence of oblique and rightangle junctions, and the 

overlap and dispersion of the surfaces of the Cube. 
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Figure X. I. Flow Chart of Theoretrcal Sequences. 
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The theoretical suquences are distinguished by their 

symmotry. Both have alternating oblique and rightangled 

junctions of the orthotrons. Each Process Vector appears 

once, some as dominant, others minor, but all are present. 

N appears twice because of the cyclic nature of the sequence. 

Each half-sarface appears twice, giving prominence to the 

Y-A (Y) axis, Y ani A standing out as "wings" in the figure 

(with an effective 1800 rotation between the two occurrences 

of this face In each sequence). The other faces occur neatly 

overlapping In the body. of the figure, providing a centrAl 

core. It may. be noted that in the case of (A) all rightangled 

junctions lead to a lefthanded orthotron (this is recorded in 

the coding and in the case of (B) all rightangled junctions 

lead to a tighthanded orthotron. 

look at the Empirical-sequences shows that Class(3) 

has the nearest approach to a similar figure. The same 

Y-mA pattern appears but has gone astray at the end of the 

sequence. The oblique character in Classes (2) and (4) 

does not give prominence to any one axis. The selected 

Class (1) sequence shows interesting relationships of a 

different type. This sequence can be presented two- 

dimensionally without confusion, but it has been split here 

to clarify the prominence of the 0-1 (b) axis. There Is 

duplication of the I half-faces which have been rotated by 

900 in this presentation. 

If we wish to pause to reflect on the Organism- 

Environment relation2 or the Cause-Effect Relation, or the 

IritensiVe-Extensive relation, of particular parts of the 

sequences, these flow charts will serve us well, But in 

-* F, -5- x- 57 
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contemplating these surfacial aspects there is an emphasis 

on static relations as in the earlier Orthochoric present- 

ations (Ch. IV. ). To progress on the dynamic Mathetic 

analysis another aspect, present in these charts but not 

emphasised, must be looked at. This is the succession of 

Oppositional relations, so frequently referred to in the 

preceding analytical discussion. These Orthotron flow 

charts were based on a curtailed orthotron not omitting the 

faces of the tetrahedron which are bounded on one side by 

the OPPOSiti3nal. So lot us re-draw our net, but this time 

cantre it on the Oppositional. (a) 

LMLM -r 

W 

s 
Fig. X-3. 

Let us now abstract 

of the net. We are 

orientate as if the 

a solid orthotron p 

might be perched on 

the Oprositional only, and-omit the rest 

left-with a single line which iie can 

curtailed net used previously represented 

arched on the Oppositional as a boat 

its keel. (b). 
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-or 

Q 
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6000R 
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Q 
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T 

(la) 114/099/006-3 
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as in Fi-. X. 2. 

Figure X. 5. 
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Now imtead of maintaining contact with the different series 

of sets into which the 24 Orthotrons can be grouped, i. e. 

8 Neighbourhood sets 
6 Surfacial sets 
)+ Oppositional sets 
3 Axial sets 

we deal with a single Oppositional set containing 4 types 

of operations I 
PW "Maki ng" 
JT 'Winding" 
LQ I'llapping" 
TIDI'lleaning" 

Each of the four operational subsets will build a Cube 

150 above) 

The comparative flow charts of Fig. XO 1,12 can be 

replaced by Oppositional Flow Charts as in Fig. X 3,4- 

The some orientation Is maintained except in the case of the 

Class (1) individual sequenco which has been joined up again 

to preserve the essential continuity. Oblique and rightangle 

junct -ions are now clarified, and certain Oppositionals reveal 

a continnity2 for example LQ in Classes (2),, (3), and (4), 

and TJ in the Class (1) individual sequence. Before going 

on to discuss the semantic significance it is appropriate 

to complete the formal presentation by summarising the 

relationship between the binary coding and the angles of 

junction. Whenfirst used the code was seen simply as an aid 

to recording the classification of sequences but-Pecause 

initially it was based on the strict structural Pube relations 

it proved of fundamental value. 

Orthodron Junctions 

The binary coding of the Orthotron. sequences was 



tc.. bulatc d In 7-1 -. I- .. 200 The two -dime ns ional 

ý'c- of Junction, oblique and presentation f, ' two a! -. -ýIll 

, u7-a. -, wh7cf, nre morE c? c-arly seen when the Oppositic-mal rectang 

axes are abstracte-1. The relutiDnship of this to the binary 

-. -i: -s explorFi' cro"; tý-e re-sulting,, matrix is shown below. 

riý". X. (,. 

2 rid 
-10 

LOul 

011 c 

lo( 

C. 

R 

lUju llio 

tsv (3.1, r"(-,: L , L. Zu -- 

Black Oblique direcLion of lead to secjrid Orthotron. 
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Since the lefthand binary places indicaLes the 

fr, )7,, -. the preceding to the first orthotran of the pair, 

a simpler but si-Inificant matrix can be compiled by omitting 

this. 

L'i". X. 2. 

cl 1 C, 

10 

Two other forms of sýiow up this maLrix pat., ern. - 

1,7 

0.000 R 
J- 

0 

10 10 R 

7.0 0 
" 01- R 

6.11.0 o 
7.1' 1R 

Tho symmetry of the ri--. htan[7, le junction coding makles it 

easy to distingul-sh thc 1: ypes, in the cc)c.;, e ac ýjell as con 

's. th, e flolý. l chvl-'ý 
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The distribution of the junctions between the four 

Oppositionals occurring In the sequences was tabulated, 

(Fig. X. 8. ) and their occurrence in each individual interview. 

The summary tables In Fig. X. 9. were then drawn up. giving 

the percentage occurrences. The large number of LQ/RB 

Junctions Is partly ac--ounted for by the fact that Jt was 

the first junction in all the Class (3) and Class (4) 

sequences. It is also evident that the high figure for 

RBIJT junctions in the lower a-, e groups is accounted for 

by its occurren-ce as the- second junction in the Class (4) 

sequences; short sequences of this type predominated with 

the younger children. More significant are (1) the changes, 

in percentage of leads from PW and JT, the former increasing, 

the latter decreasing through the school pppulation, but 

increasing again amongst the students, and (2) the much 

higher percentage of lea4s to JT, maintained throughout the 

age range. The coding matrices were then co-ordinatel with 

tho Oppositional Junctions In the matrix In Fig. X. 10. 
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Fig. X. B. 

Junctions of oppositionals in Recurring Senuence-s 

Sequence, 
No. Code 

R& IQ 
B . 

T%Q -T T 1 ýD TýW % LQ/ ý 
IPW 

ILQ/ 
.T j PW J IJ'T RB. -7LQ 

1. 28 1 
!a 114 

11 
_2. 

30 
2-a 12- 3. 
2b. 

_492 
1 1 

2c. 1971 1 2 
2d. 788_7 12 
3. 26 1 
3a. 107 1 
3P. 104 1 

q. 

_3r. 
106 

3b. 431 1 
3b., 426 1 11 
3t. 419 1 
3u. 1705 
3c. 1724 , 1 
3y. 1709 1 1 
3d. 6899 2 
30. 27598 2 1 1 2 1 
3Y, 

ý 
27599 1 21 1 

-2 
1 1 

71 27 1 
4a. 108 F, 

. 
4b, 434 11 
4t. 

- 
437 1 1 

TC 
1 1739 1 11 

I+m 
- 1737 

4d. 6958 11 11 
4x. 6953 1 1 2 
4y. 695 9 

h h 
1 

E 

1 
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zigo X094P 
Percentage of Orpositional junctions, occurring in-Age Grouns 

FW/ 
M ý PWI 

'L 
PI-; 

TB 
JT JT ýE JT / W 

LQ/ ' 
tB . , t, 

LQY "1 
'0 y T; 

P%ii 
II 
B - / T 

RB 7 q F P J , j LQ 

Juniors 0-5 3 26 - 0,25 34 3-51 0.25 2 30.5 
Junior 
High 5 6 0.5- 

116 
- 0.75 

1 
32 7-5 1 W25 

.1 
21 - 

Grammar 
3-4 

- 
7 
- -- 

3.5 

- 
L5 
- 

31 
-_ 

I 
L5 
--- I 

3 
, -- - - 

26 
-, - -- 

10 
1 ---, 

4 

-- A 
L16 51 16 - 

Grammar 
5.10 i 

0 05 L3.5 2 7 1.5 
- 

5 23 8.5 6.5 13 10 ). 5 

Normal L 
8 tudents 5.5 5 2 

113 
3 4.5 1 22 9 6. 

. 
10 M 

_I 
5 

Mature 
Students 7 U-75 1+ 11 .5 5.5 21 10.2, r 5.75 1 0.25 

Summary Table 

- -- JT 
- 

LQ 
- -- 

RD 
Juniors 5.75 1_3-5 31.25 26 : i3 2 9 37-75 3+ 32.5 
Junior 
High 1.8.5 11.5 27 16-75 22 '40-5 32-5 31.25 
Grammar 
3-4 24.5 17 27 15.5 19.5 40 29 27.5 
Grammar 
5.6 26.5 25 26 13.5 21 38 26 23-5 
Normal 
students 23.5 20 

V- 
23-- 20. 

- - 
26 

---ll -- 
37 27 22. 

Matu a 
Students 26. 22.75 

11 
25 

_ 
18 23 37 26.5 2 
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Fliz. X. 1-0 

Table of '. )rth: )tron Junctions relatiw-: OPY)ositionals and 

Ortho, ýo, lal Axes 

2ridj PJ 
A CK CA t3 4CK 13 

Oil 051 
110 1"'; 

13 Oil 001 
110 100 

001 J11 
i ou 1.10 

cx 0101 Oil 
loo 

JIT 
0 ý7 )l Oil 
100 110 

110 loo 
)51 Oil 

110 

L "D /3 
o' i Oil 

100 110 
Oil 

1-, -, )o 110 

oTl 001 110 100 + 
Oil 77 

. 
110 

lJo 



P1.11. Makiniz foi)ic Lnulysis Proposal for Work 

Turnse/Knowledge, Performance/Feedback. 

lcflex Ferceiition if Use of categories 
Learni-g, from cultural store Measurement or categoir- 
structures perceptual decisions ization into verbal 

Z Learniniz Readiness ., ecognition 
I Tn a itage of readiness (motiv- ultural idea dominates 

ated) towards acceptance of perception and its 
verbal CO-Acept interpretation 

15 Transmission of Infor. -uation 
Operation of equipment trr. ns- 
mitting information filed in 
culturz-1 store 

M Learning 

, ultural concepts assera- 
bled in new array 
relevantto context, 
I. e.. operati-)nal 

KW 

LFW 

zv 

TN 

u 

p Qcp 

Ft, rr. X. 11 
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To clarify further the significance of the aspects of thought 

represented by the Oppositionals the orthatrons are now 

reviewed assembled in the relevant sets, each of which 

completes a Cube structure. 

1. PW. I'Making". 

Also identified with "Proposal, for Work" 
11-perfor ance/feedback" 

and in the total Epistemic context with "Topic Analysis". 

It may be regarded as the decision-making element in thought. 

On the 0, -'- AXiS M 

The orthotrons contain bundles of information concerned with 

implicit operations, implicit concepts operating in perception, 

concepts which are implicit in material equipment because 

they have been designed into it. 

.q Reflex Perception: concepts are so well integrated into 

schemata that their action in decision following on perception 

is automatic. The inclusion of the F vector implies that the 

concept is communicable, part of the common store of knowledge, 

whether in everyday terms or more specifically geographical 

in the present context. It is possible that the subject is 

not aware of any operative concept, he is simply "looking". 

A Categorizatton: "Proposal for Work" is appropriate here - 

purposive use of equipment which embodies symbols carrying 

information tnis might be consultation of the Orthotron 

Thesaurus as an instrument of analysis, ok use of an oscil- 

loscope. Geographically a raingauge implicitly categorises 

rainfall in inches or millimetres, a contour map categorises 

M Refer to Fig. X-11 for the Orthotrons. 
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landforms into height Intervals. These are not definable 

without the instrument. This orthotron is not characteristic 

of the present experiifient as the equipment did not categorise 

Ically draw it out information in a way which-would automat 

in such categories; the intention was to avoid this so that 

as little as possible should be imposed on the individual's 

line of thought. 

On the ý Axis 

The orthotrcas are storing information about the state of the 

subject, his readiness for mental action, his response to 

dnvironmental stimuli. 
7 Learning Readiness or Motivation an attitude,, a mental 

set embodying "proposal for work"; it becomes operative 

through the agency of a symbolised concept, in which the 

task is stored. 
ý Re-cognition: Meredith has "objective impact on observer" 

for the Z vector alone; in the orthotron it is bound up 

with X9 the cultural bit of information in which is stored 

the "object"7 and by which the individual operates in selecting 

(D) from the environmental noise that particular object. 

On the Y Axis 

The orthotrons are carrying information about commýnicationq 

either instrumentally or verbally, in effective operation. 
6 Transmission of Information: positively it relates to the 

filing of phenomenal information in the cultural bit, X; a 

feedback of information from the operation of the equipment. 
A Socio-Symbolic Learning: the climax of the "Making" 

aspect as a verbal concept becomes operat13nalg and its 
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Associations achieve some Intended Yield. It rarely appeared 

with the Junior School children when asked about a "valley" 

since they had not achieved a viable concept. It represents 

the vital link in communication in teaching. The positive 

lead from this is towards action in N; the negative lead is 

to F which might be regarded as signifying that the stored 

cultural concept is taken out anipurred over, as a miser 

might gloat over his hoard, but it is put away again without 

having been used. 

Apart from the Important items stored in the gamma 

orthotrons of this Oppositional, becauso of the socialised 

implications of 'd and the operatio-nal implications of P it 

has other strong gamma associations; the positive, leads from 

the alpha and beta orthotrons lead to gamma orthotrons in 

other sets. "Negative" leads are not necessarily negative 

in a pejorative senseq although the comment above under M 

might suggest Lt in that particular context. 



JT. Mirnt5lng Orthopliorics. ', " 
. Lhought about Object 

Impressi--)r, /! '. xpression. 

-1 
"ategorization f. eflex Perception 

04 lerbal or other symbols guide Perceived reality matches 
(or-serve as) instrumentation structure of thought 

Cultural Reaction 6 Technical ht42I. Lon 
Trigý-ering of 6chema referring Information transinitted 
to cultural interpretation of to organism triggers 
reality motivation 

-. electiý)n 
Hotivation controlling 
selective perception 

-H 

-F 

Socialised Coaceptual 

iteality as filed in 
cultural store emerges 
as words (or symb6ls) 
triggering thought 

i cv 

"'ý4 

- 

\II 

Z' 
vT 

m -r 

J 7- Kav -r 

u- K 

PN 

j4 

-t7 6 

Fig. X. 12. 
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II* JT. "Mindinp, " 

Also identified with "Thought about Object" 
"Impression/l", '. xpressio It 

and in the total Epistemic context as "Orthochories" 

It may be regarded as the achievement of concepts. It 

appears closest to embodying the "equilibrium" concept of 

Piaget as the organism is constantly adjusting the balance 

between Impressions received from the enviroment which have 

to-be assimilated to the individual's version of the concept, 

and the expression of the adjusted concept which Is in turn 

projected Into the individual's view of the environment. 

On the o(Axis X 

The orthotrons are storing information about implicit schemata 

the "accommodated" concept - struattring perception, or about 

the concept as an intermediary "model" interpreting evidence 

about the environment, 

H Cater-orizatio Meredith has "specification of necessary 

equipment" - but "symbolism emb3died in the instrumentation"; 

I 'he Orthotron Thesaurus Is not essentially different. In nt 

the orthotron it -is linked with verbalised motivated thought 

and the "generation" of the phenomenon by the equipment. In 

relation to Thought about Object there is a "Model", hardware 

or software, which is outside the personal schema and the 

object,, is indeed mediating between them by some documentation 

or instrumentation. As already commented on in dealing with 

Ppw this orthotron is not relevant with tho neutral equipment 

used in this investigation, it is a vital element in the 

"new geography" (vide Charley & Haggett 1966). 

Refer to Fig. X. 12 for the Orthotrons. 
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Reflex , Perception; this embodies what is referred to 

on p, 188 &bdv)e., as a "recognition schema"; there is a 

mental program a implicit, so well integrated (accommodated, 

in equilibrium), that it automatically-switches on with the 

perceptual response. This is going to arise positively from 

BR (Ifeaning) or negatively it comes from LQ when implidit 

thought (some private "mapping") continues rather than some 

socially communicable thought, i. e. the equilibrium is not 

established; some assimilation is still going on. - 

On the P Axis 

The orthotrons are carrying information about the kind of 

reaction between the organism and the event attended at, 

Cultural Reaction: - Meredith calls this "set determining 

logical implication", which appoars to be the "Minded", p 

i. e. conceptualised environment in cultural terms actually 

determining the bit of information which is picked out 

referriiig to the environment, Positive leads to this will 

come from QL where an effective schema has been identified. 

Negative leads come from PW whereýthe "operator" has turned 

to his "hoarded" concept without using it immediately. In 

that case, If he goes forward j2ositivel-v to J In this - 

orthotron his hoarded concept may progress towards clearer 

identity (back to LQ) or clearer meaning (on to BR). Continued 

. negative movement would return to PW Y from which some 

motivated meaningful application of-the implicit concept 

might produce clarification on a second trial, or to PWc, '- 

where it would remain Implicit but become more effective in 

operation. If we refer back to the presentation of Class (3) 

.., 104..,, sequences (p. 201-211above) we find it concludes 
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on this orthotron having come from PW, and that where there 

was, progression to .. 419,.. this was the positive continuation 

td LQ. If we take this situation with its various possibilities 

as representing uncertainty of equilibrium in the Piagetian 

terms it may explain why this was a point when all possible 

leads from SIPW occurred in the sequences. Where equilibrium 

existed the subject was able to mapc. back the concept effectively 
(D/LQ), hence the continuation of the "mainline" sequence 
from this. With DATT (see below) equilibrium was sought in 

the perceptual response, F/, TT and F+/RB seem to present two 

kinds of disequilibrium. Were the men students who tended 

to stop in disequilibrium at this point more ambitious in 

their selection of complex concepts while the women tended 

to select simpler concepts and to fall back deliberately 

towards concrete operations? The ending of the full "mainline" 

sequences of Class (2) and Class (3) types on the F orthotrons 

may represent a natural pause at a point of disequilibrium 

from which the older subjects were more likely to embark 

spontaneously on a new search for equilibrium. 

Technical Reaction: - Environmental information is here 

transmitted by equipmenti there is no element of. direct 

perception (or recalled perception) of the environmental 

phenomena. Conoequently the nature of the equipment governs 

the "Mindindlin this episode of thought. One might'say this 

of the present activity of the investigator when the Orthotron 

Thesaurus is the dominant instrument for writing this chapter 

and the personal investigation of the subjects has been laid 

aside (except in the preceding paragraph). 

Relative to the complexity of the task in hand it might 
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be taken as regression towards more concrete handling of the 

data in order to facilitate progression towards equilibrium 

in the multi-dimensional concept of the four Oppositionals. 

On the Y Axis: 

The orthotrons carry information about the way in which the 

Associations embodied In the concept are connected to some 

yield. 

D 
-Selection: - decision leads to perceptual responding in Z, 

which infers ftelsive selection from the environmental noise; 

equilibrium is established In a "recognition schema" - or at 
least-is approached, for there is no check without proceeding 

to Where purposeful activity or mapping will occur. 
t Socialised Concentual Thought:. Meredith calls it "empirical 

identification of physical implications". This seems -to 

emphasiso the I/E surfaces of Individuation/Experiance which 

are adjacent in K, In terms of the orthotron the environmental 

referent is embodied in a Verbalised concept triggering 

thought - again It would seem that equilibrium is approached 

but a further thought event wauld be needed to check this. 

The need for further information to check achievement of 

the concept reminds us of the basic problem of conceptual 

investigation; we cannot dissect the concept to examine it; 

we can only hope to identify its functioning which is more 

-I likely to be evident in LQ mapping. 



LQ. Ma pi In& Mathe t Ic s lekrniniz From E(Iuipgcnt 
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Mapping" 

Also Identified uith "Learning From Eguipment" 
"Storare-ý ýMtrievalll - 

and in the total Epistemic context as, I'Mathetics" 

It may be regarded as the using of concepts. For this reason 

it may provide the vital evidence as to whether the concept 

- is viable, i. e. whether itz ? xistent, can be "proved" in the 

behaviour of the subject, 

On the -cAxis 

-.. -,, 
The orthotrons are carrying information about the praatical 

application of the concept and about the mental storage of 

cultural concepts, Four out of the eight possible continew 

uations will lead to BR (Meaning) episodes. This axis "proves" 

the operation of the concept-but we may need further information 

to evaluAte its quality. 

R Practical ImRIementation: - Meredith has ýdeclsion to 

investigate". One might also say, "To perform", in other 

contexts. The "Motivated thought triggers action" of the 

Thesaurus seemed a fair generalisation of this idea# In 

action either our own bodily tools, (i. e. our eyes to look, 

our vocal chords in speech, ) or other tools as extended 

body-equipment are used in the Mppping (L--Q). 

I CuItural Reality: - The phenomenon is filed in the Cultural 

Store (not specifically verbally at this juncture); it is 

coming from some equipment, and through this socialised "model" 

is being mapped into the individual schema, or negatively the 

schema is registering this socialised concept in the equipment, 

e. g. a triangular marker serves as a "village" in the interviews. 
cx 

Refer to Fig. X-13 for the orthotrons. 
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On the A Axis: - There is inter-action of schemata with 

phenomena transmitted by equipment or stored in symbols. 

Four out of the eight possible continuations lead to P11 (Making) 

episodes which suggests the more usual form of "proving" in 

process will be in somecperational form. 

Fe-cor 
-, nition: -, Meredith has, "Motor adjustment of objective 

material"; this secms most likely to arise from a positive 

lead from 16 (Selection). The negative lead from ý (Reflex 

Perception) frequently occurred in the sequence ... 108... 

and often did involve motor adjustment of the model, but 

the mapping Into the model did not always involve mahipulation7 

sometimes it involved painting, by gesture or verbal indication 

as the re-cognised detail from landscape experience was used. 

Both these leads are from the decisive PW. 
ý LearntnR Peadiness: -. Here the symbol from the Instrument 

"maps" the idea into the learner's mind and activates a 

schema. "Learning from equipment" Is very relevant here, and 

also the concept of retrieval of a schema from mental storage 

and putting it ready for use. This "Happing" appears to be 

the more purely cognitive aspect of readiness for a task. 

The more affective motivational readiness is expressed In 

VIPW, which has already been suggested as a "mental set". 

On the Y Axis - 

As a common denominator for the two orthotrons, the AsDociation- 

Intended Yield aspect of this axis is more significant than 

its social implications, which are at a minimum In & The 

decisive aspect ansures more thorough "pr6ving" ol' the concept 

in use than occurs on ac and/5 
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K Socialised Concel2tua: L Thought-d.. For vector K Meredith 

has, "Reference to stored knowledge"; the orthotron fills 

out the implications of this, i. e. that It must bestored in 

some equipment such as words In a book, exposures on a film, 

signs on a map, and that for the individual using it, it must 

be sufficiently assimilated to the individual schema. 

Selection:. The well Integrated schemata which have 

structured perception. ) whether they originate in transmitted 

cultural concopts (9) or are derived from per,, ronal, experience 

(S*), are mapped Into action as equipment is used (or possibly 

constructed 

It should be noted that as with the o,, axis, the positive 

leads are all to/S "Reactions" (C and F), but four out of 

the eight possibilities lead to Pid, as with theO axis, 

suggesting further operational "proving" more likely to occur. 

Leads to U are all negative; comments above on S and 11 

orthotrons suggest that the implicit nature of the concept 

operation represented in these orthotrons would not be 

helpful to the observer In "proving"the concept. 
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IV, 'PB. 
- 

"Ifenning. " 

Also identified with "BearinS. or Reference" 
and "Svmbol/Responsell 
and "Extrusion/Incoriporation't 

and in the total context of Epistemics with "Semajopistics" 

It might be regarded as the sqitch operator which facilitates 

the use of stored information in mental activity. The 

relaxed scanning thought, externally perceptivol internally 

conceptual I behind operative thought, seems a necessary 

concept if we are to tldnk in some manageable way of the 

infinite number of possible perceptions and possible recalled 

associations that might arise. At some point "Meaning" 

appears as a catalyst among the Minding, Mapping and Making 

activities of cognitive thought. 

On the &, Axis - 
If 

The physical tSymboll, however expressed, dominates. 

X Cultural Reality;. the mearAng of the "cultural bit" of 

phenomenal information involves the relating of the symbolised 

concept to the actuality in perceptual response. The 

orth6tron stores such information as might be present In that 

dramatic moment when Helen Keller realised the meaning of the 

word 11-4ater". 

N Practical. Expression: - the meaning of the perceptual 

response in translated Into a symbolic form by the organism. 

Meredith su=arises it as "Theoretical information". In the 

positive direction there is a selection of symbol which is 

in a sense an evaluation. "Practical" and "Theoretical" 

night appear to be in opposition at first sight, but "Practical" 

is used in the sense that once the symbolic form has been 

x Refer to Fig. X. 11+ for the orthotrons. 
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selected it is active; an effect is inevitable; thought 

will not follow the same track as it would have done if 

the symbol had not been used for expression. 

On the p Axis - 

The emphasis is on stimulus-response meaningful reactions 

C Technical Reaction:. the meaning of the perceptual response 

is translated into a symbolic form by means of an instrument, 

iie, pressing the button for the answer frame on a teaching 

machine, or putting pen to paper, It does not appear in the 

present analysis of the Investigation because the apparatus did 

not of itself generate any symbols. 
P Cultural-ReCactiow. A stored sytaboll in the present context 

likely to be a wordl assimilated into the individual schema, 

organising perceptual response. Meredith has "Logical 

identification of implicit sets"; this is negative In 

movement and so in opposition to the description above, as 

the Implications of the response are found in the symbolic 

information. The "switch operator" character has been 

illustrated on p, 214-5 above in discussing continuations 

from sequence ... 105... and the 'translation ofa concept 

into the model valley' (positive continuation to JT)* 

On the Y Axis - 

The orthotrons are carrying information about symbolic inform- 

ation uhich Is functioning internally in 1-1 and externally in 

17 Socto-SM. bolic Learninr, or Operative Thought: - positively, 

there is a symbol-induced mental set activating the schema* 

which is organising perceptual response. Response to the 
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co=and "Look at the model" in the interview might be taken 

as a simple example, 
6 Transmission of Information: - An example. will serve best 

here: to measure a day's rainfall by a raingauge7 wouldlin 
the calibrated measuring cylinder generate the symbolised 
Information of, say, one Inch. This whole operation could 
fit very well into the Theoretical sequence (B),, ýk in which 
the stored kn3wledge and interpretation involved in "an 

Inch of rainfall" would be expressed. The relevance of 
Meredith's "action of material oft equipment" then appears 
in context. This orthotron was not relovant, with the valley 

model which did not embody any symbols. 
Since the Meaning Is expressed operatively in this 

Oppositional It is to be expected that there would be a 
different relationship with the continuations to ocorthotrons 
S and H; whereas from LQ these were negative, here they 

are all positive, as the established meaning remains Implicit 

in the next episode of thought. Strong negative relations 
towards the Y orthotrons K and D suggest that more purposive 

operation has to follow up to make the switch-on as effective. 
Prolonged consideration of lines and points although 

with reference to the sequences tends to loss of continuity 

of impression. As the longer sequences revealed the pattern 

of continuity most forcibly the individual sdript in which 
this continuity was most marked has been analysed in detail 

as it serves to reveal examples of the connections suggested 

above while retaining them in the flow of thought. 

3c- see p. 166 above. 
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aý, e 19, 50. 
-yrs. 

ýJome area. - Lialtash. Cornwall. 

Landscape ex,, erience limited to ;. i. England before coming 

to Yorkshire. G. C. E. A level In Czeagraphy, pass at E grade* 

Sequences (redg classifiedg black. ) individual 

17 1+7 27/01 27598/0030022 1724/015 

104/00157/243 104/15/273 5/809/2254/"Ol 3,051 1 Oý' 

I CF, 6959/3023/550/0051 
N. B. the first section of the Individual sequences is in 

each case a classified type. 1"he series of short class- 
ified sequences In the middle were replies to questions 
for clarification of points arisLng in the previ3us 
lon-1 sequence. 

... 114 ... All four aspect of thouglit appear in a brief 

sequence: - the symbolised question is mapped inta- 

thought: PW the Jecision making operator retrieves knowledge 

from cn1tural storage: TJ - the Minded environment is expressed 

and with ED visual details recalled enrich the concept as 

it is expressed more merningfully with this ad, "ition. 

A second sequence of the sarne character. Though 

the identificati,, -)n in orthotrons h,, ýs necessarily organised 

the thought process sequentially9 the Oppositional flow chart 

shows a focal roint where the Oppositional axes of the three 

orthotrons are almost c3incident. (x) Thus the simplified 

chart wo-,; Id seem to correct the artificiality of timing 

introduced by the analysis. The separate fJ/RB junction 

however is clearly sequential in boti sequences as the 

"Meaning" switches an something, capable of development. 
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in the bed, can't show in sand - all 7 
these features are much m3re marked 

in hard rock -a yauthful valley in F 
chalk., say, would have a much. gentler 
cross profile. 

S0 th 
vn vs 

.Ye and the mature stage. 
(gestures downstream) 

Is 

--4 at 

Vý4 JT Lý idi 

Fig. X-15 (ii ) 
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The start is similar beinging In the vital 

communication link A/P4, but now, as required by the task 

the communicated concept leads t3 decisive action in mapping 

back i-nt, -) the ýrodel. This pattern could be Q 

picked out in a number of the sequences 

recorded. "Technical FeactiDn" follows tiiis 

> 

as the subject uses ME own model and the 

infDrmati, -ýn transmitted from it. The "operator" Pd crosses 

the Minded concept (W ), as it were carryinj the J-information. 

bfý--', towards the cultural concept withiii the 

in-Ilividual schema L as the feedback is 4 

completed. Mis concluding pattern woul. d 

seem to reprr-serit the correlatinc,, of T 
theoretical concert and recalled landscape experience wUch 

in-', ividual schema L as the feedback is 

completecd. Mis concluding pattern woul. d 
OL 

seem to reprr-serit the correlatin<,, 

\T 

of 

is vital tD valid geigraphical thinking. 

... '37 ... a siDrt verbal sequence but analytical consideration 

sug, ests that the mapping of symbol -t. -: ) -thought -to -Model I CO 

must still be ý-, Dlng on with the aid of the "operator". 

Another element comes in here, though, as the words "beginning 

of the valley" have switched on C9, /B',, ) a geographic. -A concept, 

so that this time the operational auto- 

matically 3rganised perception 61PW 

place s the c0 nve nti c) nal V 'I ISS 

on the model. The simult,.: ic, ý. uý; 

operoti, 3n is re-CleCted In the pattern 

again correcting the artificiality of sequence. JT is 

missing here; we do not know about the equilibrium state 

of this concept. 



1724/01547 W11 JTL BR 

M 

Radial drainage - the very steep 
4radients encountered at first 11 
would produce these youthful valleys 
but t', iey would be going out generally 
in all directions, and spreading 

out In the lowlands and beginning to G meander, and týiis -rou'x(3 be true... 12 

something like drainage on a volcano - 
and spread out - they may well form 13 
deltas. If in fact the countryside is 
built up of porous rocks, like 

limestune ... this presupposes that 
the land isn't porous - if it jj_: js 14 
porous Lhe whole of the rainfall woull 
soak down through the top and you'd 
probably get resurgences appearing 

rir-, ht at the edges - or midway up, 
depending where th6 limestone beds 15 
finished and the other bed-) appearce. D 

�4 

7' 

Fig. X. 15 (iii) 
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... 1724/0151+7... After a similar start this time JT does 

appear and the concept of radial drainage is obviously 

viable, as not only has it been mapped into the model but 

feedback of further ideas occurs. The pattern is dominated 

by the purposive PW strand. Reading through the sequence 

without analysis it Is evident that the first use of the 

model has been a starter for racall of a number of concepts. 

In the middle phase T-J-T has replaced Q-L-Q: the model has 

sunk into the background as mediator as the catalytic X/RB 

comes in and he is relating directly to the phenomena of 

deltas and volcanoes. But Meaning again acts as a catalyst 

In ff/RB; from surface drainage he moves on to ground water 

drainage, and he works out the implications of a new 

hypothpsis. Inspection of the orthotron flow chart will 

reveal the similarity to the initial part of the sequence. 

It has already been remarked (p. 230 that Class (3) sequences 

ate comparable in aspect of pattern with the Theoretical 

sequences, though not coincident since the tasks are not 

identical, In this indiiridual sequence the comparability 

is marked. The dominance of PW is perhaps related to the 

fact that in this task there is no giving out of symbolic 

information by equipment so no meaning is carried automatically 

this way and the subject has to do all the organising of the 

information. In considering the sorting out of possibilities 

and use of hypotheses here, it seems fair to ask, are these 

co-incident junctions already commented pn. an indicator or 

_formal 
operational-Viought? 



'7 

rn since the t, op is 
V 

level - honestly this looks bec-use 
it '-i-)s been made of n polystyrene 
block - but it looks like the surface 

' a -, )lateau, wýiich has had drainape of C 
inciseO into it, because if meanders 
I'm riot quite sure of the scale - G 
depending on the scale, they could 
be incised meanders or variations 

on tlie drainage pattern - it also 
looks rct-! iarkably like - it cot-Ild he 
a Ilaciated valley - this being F 
formeO by a tr3ucýh-pnd glacier 

you oan almost imagine moraine alorig, 
the sides there. 
The valiley is opening out here ... the cr--ss profile is becoming much 

more gentle, so this ý-ovld he... 
would be the mature sta, ýe, because D 
In the old age it's much wider and more 
gentle. Yes, a very steep gradient at 
the top here, obviously coming from a 
spring source here and no hanging valleys. 
in which case that discounts the theory 

G 

.. yes.. hoth got steep --radients at 
this point to the confluerice.. and 
then begi. -is Lo mearider across, tine plain. 

"1 

--ý Q 

Fig. X. 15. (iv) 
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A short response relating ideas to Dartmoor streams 

is not presented here. There follous comment on the model. 

.., 27598/00()3022... The second half of this sequance is a 

repbtition of the first half, and the characteristics are not 

markedly different from the last sequence discussed, except 

in terms of the dominant Oppositional, which this time is QL. 

T!, is can be accounted for by the nature of the task. For 

the valley pattern everythingý-. had to be produced by the 

subject on a neutral surface. Now he is using a given model; 
It does not give out symbolic information but It does provide 
information in terms of shape,. and the Q-L links suggest 
the continual Interchange of mapping model information into 

schemata and schematicideas into the model. The difference 

shows up at X in midsequence$ this time it is not the catalytic 
X/RB but X/LQ where the curves of the model valley and their 

cross profile are being mapped into the individual schema; 
there Is some uncertainty here until M/RB snaps in with the 

mental image of glacial features. But the concept embodied 

in the subsequent SIWP is a retention of the valley-stage 

schema operating earlier In the sequence. The existence of 
two concepts here is significant and had repercussions later 

in the intervidw as it seemed to establish a disparate view 

of the upper and lower parts of the model which recurred in 

human geography and caused confusion. 



r7,1 2 
JLJ ZL'4' 

V N. I i% 

! an La'-ýe a pre----uTp, -)-: it 
Ion? that there has beeri 
uplift? 11, river terraces 
ori this nature stage herc 

to build a setileaienL . 1,. 
the V; ýTley h3týO... '11 WOL11"I I 
silly - floo, ý danger wit'- 

-1rainzn,, Off water 
land into narrow streams, Z3 
with great velocity as 
the confluen,:! e, 
settlement might spread 
up the valleyside, wot-,, Id 
be gentler. bg. ý wou] de 
clear of river banks V172)G 
River at mature staýe x 
might be navigable, say 
to conf1uence C; 33 clear 
of v. floor, but unlikely, 
to spread up here., wilder. G, --" 
'f like Switz. mL71it be 
market - but produce w1d 
be brought to coifluence 
town & shipped out 

Q 

-- 

bI 

�1 

\L 

F'ý 

d to 

ow 

lp-r 

.; or rin - lit, i 'C -, I 1ý '-) -. ýý a !:,,:, I rL 
from river 'Uraffic- 
n: ), no point... 
Meandc-rs mt-ht have 
been short-circuited 
ý, y canal up here - 
uhou, ýh river may hav 
been wide & deep - T)Ut va. ýYlng volume o 
water.. communic. wl 
like Are V. follow 
valley CA , joining 
town at head of set- 
tlement pattern so 
r. -)ad & rail ru nina 
there 
(0, if agric. area, ge 
alpine t7pe roads - 
am not sure of scale 

(sequence pre'cis-e 

leave room for fl. 

dia, -:,, ram. ) 

T 

s 4rt 

Fi-. X. 15. 

Pl / 
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1(: ý+/15/2735/809/22', ý+/0013052... Continuous two-dimensional 

presentation of this sequence was not possible. At the 

second break the repeated orthotron is a JT type; thus from 

Junction 7 there is a dominant JT strand. There are relatively 
fewer of the coincident junctions which have been suggested 

as concomitant with formal operational thought than occurred 
in the previous sequences, A third significant point Is that 

the classified sequence with which it starts, ... 104... has 

already been disuessed (p. 210 above) as presenting a halt 

. 
on theory, undeveloped. 

A review of the sequence shows that it is characterisdd 
by the appearance of a series of concepts, (i) uplift of land 

and river terraces, (ii) settlement sites avoiding flooding, 

(iii) the confluence siteg Uv) Swisi; environment2 (v) water 
transport, ) (vi) an alpine type road net. This is a pretty 

mixed bag and reflects the disparate views of upper and 

lower parts of the valley which have already been mentioned. 
These are all recognisably geographical, i. e., cultural, 

concepts, and the F vector is prominont in this sequence, 

not only Is the dominant vector of some orthotronst but 

occurring as a minor vector in a number of others. F has 

been identified (p. 248 above) as suggesting disequilibrium, 

especially when it is : PIJT, as it is in ... 104... It seems 

that rather than searching for clearer integration of any 

one concept an alternative is taken up each time. As this 

alternation seemed to be getting out of hand. eventually some 

questions were put on specific points; these short sequences 

are not shown here. 



War, t'11,1kin 7 ý-)f 
LvIss system., rive. L meada%is '.: ere with 
caLtle M,:; ViF', Pl to hlýýner land In summer 

warmer meý, --, )w In winter... 
keep saying tý-. Ings anti thinking of 

3bjecL13ns - c--: )Iý lair runs ý--wnhfll, 
... not true thgre, ýut would be hprg 

thp. -eld be little agriculture here 
nja w-ic'-, Is 

t. hatl-, :, jy '. 3rLhs E -ý) L westfacing slope 
clear ýf val. "Ley floor, so no mists, 
woi. ld '-IL"ýic small amount; s z)f arric., 
on systeit., aliAn( meacl. -Dws here, 
forestry perviaper thf, tcnp 
slopes - but agrain c, -! -ýflicts with 
wl,. at I have been say. nq, ul)out thp, 1 owe i, - '11ve L is 1-13cl, 1nt3 
tw, -) hLlvcz - very U-; likely... 
If this was a nount&1-1 region this 
wotýjd be the only type of -, gric. whtch 
coJI-1, b, - ýracLlsel - : ýn we-14-c.., -n slopes. 

T 

---4 Q 

\ 

/ 

PA 

FIF. X-15. (vi) 
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... 104/00157/21+3... The following sequence also shows the 

dominant TJ strand; it also appears confusingly close-knit. 

But this time at F/JT the disequilibrium of his concepts is 

overtly admitted by the subject and he seeks clearer meaning 

in midsequence where JT and BR are interwoven. But no 

coincident junction appears until at D/LQ clearer Selection 

leads to his appreciation of his disparate concepts mapped 

into the model. His two levels of simultanious scanning 

in the background - perceptual and conceptual secmed to 

interrupt his conceptual thought too frequently, until he 

had to cut out from the task and deal with them consciously. 

This subject had carried out and written up some independent 

goomorphological study while still at school, and in the 

earlier sequences on the physical aspects of the valley he 

made more successful usq of his bettor integrated concepýs. 

On the human side on the other hand he had half. -digested 

conceptst and necessarily regressed to less complex operations. 

Possibly the use of many concepts isq as Bruner suggests, 

not a way of coping with a problem, but a defence against 

the problem. Since this student could eventually diagnose 

his own trouble he might finally cope with the problem as 

in the earlier sequences; the re-appearance of a strong 

PW strand in the latter part of this sequence suggests more 

decisive thought taking over. A final long sequence, not 

displayed, of cownent on the more elaborate model also 

shown to the students, is again dominated by the PW strand: 

again many concepts. are used but are more effectively mapped 

into the model which itself offered more possibilities. 



r': xi 

ýao r, C, I "j, 
-QCJ, 

'4i-al ý,! i- '..; iti -ý ED 

il-&. ' PUT PlAgET f,. JU 1+U-J&. -. I- -- 
V 

-', 

In view -, f the characteristics of the Ji (Minding) 
Oppositional Picked out on p. ? 46-22AW. above it seems appropriate 

to focus 1"Inal discussion on this axis, coupledAth consider- 

ation ýf the occurrences of' the various t,,. -pes of ýunctian 

patter-is ý. mvl tlxir distribution over the a, c-, e range. The 

types juin-timS rý19Y I)e smiplarized thus: 

(a) purely obli-vie 

, I- 
ý, G 4090 *.., Co-- -"o >4 

(b ) oblique an. ' 

-ý. ..., 26.... iF .1 

I 3f CIO 

to a "triple" 
P 

41 17,0 
1 ý' */ 

0.. 

GL 

'ner alte- (d) there aro 31 , f.. ')s', iblc- developments 

fro!, i W.... 106.. and both with 

with an 

abli quo 

T 

Is 

(ii) 
J 

Q O> 

(iii) 



The siv, nificance of the alternatives in (c ) and (d ) have 

already been Jiscussed at length in Chapter IX, but we may 

remark on the Jecisive T-, element leading towards 11 

corritrasteý'j th, ji-I , cleineat leading towards d, thc 1-attcr 

representino, a less economical sequence in terms of the 

successful application of the conccT)t. 

(e) in the -)resent context the "triple" 

Icading to JT Is specially 

irlport&nt, in the initial qucý, ýi. )n, 

"J"riz)t is a Valley" 

In view of the questions arising in the discussion 

0.17' the Oppositi, )inmll- analysis in Chapter X,, it seems useful 

t3 Put'; 11ý,:, i-- -ard 'ý; 7 
.: e -L r,, -, hypothesis, 

that (1) Dbliiuc ju, represent a search for equilibriuml 

i. e. assimilation of new information and accommodation 

o -'L' c xAsting schemata, 

that (2) 3rthogonal junctions represent "potential equilibrium",, 

and 

that (3) "triple" jut-i--Lioris represent an achievement of 

equilibrium. 

This may be a minor sLige if, tll, iihole Lask ib 

Piaget says, 

... t1ir-ougý'It processes seem to tend towards states 

of increasingly stable equilibrium throughout a 

variety of specific 11here seems to be 

two main factors which can account for the 

difference b6twe, -n the stable and unstable 

forms; the first concerns the relative degree 
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of extension of the cognitive field Included In 

a given equilibriumg and the second, the Instruments 

of co-ordinationj i, e. the level of development 

of the cognitive structures which are available 

at any particular age". 
(Piaget, 1958. XI. 1. ) 

In writing this, he is about to embark on 'an analysis of 

the equilibrium characteristics of the stages of pre- 

operational thinking., concrete operational thinking$ and 

formal thinking; in doing this he emphasises a progression 

from equilibrium in terms of an immediate empirical situation, 

through "outline plans for possible actions",, to hypothetical 

possibilities in which "reality" is recognised as one of a 

number of alternative conditions. Considering this progression 

of the complexity of thought one might postulate that in 

Mathetic analysin of the type developed in this investigation 

the following progression might be relevant, 

Concrete Operations - early stage (IIA) would be likely to be 

largely characterised by oblique junctions with occasional 

orthogoýai 'Junctions 

Concrete Operntions - late stage (IIB) and a 

following transitional stare (IIA-IIIA) would be characterised 

by increasing numbers of orthogonal junctions and some "triples' 

the later increasing in the transitional stage, , 
Formal Operations - stage IIIA and stage IIIB would be 

characterised by having more triples, especially at IIIB 

(cf. the Theoretical patterns of Fig. X. 4. (p. 232). In a 

complex task, however, these might be broken by oblique and 

orthogonal Junctions in episodes whcre a longer search for 
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equilibrium had to be made in an ext(bnsive cognitive field. 

Bruner's distinction of types of strategies of thinking 

also appear relevant here; the "triple" might be regarded 

as economical, dealing with few instances, but involving 

high "cognitive strain", the oblique sequences with more 

drawn-out steps in thought,, but less cognitive straing and 

the orthogonal juncti3n as a compromise strategy characteristic. 

vith middling cognitive strain (Bruner, 1956,, XL2). His 

"ideal strategy" might be correlated with the Theoretical 

sequences postulated by Meredith vhIch have been used for 

comparitive purposes and which are composed wholly of triples4 

Finally before reviewing the age range characteristics$ we 

may remind ourselves of three aspects of each episode of 

thought on which judgment has been made. The first is the 

character and availability for recall of the subject's own 

mentally stored information. The second is the private 

organisation of this stored information in schemata. While, 

like Piaget and Bruner, we are concerned with thought 

operations, there does seem a need for some categorisation of 

the inferred state of the schema relative to some recognised 

I'socialised" version of a concept, and neither Piaget nor 

Braner seem to provide terms which give a useful verbal 

shorthand for these states. Perhaps we can find them from 

Vigotsky's writings (Vigotsky, 1962, XL, 3). He postulates 

as a first stage the formation 6f a "syncretic heap" of 

diverse unorganised elements which the contiguity in space 

or time may bring into relationship in perception. As the 

second stages the child forms a 11complex" in which bonds 

exist between the elements, but the bonds may be diverse, 
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in contrast to the identifying attributes of a concept. 

Vigotsky postulates four 
-successive 

types of "Complex", 

first "associative complex",, then "functional grouping", 

then "chain complex" In which the decisive attribute keeps 

changing (as in Piaget's "concrete operations" one-to-one 

matching may shift on to a-different element in the 

situation as a task progresses). Finally in a "diffuse 

complex", going beyond the concrete situation, limitless 

Imaginary links may be made. 

Vigotsky then introduces the notation of a "Pseudo- 

concept" as the link. between thinking in complexes and thinking 

In concepts. 

"The transition from thinking in complexed to 

thinking in concepts passes unnoticed by the child 

because his pseudo-concepts already co-Incide in 

content with the adult's concepts. Thus the 

child begins to oporate with concepts, to practice 

conceptual thinkingg before he is clearly aware 

of the nature of these operations". 
(Vigotsky, 1962. XI. 4) 

One might doubt whether co-incidence of content is a valid 

assumption, perhaps one might put it that both child and adult 

assume this and communicate on this basis. This brings us 

to the third aspect of each analysed episode of thought, 

i. e. dependence on the communicablity of the operation either 

in verbal or in decisive behavioural terms. Vigotsky is 

dealing with verbal conceptual thinking, but there seems no 

reason why his terms should not serve in association with 

the non-verbal evidence also, Including his remaining term, 

1IR2tential concel2t", 
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"Fotcntial concepts may be for=ed either in the 

sphere of perceptual or in that of practical, action- 

bound thinIcing - on the basis of similar impressions 

in the first case and of similar functional 

meaning in the second", 
(Vigotskyj 1962, XI, 5) 

Perhaps we can distinguish-the child who responds to 

the questiong "what is a valley" by saying, "Is it a wood"? 

as operating with a "pseudo -concept", and the child who can 

model two separate hills and a space between, as halrin - gý, a 
11potential coacppt". Perhaps the second is what has been 

regarded as-a viable schema, but not showing evidence of 
how it can be tir-cd in further conceptual thought in that 

episode, and the first as something which could not be made 

explicit but required the tester's intuition to pick up a 

clue to meaning which could be related to the socialised 

concept. 

In reviewing the performance of the various age groups 

In the light of the significance attributed to the Hathetic 

patterns, the classified sequences were examined to check 

their worth in terms of Potential equilibrium (orthogonal 

4unctions) and equilibrium (triple junctions); these are 

given in Fig. XI. 1. Individuals were then scored on equilib- 

rium. 
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Class 

28 

114 
29 

1. Orthog. 

0+ 

1+ 

2+ 0 

Trip le 

3 
4 

2 

Class 2 

30 1 + 0 1 
123 1 + o 
14-92 1 + 0 woo l 

1971 1 + 0 

7887 2 + 0 

Cl. nss 4 

27 0 + 0 0*0 0 

1.08 0 + 0 0*0 0 

1+34 1 + 0 ... 1 

1+37 2 + 0 ... 2 

1739 0 + 0 0 

1737 0 + 1 3 

6958 1 + 0 0** 1 
6953 1 Ab so '+ 
6959 2 + 0 2 0** 

Class 1. Orthol,,. 
_& 

Trip le 

26 0 1 

107 0 + I . -. 3 
lc4 2 + 0 ... 2 

105 0 *00 
1 

106 2 + 0 2 

431 1 + il.., ... 1+ 

426 3 0 3 

419 1 + I ... 4 

1705 3 + 0 ... 3 

1724 0 + 2 ... 6 

1709 3 + 0 3 
6889 0 + 2 6' 

27598 0 + 2 6 

27599 1 + 2 7 

The. "triple" has been scored with a weighting of 3 compared 
with 1 for the orthogonal junction. 

Mr_ure XI. 1. Eautlibrium, rating of f3enuences 
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Thp-juni_or School 2, L =u 

. 
Are-Pange 7-4 to 10.9 years. Eguilibrium Rangm:, 

. 
P-9 

Qualitv of Concepts: 5- 15 (Valley 0-3: Settlement. 2-6: 

Location 2 

The majority of sequences were in Class (4), mostly 

?.. 27... and ... 108..., uhichl as Figure XI. l. will show, 

carry no Equilibrium score, being all oblique in their. 

Junction character. The chief mental activity was concerned 

with matching reality in terms of their recalled experience 

'With their own map or models or with the given model., The 

Class (2)... 30... sometimes appeared at the beginning as 

the communication of a simple concept, occasionally 'valley', 

but more usually 'hill'; this did have an orthogonal Junction 

with potential development implied. 

The most advanced subject was No. 10 (9.9), who could 

give a verbal definition of a valley:... 28... has a triple 

culminating in JT. This-was followed up by the triple leading 

to LQ of Class (3) ... 107..., matching the idea to the model 

and elaborating a road not. He was quoted on p. 137 for 

Level 1 of the Location concept in 11socialised reasons", at 

the level of personal activities associations. No. 5 (8-3) 

is also interesting. This Uest Indian boy was scored at 

... 1721'r... for one episode; this carries two triples, 

leading to LQ and P11, this because of his d6cisive mapping 

of his own movements in his noighb3urhood. Both these 

examples illustrate where the strength of this group lay, 

that is to s. c4y, in personal activity. "Spatial concepts 

operate as Internalisod activities, not merely as images of 

external things". (Piaget, 1956. XI. 6) It is important to 
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draw a distinction though, between. these two Subjects with 

their COMParitively high Equilibrium scores. 11o. 5 

could model a hill , but not a valley) was dependent on vivid 

recall of personal experience. No. 10 (who could model two 

separate hills and a valley) was r. ble to make simple, 

hypotheses, still based on personal experience, but not 

dependent on recall of specific experiencýýd episodes, and 

Ilas able to discriminate relative distances and make-a choice 

of two possible routes. 

The stronc clemcnt of reference to personal experience, 

though in, one sense a limitation, has been spoken of as a 

strength, because of the strong personal involvement in these 

rudimentary "potential (or sometimes pseudo-) concepts", 

an involvement that may be lost as more f1socialised" expres- 

sions of the concepts are acquired. Though it would be hard 

to prove, it would seem worth su-gesting that a residual 

element of pseudo-concepts formed at an early age is likely 

to be present in an older individual's scherata especially 

where ikonic recall is concerned. In the case of No. 5 the 

pseudo-concept of "hill" emerged in such a phrase as, "we 

don't live on the hill, we live right up at the top... ". 

Trie problem of(výalle. Glo C h__i: 1:: 1) is surely one which needs 

positive attentiong to help along a flexible verbal/ikonic 

schcma development. It is evident from the quality-of-concept 

score that the landform concept was the weakest with these 

younger children, despite the fact that they were living in 

a situation where landforms were positive in character to the 

geographical eye (compare Long's report on picture study 

quoted abovep p. 20). On the other hand, a sense of iatter 
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and location, though limited and more ikonic and Unaesthetic 

than verbal In expressions raised the score on the other two 

concepts analysed. The adult geographer, for whom pattern 

and location have been socially linked with measuremont and 

Cartesian co-ordinates, may be tempted to assume lack of the 

concepts and unreadiness for them2 or to assume that these 

mathematical concepts must have precedence, rather than that 

the ikonic and kinaesthatic, I-lapped into Meaning verbally, 

may be Mapped into qualitative sets. Moto the Oppositional 

tracks of ... 108... on p. 270, with the elements of LQ, RB7 

and TJ, but lacking PW whose decisive character and implic- 

ations of sociallsed learning might stabilise the concept 

at least as "patential"(as in the case of ... 28..., occurring 

with No. 10). 

The Junior llir,, h 
-School 

Group 

Age Range: 11.5 to 13-0 years. E guilibrium R, -,; nqe: 2-28 

Quality of Conce ptsl 2-25 (Valley 0-6: Settlement 1-9: 

Location 1-10) 

Again the Class (10 sequences ... 27..,. and ... 108... 

are charaetbristic, concerned with matching reality in terms 

of their recalled personal experience with their own model 

or given model, but they are joined by the Class (2) ... 28... 

with its triple leading Into JT Minding, since the cultural 

concept of a "valley" is atleast adequate for communication 

and activation of operative thought. Also about a quartor 

of the episodes have been judged to fall Into Class (3). 

These are mainly concerned with a socialised concept, to do 

with people living together (village, town, city), working 
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ý! rDps I keeping cattlc , fishing , coalmining 

travelling somewhere, building brid,, es. 'ýJ; iletimes the 

potential c juilibrium is attained in ý! -arpiri-g the concert into 

t'le moýel, fz)r instance, land use possibilities -on the valley 

3TaS 10 rj; q I I occurrences of .. . 3.06 ... and ... 104... 

the ýýinlinq J1 eleTent appears with a szcond ortýiogonal 

Junction (see 1). 2'ý-- '), an. ] 'ealirig with a slightly inore 

complex version of teie concept being handled. 

In 3olas, (12), w*Ach arises with the modellingy of' their 

own ideas of L valley, the feedback frotn their modelling Z :ý 

activity may take thertl on from ... 123 ... i ', J' 

A loz)k at tlie scquc, lies of 

tUs 'L-,, pe s,., oi.! n in Figure 

, 1-. 5. (pe 233) s"Dws that this "concrete 

operationly wich the aid of the model 

L 
cotitinues obliquely, matchirig, other 

elements of the conc6pt, but refer 

r4 also to the development of this type 

of sequence in the case of ý)o. 50 

(p. wi U'ý-I ý, is u,, ucri ýaýý, re advanced concepts, where it was 

_, 
raphic.? l thinking. cjr, j,,,. ente.,! on P, - a vital element in geog 

Dr its successor ... 1971... 
-jo not 

contribut-E %iý)re tiian ... 30... to 1. fte equilibrium score, they 

occur in the records of subjects wi)ose 

P ocore was within the upper half of r 

-A 

th. is group's ran-, e. Ot!, ier longer 

sequences belonged t, ) Clas& (4), again 
L ýT 

with dependence --)ri the feedbaclc from 

týie iýiven '113del . výic longest 

shows a final pattern akin to that 



Wric s"in-c of a valley 
tc`- -' 

ýC 
--ý- 

'-, 1771 ibriurn, , r, ' -o-- not qu ate ly c7err.: ý, nstrated. 

r, r, the -o ther l'iE, nr-l ,*- . 1737, -- Snown 

7 

-r 

telow uith its tril. le reprc-, -:; T-. nts 

-: -. L-. ilibriun in relating settlem,.:. nt 

site to slope at tKa concrete 

w lcyl With U16 ýac-T, of 

t'-, em-: ) 5e1.7; lut th-, -: ý subJect "o. 2-9- 

--. r winr tne .. . ý95P ... -, jas rc:: orrled, 
l7fýl a ý, quilibrium . -core (19) 

the ... 1737'. witn a sc-Dre of 13 oni-y. 
'Dr an equilibrium at a Jcvej a-ovc týie 

Concretc Operatt: )risd with a concert in wh, 3ch Pconic recall 

wis n-ot Tat-O-ied by av&ilable vocac)ulary or modelling abil-, -ty I '3 
(he hcl !, J-'ý-st -luality of C', oncept sez)re of t1he -, -r: )u--). 

1,1 tlie jz-ýsis : )f suc, i a small number -Df randomly chosen 

sub, ý,, _-cts 
from a partic-,; Iar school it woýjld be rash to naks 

prescriptive s! igcesti:, ns. -, -. owever on t1ne evidence for these 

particular con2e ts anI 11 -se Particular -hildren, the tendency 

t. -,,. rarls achicvemenlt of equilibrium at the level )f J'Oncrete 

Onerations would perhaps tend to su ýgeslt ttiat, cont0inuity of 

in the Miýdle '-chaol, whet'n-er 8 to 1,21 years . or 

S' to 13 year-s be a3vantagre3us. The 12-pl-us grýDun tended 

t ve -, quiltbrium scores lower t ia -, tneir QualityDf -Concept 

score, while the reverse occur,. d in some cases in Lac 11-Plus 

grDu79 but in botli groups the range of both scores was wide. 
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Yhf--- Grarnriar Schonl, Group- (Forms I no 

AFP, e-RanF! e,: 13-9 to 15.1 years. 17, quilibrium -Ran! ýei 14-27 

Punlity of Conce]2ts: 18-29 (Valley 3-9: Settlement: 7--ll. * 

Location 
This group was chosen from a smaller population, a form 

of mi(ldling ability, so the smaller range of scores may 

reflect this. Advances beyond the younger group's performance 

were not startling, but were positive in certain respects* 

In Class (1) the ... 28... triple representing equilibrium for 

the Valley concept in simple verbal terms is present in every 

cose, an, ý the occasional development to more meaftiqg at 

introduces more potential in another orthogonal 

junction (it leads to interesting individual Mindiag (. TT) 

Class (2) development development. *, further up the age range). 

through feedback from modelling activity has already been 

discussed above, but in this group the modelling is much 

improved. However the quality of the landform concept is 

still lagging behind that of the settlement pattern and locat. 

ion concepts. Class (4) sequences again reflect the improve- 

ment in modelling, but do not advance significantly beyond 

vhat has already bcon discussed. 

In Class (3), to which one-third of the sequences belong, 

there is an increase In length of sequences and an increase 

in cquilibrium in some cases, The most frequent sequence is 

... 107... where "Reflex Perception" Ly a stable implicit 

concept leads to selective Mapping into the model; feedback 

from the modol in some cases alerted another concept (from 

the "Bridges, " class topic of Form 3) with potential equilibrium 

at ... 
431, -- or even attaining equilibrium with the triple 
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or circuitous road building. There are 

than triple junctions In his sequencesl 

more variation in the type of sequences 

is approached as compared with younger 

high Equilibrium scores, He is clearly 

Formal Operations. 

more orthogonal 

but there is much 

in which equilibrium, 

subjects with relfttively 

on his way towards 

The Grammar School Group (Forms ý and 

Age Ranc! e,: 15.2 to 17.9 years. Eclut'Llbrium Range: - 25-50 

Ourality Of Concepts: 24-42 (Valley 6-15s Settlement 8-15t 

Location: 8.15) 

Clearly there is a big jump upwards in both ecores, 

but it must be borne in mind that now the population consists 

of those who have opted to take geography as an examination 

subject. Class (3) type sequences are now dominant, carrying 

high equilibrium scores* 

In Class (1) sequences the-use of more technical 

vocabulary, more reference to the formation processes and their 

correlation with valley form raise the qualit)r of the concopt. 

The most interesting development was the long sequence of No. 45 

(17-9) ... 114/099/0063... , which was illustrated in Figures X. 2 

and X. 1+ (P*228-233 ), After emerging from the first triple, 

the JT Minding strand Is continuous. The/3 axis is dominant, 

The second triple marks a stage at which the subjoct having 

re-cued himself verbally started actively to models so there 

are two cycles of th3ught within the sequence, the second 

more drawn out with LQ operating while modelling and feedback 

of information takes place. The JT orth3trons are F1K9 in the 

first cycle in which the socialised conceptual elements are 

boing organised, ani CIS$ in the second cycle where active 
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modelling and landscape recall are operative. This sixth- 

former (classed as not highly motivated) seemed rather self - 

consdious about admitting to knowing anything (as if 'knowing 

things' academically was not his accepted life style)9 but 

his "extension of the cognitive field" and "instruments of 

co-ordination" (see Piaget, quoted on pp, 271-272) were such 

that he could co-ordinate his knowledge in this 13 axis 

(individual time) sequencel carrying a high Equilibrium. score 

(9), and carryion at a generally high level to reach a total 

score of 42, 

The sec. -nd. half of this sequence had really switched 

to Class (2) characteristicsl but with a higher equilibrium 

level. In general the equilibrium level crept up rather slowly 

in,! connection vith the modelling of the valley features, 

perhaps because there was much more technical verbal expression 

of the concept which was not yet well assimilated. Bruner 

distinguishes between "verbal attainment" and "behavioural 

attainaonb" of a concept; the sequence analysed above seems 

to Illustrate these In turn in the two cycles, but this group 

as a whole was stronger in verbal attainment than behavioural. 

110.39 (15.9) was an exception who seemed able to risk more 

cognitive strain, in Bruner's terms; he suddenly became aware 

that the concept he was debLling with was that of a glaciated 

valley, and switched to comparison with a young river valley. 

This kind of switch secms an important development character- 

istic of the Formal Operations stage, for it seems to imply 

more complex thought of more abstract character, carried 

verbally and available for pick-up in a conceptual scanning 

process. In this particular caseq however the preceding train 
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of oblique junctions suggests a relatively early stage of 

Formal Thought relative to the task in hand. 

In Class (3) sequences there is a great leap forward, 

the vectors X and F dominating as more highly developed 

associations of more sophisticated awareness of wider land. 

scapes play their part in schemata. Also as Class (3) tYpds 

replace Class (4)9 "Selection" (D) on the v axis of socialised 

operative thought replaces the emphasis on "Recognition" (Z) 

on the ý axis. The ... 
6889... 27598-o. 27599,.. sequences 

with their high Equilibrium rating and their greater compara- 

bility with the theoretical scientific sequences (Figs. X. 415) 

occur In eight out of the nine interviews. The JT (Minding) 

element is not high; these sequences mark the 2m at (LQ) 

of already attained concepts, until the final stages when a 

fresh c3ncept Is "switbhod on" at F/J*T in ... 27598,.. and at 

SATT in the extended ... 27599.,, (a potential orthogonal 

junction). The long 1ndividual sequence of No, 44 (17,9) 

which apparently starts as Class (4) is deceptive; this 

subject had a strong ikonic recall of landscape, and the 

"Recognition" bmphasis was only a prelude to a second cycle 

of thought-of Class (3) type dominanted b,, v a selective decision 

about the aspect of the valley slopes on the model. 

The StudentGrour 

Arre Pmnge (1) 18 to 

nual-Ity Of Concepts: 

, Ave Tlnnrte-(2) 30-3 

c)ualitZ of Cnnceptst 

20 years Haullibrium Range 13-44: 
exception; 80 

21-44 (Valley 8.151 Settlement 7-14, 

Location 8.15) 

9 years, Equilibrium Ran. Fe: 20-47 

29-43 (Valley 8.14: Settlement 10-14: 

Location 11-. 15) 
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The Equilibrium range of the normal student group is 

startling and points to an obvious problem in the teaching of 

such a groups although the majority of scores are within the 

s=e range as the upper Grammar school group. The high 

qualitative scores of the mature students for the Settlement 

Pattern and Location concepts is also Interesting, emphasizing 

the value of the greater experience of phenomena and the 

relationships Involved in human activity* It should be noted, 

perhaps, that in grading the quality of conceptsl only one- 

fifth of the score was used to grade the style of verbal 

expression and orily one point out of fifteen possible points 

vas specifically gained by properly employed technical terms, 

good clear expression in common language terms being regarded 

as sufficient* 

Considerable comment has already been made on the student 

population In othcr contexts particularly on the greater 

variety of sequences recorded as compared with the school 

groups. Ito, 50, with his exceptional Equilibrium score of 

80, analysed In detail in Chapter Xf has revealed sufficiently 

varied examples or Oppositional patterns. The long sequence 

shown in Fig. X. 15 (v) (p, 266) gives the most remarkable example 

of JT dominandel and of the alternation of high equilibrium 

phases with oblique phases, The succeeding Fig. X. 15 (vi) 

shows the complex pattern of Hindingg Meaning and Making where 

he was explicitly sorting out his conflicting schemata, having 

numerous orthogonal junations, ending ia*a decisive triple as 

a firm decision is made in the application of the selected 

schema* 

Concentration on the conceptual "Minding" achievement 
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has meant that the close correlation with the assimilation/ 

accommodation of now information to existing schbma of Piaget's 

equilibrium concept has, we hope been maintainedl but it will 

also have appeared that the triple junction of three out of 

four axes, from which one of the four will lead on to what 

follows in the thought sequence, distinguishes a number of 

types of "equilibrium", It mays in TT, result in a clarified 

concept, or in Pd, retult in decision-making procedures in 

LQ, in using equipment, in employment of the concept as an 

"instrument". or, finally in BR, result In the use of or 

clearer understanding of, symbols, This latter type of 

equilibrium has appeared very rarely in this investigation 

because of the design of the project and the deliberate 

avoidance of Categorizing symbolism in the apparatus employed# 

In this context "Meaning" has been identified as a "catalyst" 

because it has appeared operative in the "switching on" of a 

new idea. But In Meredith's theoretical sequences of scientific 

thought, it shares the honours with the decision-making of PW, 

Bruner makes some points that seem appropriate to pick 

up here (Bruner, 1960. XI-7). He has described the act of 

learning as a series of episodes and is discussing the shaping 

of these episodes* He says, 

"If one respects the ways of thought of the 

growing child, if one is courteous enough to 

translate material into his logical forms and 

chn1lengin5- enougn to tempt him to advance, then 

it is possible to introduce him at an early stage 

to the ideas and styles that In later life make 

an educated man". 
(Bruner, op*cit, XI, 8) 
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The analysis of the same concepts over such a wide age range 

as has been attempted in this investigation has inýa sense an 

assumption of this possibility behind it; 'that the Valley 

concept was often lacking in the younger children only implies 

that some of the elements of that concept such as the stream, 

how a child ceets with these phenomena in his normal play 

and neighbourhood explorations, are more meaningful and can 

be handled more easily enactively (to uso Bruner's term) and 

ikonically than verbally. 

The other important point concerns the relationship 

between intuitive and analytical thinking. Bruner says, 

"Usually intuitive thinking rests upon familiarity 

with the domain of knowledge involved and with its 

structure, which makes it possible for the thinker 

to leap aboutj skipping steps and employing short 

cuts in a manner that requires a later rechecking 

of conclusions by more analytic means, whether deductive 

or Inductive. " 
(Bruner, op. cit. XI. 9) 

lie goes on to say that "to identify a particular problem-solving 

episode as intuitive" is difficult, "or, indeed to identify 

intuitive behaviour as such". This makes one ask whether 

it is possible that the sudden switch-on of a new concept 

which has been remarked on in some of the longer sequences 

could be regarded as being examples of intuitive thought 

(BR acting as a catalyst, not as a major component as in the 

theoretical sequences used for comparison), To suggest this 

may itself be an "intuition" which aight not stand up to 

re-checking and analysis. Whatever might be the answer to 
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that, one might say that, at the least, the Epistemic pattern 

recording might hava been shown to provide a tool which might 

help with further research into the evaluation of thought 

episodes, 
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CHAPTER XII 

CONCLUDING CONISIDERATI OTIS 

Af ter the static display of disciplinary concepts in 

Orthochoric diagrams, and the dynamic Mathetic analysis of 

the evidence obtained of individual versions of those concepts, 

the further interpretation of that analysis in Chapters X and 

XI has looked forward towards the use of Mathetics as a 

"planning tool for teaching situations (p. 8) or a "test for 

teaching plans". The Implications of the bundle of inform. 

ation about a thought sequence episode hold together in an 

Orthotron have been explored with that end In view, 

Gregory's comment on the variations of opinion amongst 

Geography teachers with regard to the use of quantitative 

methods and abstract models has already been quoted (1-3- P#I+)- 

The issue of "Geography" in which this article appeared was 

devoted to the discussion of new approaches. Fitzgerald 

(1969. XII, I), commenting on the American High School Geography 

Project which has a specifically conceptual approach, adapts 

Ifelburns' 'activity analysis' (1968. XII. 2) diagrams to repre- 

sent application of the ide. as with the added incorporation of 

fieldwork. 

students use_ Skills 

In any given 
set of 
activities 

on 
to dovelop 

which illustra 

which cgn-b tested on 

Data 

Generalizations 

Abstractions 
(concepts) 

Reality (other data) 
Fieldwork can play 
an important part here 

Figure. XIII-lo 
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lie says, 

"In this case, if a concept-orientated geography 

is accepted, and teaching makes extensive use 

of generallsed conceptual Imodelsl the final 

Intellectual step should be the testing of 

models created, In many instances the best 

method for doing this is by testing in the 

field the concepts learned in the class". 
X 

Thus the real example and the concept would be linked. It 

Is clear that he is speaking of "principles" or "transform?. 

ational concepts" (p. 80 above) but there seems no reason why 

this should not be read as applying to uhenomenal c. oncepts 

as well. 

The article which follows (Everson, 1969. XII-3) deals 

specifically with the approach to fieldwork; after erktizing 

the lack of structure in many types of fieldwork exercises 

which are commonly used, he elaborates on a. structured 

aDproach adapted from T, Po Cole and set out diagrammatically 

(Fig, XII. 2). The example which he gives deals with the 

accessibility of the Central Business District of St* Albans, 

but here we will relate It to our selected Valley concept, and 

take as our problem the character of a particular mountain 

valleyl and as our hypothesis the existence of the features of 

the classic "young valley" of the Davisian cycle-of-erosion 

model. Taking for granted that the general programme to be 

followed is as on Figure XII, 2, let us use Mathetics to explore 

possible variations of behaviour in the early stages of the 

task. Landform sketching and morphological mapping of slopes 

A much more dynamic concept of fieldwork that thelinainly 

illustrative" - see p. 5. (1,5) 
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PROBLEM 

HypoulEsis 

T 
DECIDE WHAT 
INFOPYATION 

IS NEEDED 

COLLECT AIM 
DESCRIBE 

INFOPMATION 
I 

STORE 
INFORMATION 

I 

PROCESS 
INFORMATION 

,-II 

Bug ested by experience, 
wri9ten texts, other discussion. 

SOURCES Maps q land-us"e surveys 
documentsl records, 
censuses eta. 

TECIRTIQUES Samplingg graphs, 
maps, sets etc. 

flapst texts, graphs matrices, 
histograms, etc. 

Statistical tests of significance 
and correlation 

Figure. XII. 2. Suggested organization of fieldwork (after an 
idea of J. P. Cole) (Fitzgeraldq 1969. XII-3) 

GENERALISE 
FURMER 
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Tý r3c (3 -' u-e 

-, on3entrati-)n in sclccrion : )f naprin,: rrocelure 

2he area is identified 

as the aae for study; 

it is reco., nised as 

requiring a 'tool' to 

c, -irry infori'l. ation about 

i L", . ilecisi: )n is ,, -qade on 

a means of marping it. 

, 'ompared with (c) there 

cmp-., sis on the celectL)n of the irethod of rec3rding as 

-i-. ainst emphasis on whaL i-ins to be selected from týie landscape. 

'oncerit exrl-Lcit (C-11 ýOciuljsed- -1 There is immediatc 

z 

recc , i,, nition of valley 

form with the socialised 

concept explicit--lv in 

mind and ready for 

applicatiDn (i. e. potential 

equilibrium, buý 
-ý-, ctiDri 

is still in djub, ý). 

(f) ý'-'ýcditati3n -on meanin7 ,f concert 

-ýhere is imanediate 

reco7riition of valley 

form wi"uh the switching 

on of specific verbal 

learning, labellinr 
', 

what 

is seen meaningfully, 

de are movin7 away from I 
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This may be correlated with the start of the "Collect 

and describe information" stago of Figure XII, 2. but the sub- 

progrcumes may operate variously in this way, although by 

different Epistemic tracks they may reach the same destination. 

The most risky, i. e. with thegreatest cognitive strain, is 

(a), because of the lack of self-analysis on the quality of 
-t + 

the concept. We have here all the D and F alternatives 

explored in earlier chapters. It should be made clear perhaps, 

that in working out these theoretical sequences the Orthotron 

Thesaurus was used and only afterwards was comparison made with 

empirical sequences. 

(d) and (e) offer particular contrasts in strategy. The 

careful teacher, wishing to make sure that a task was carried 

out step by stept would be likely to programme for (d), 

proceeding obliquely with the minimum essential basic concept 

to initiate the operation assumed implicitly, and proceeding 

with minimum cognitive strain initially, but with a build-up 

of potential equilibrium as the task proceeds. The same teacher$ 

setting about fieldwork at his own level of sophistication, 

trainingg tempo and temparament, might adopt any of these 

strategies. A further illustration of (a) as a contrast to 

(d) because it can beextended from recent personal experience 

in particular circumstances. The task in this case was to 

identify and describe characteristic landforms of the "Mew 

Moraine Landscape" of Central Denmark in a particular district. 

The socialised concept had been studied in advanceg and there 

was "immediate recognition'll but doubt about action. To 

continue the sequencot one must take into account the causes 

of the doubt. These were (1) the very short time available 
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and (2 ) JZ- 
. i' carrying, out", practical tecInniques of 

geomorpLolýý -ic- ': ij a JLrcscz. pe mainly covered by 

barley I-c c,,. . fhis resulted in a turn ,,, ar &rvcsL; ing, 

(e1 to an emphasis on 

%., oulýural ikeality 

in interpretation 

of the landscape, eg. 

using Lhe s. -, Tmbolised (K) 

for-T "dead ice t3pographyll 

to carry the socialised 

co nce rt 11 r, '-tc- ic was . ecogni tion )- in decisive 
terms yield (to 1) of preparir,. ý! - to map this as a I 
specific f. ', )rm (e The limits of two-dimensional represent- 

ation a,, c bef aL the cril of the flow-chart. 

'ýDnnj-. ýiraý, ivt Eýciuoacc-, s with I-d emerging, from a "triplell 

can be seen in , 3.50's sequences (p, 259-270 ). iliere is a 
high degree -)-' in terms -of the .,, u, --. lity of L,. C. individual 

schema, but It is considered 4ith cow-cious matcýiin, -, Detween 

socialiscc' concept and 1-; n, 3scape (the la. idsc2pe was not one 

which was Irea4y f, *, -riliar). it is important to note that 

the taking -)f t, ic riFk in interpretation wLýs rclated to the 

short time available for the task in hand', 2ime is s, tething 

which teachers arc frequently short of, arii T. he taking of 

risks in tual strategy in teaching procedure is therefore 

Common a .:, veri in "concept orientated 11 teachin-, j while risks 

may not be take- wit ! spccific concepts at the core of the 

programme, there is going, to be a fringe of concepts operating 

periphera? ly in the situation which are implici; -. ., or -any 
particular student t-. cre is the risk t1aat at so,,: -: c point in a 
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thought sequence it may be side-tracked into a sub-programme 

to grapple with some inadequate peripheral concept* 

It may be, then, that in any. teaching/learning situation 

we need to have in mind a double structure in which two 

dynamic 111athetic sequences might be operating, those of the 

teacher and the student. The situation in a specific episode 

might be represented by the "Hypercube"H (Figure XII-3- po 299), 

This might be drawn in two different ways, In (a) the Oppos- 

ition Ayes of the in-Ser and outer cubes correspondso We can 

consider Po the student and P, the teacher, and so on, But 

it may be more appropriate to reverse the directions of the 

axes for the outer cube as in W. P, then corresponds with 
Wo (the teacher's decision is conveyed to the student as 

socialised information), QI corresponds to Lo ý the. teaaher's 

methods of conveying information connect with the studentfs 

schemata. B, corresponds to Ro *- verbal teacher-directives 

are matched to the studentts reception of them. T1 corresponds 

to Jo - the purpose of the teacher presents a particular 

referent to the student. If we want to emphasisel". the 

interchange of information (b) will serve us best, If we 

want to compare the Epistemic Constants on which each is 

operating within their own system, then (a) will be more useful, 

Behind the teacher lies the textbook and behind the 

textbook the compiler, the statistician, the research worker. 

we mJght extend our nesting Cubes outwards in space/ti. -. e, if 

we wish to speculates but for more practical purposes if we 

take any two persons communidating in a geogrýLphical context 

N The Ilypercube is borrowed from Meredith, 1969. VIII-7 , but 
simply for display of relations without the logical implic- 
ations applied in that context. 
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we have two systems each with their own , 
'relative degree of 

extension of the cognitive field in-wludbd - in a given 

equilibrium and level of development of the cognitive structures 

which are available" 
(Piaget, XI. 1). 

The Orthochoric display may help with comparison through 

maintaining syntactic relations between the Epistemic elements 

of "knowing", associating "knowledge" and the "knower" 

systematically. Mathetic analysis maintains these relations 

imposing an order oandecisions upon episodes of thought; 

the mode of decision itself could be checked by the same 

system. The multi-dimensional concept allows for the 

extraction of sets of evidences of particular kinds which 

can be fed back into the general framework. Some of these 

sets of-evidence particularly concern the matching of ideas 

with landscape and the forms in which evidence about the 

landscape is being received and communicated. It is hoped 

that always having had to return to the medium of word-by- 

word prose to interpret and communicate the information held 

in tho multi-dimensional analysiss the results of the analysis 

have been made clear* 
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APPENDIX A 

glossary of Epistemia-and Orthochoric terms-used 

EPISTEHIC9 The empirical study of'knowledgq structures 

and processes# 

MATHETICS The empirical sttidy of'learning operations. 

ORTHOCHOIkICS "Behavioural Geometry": a method for the 

precise recording of the strdature of learning 

behaviour, 

SEMALOGISTICS The brain using signs and symbols to relate 

to objects. 

SYNTACTIC 
CONSTANTS The eight corners of the Epistemia or Cultural 

Cube representing modes of attention in 

cognitive behaviour. 

ORTHOTRON A tetrahedron whose faces are all right-angled 

triangles. In this study it is used to relate 

together three of the eight Syntactic Conatants, 

DOCUMENTARY 
SPACE The reporting on the two dimensions of papbr 

of events which take place in physical space 

and time. The reduction of the, number of 

dimensions involved is a constraint on. the 

communication of information, 

OPPOSITIONAL 
AXES Lines connecting o, pposite corners of the Cube. 

representing relations which provide four 

categories of cognitive behaviour* 

ORTHOGONAL 
AXES Lines connecting opposite faces of the-Cuba and 

representing three different types of timing in 

learning behaviour, relating six cognitive 

functions in pairs, 
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TETRALECTIC A fourfold square presenting the complexity 

of relations in cognitive behaviour, eogo 

the four Syntactic Constants which appoar 

at the corners of a single surface of the 

Cube, 

SEMANTIC MATRIX An ordered structure of meaningful signs 

in a spatial frameworkl eog. the Epistemic 

Cube. 

PROCESS Y&ITORS The twelve edges of the Cuba, representing, 

with two-way movement, twentyfour possible 

categories for Judging part of a cognitive 

behaviour4l sequence, Their significances 

form a "Thosaurus".. 

VERBAL INDICATORS Expressions used, to convey the Significance 

of the categories expressed In the various 

components of the Cube. 

NEIGHBOURHOOD The surfaces adjoining and the three Process 

Vectors meeting at a corner of the Cube 

and defining the semantic relations of the 

Syntactia Constants 

ORTHOTRON 
JUNCTION The manner in which two successive Orthotron 

are linked in representation of episodes in 

a thought sequence, In two-dimensional display 

they may appear Oblique, Orthogonal or Triple 

(in which an Oblique and an Orthogonal 

Junction combine and-three Oppositional Axes 

co-incide). 

HWERCUBE Two Cubesq one nesting inside the other, 

represent the interaction involved in the 

communication of information (in this context 
between teacher and student)* 
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APPENDIX B 

Individual Scores for Concent QualitZ 

For details of the five aspacts scored at three levels 
see Fig. VII, 5* 

Note (-) signifies no evidence from response 
(0) signifies poor response below Level 1. 

Valley Settlement 
Mature Pattern 

Students 

61 2 2 2 3 2#,, 11 3 3 2 3 3,. #15 
60 3 2 2 3 2 ... 12 1 3 1 3 2,., 10 

59 2 1 1 2 100,8 1 1 1 2 3 3*,.. 10 

58 3 3 3 2 2o.. 13 3 3 3 3 2. #. 14 

57 2 2 1 2 2, #, 9 3 2 2 3 3-**13 

56 2 1 1 3 2.. * 9 3 3 2 3 29&#13 

55 3 3 3 2 3*.. 141 
t 

3_ 2 3 3 34r*#14 

Location 

33333 -*-14. -o*39 
33332 ll+--o-36 
12233 **. 1190. #29 
33333 -*-15*.. *1+2 
22232 *911****33 
3333 399#*15*9**37 

33333 oe-15-9*9*1+3 

Normal 
Students 

54 1 2 2 1 2*9* 8 2 2 2 3 2 ... 11 2 2 2 3 2 **-Ilooo*30 
53 3 2 2 3 2.., 12 2 3 2 3 3 ... 13 3 3 3 3 3 --015-0*-40 
52 1 2 1 1 l... 6 1 2 1 2 lot# 7 2 1 2 2 1 oo, 8*, *, 21 

51 2 2 2 2 2, **10 1 3 1 2 2. 'oo 9 1 2 2 1 2 *** 8. o.. 27 

50 3 3 3 3 3#*ol5 3 2 3 3 3&*-11+ 3 3 3 3 3 *. -15*. *-41+ 
49 2 2 2 2 2*#910 1 1 2 2 2*oo 8 1 2 2 

,2 
2, oeo 9**,, 27 

48 2 2 2 2 2**. 10 2 2 1 2 2.. * 9 3 2 2 2 2 e-Mote-30 
47 2 2 2 3 2, ooll 2 3 2 3 2, *, 12 1 2 3 3 2 ... ll***o31+ 

46 2 2 2 2 2, '. 1 0 1 1 1 2 1... 6 2 2 2 2 2 **olO**, *26 

VI th 
Form 

45 32232,, *12 
44 3333 3*o*15 

3 3 33 3***15 3 2 2 2 2 *--119**938 
3 3 23 2--. 13 

1 

3 3 3 3 2 . 914**., 42 
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VI th 
Form 
Cont. 

1+3 

1+2 

Valley 

3 3 2 2-2. *. 12 

2 3 3 1 2**911 

1 2 1 2 2..., 8 

Settlement 
Patter! j 

2322 2*o. ll 

1122 2*** 8 

Location 

33333.9915--**38 

11222... 8... t27 
2121 looo 7... 924 41 12222,, * 

15+ 
4o 

39 

38 

37 

14+ 

36 

35 

34 

33 

1 21 2 8 3 22 3 2, ##12 

1 33 1 2s. -IO 3 22 3 2. *, 12 

1 21 2 l... 7 1 2-2 2 2. eog 

1 2- 2 1. *, 6 1 32 2 2 ... 10 

1 194A 1 2 1 2 1*4*7 

'Ill. *. 3 2 3 1 2 2ioi, 10 

22 13 1*, - 9 1 3 1 2 2. *o 9 

11 111... 5 1 2 1 2 2... 8 

32222... 11-o-,, 31 

3222 2*. *ll*ooo33 
2222 2*o*10*.,,, 26 

3.2 222,001109*. 27 

3120 lii4 7##o*17 

1222 2**6 9. **422 
3222 2ooollooo*29 

I111l... 5 .... 18 

32 

31 

30 

29 

12 + 
1 ., 

28+ 

27 

26 

25 
24 

23 

2 1 

1 3 1 2 2, wo, 9 1 1 2 2 2... 8**,, 23 

1 3 0 21... 7 1 1 2 1 l.., 6 .... 19 

3 2 2 2 2, o, ll 1 1 1 1 2., * 6 .... 20 

2 2 1 2 2999 9 1 2 2 2 2oooo 99*ooo2l+ 

11 a* 1 iloo 

111... 

2 2 

2 

2 

3 3 9 
3 2 8. 

2 1 2 7 

3 1 3 9 
2 2 0 2 2*,. 8 

2 2 1 2 10#0 8 

2122 2�. 9*o**22 

1221 10;, 4 71,0.. 19 

j0010... 2., ý., 9 

2222 

22221... 9*. *, 22 

1222 leoi> 8. i.. 21 
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11 

22 

Valley 

-1111... LF 

-1111... i. 

-1-11.. 3 
-- «1... 2 

11-11... if 

---- . "e 0 

Settlement 
Pattern 

Location 

21 

20 

19 
18 

17 

10 

16 

15 

14 

13 

9+ 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

8 

7 

7+ 

4 

3 

2 2 2 1 leuo 8 

0 2 2 leog 6 

0 3 6 

0 2 0 1 0000 3 

0 1121 1 1 lege 5 

0 1 0 0 0. boo l' 

1 2 leue 6.00.16 

1 1 1 1 &a04 59.914 

00.01 3-, ... 8 

1 2 1 1 1... 6.... 15 

0 0 0 1 0*** looos 2 

MMý» 4»�be 0 0 1 1 1 0.. e 3 - 1 1 1 1, ao 40000 7 
0 0 2 1 1 0 ... 0 2 1 1 1... 

1 0 2 1 2 1 ... 6 1 2 1 2 14>** 

m *", mode 0 0 2 0 2 0s4o 4 1 2 1 1 0**. 

wobeo 0. -4 3 0 1 1 1 0-, # 3.9. o 
-1-11 2 1 2 0999 6 0 1 0 1 0*** 2999911 

-1-11 0 2 1 1 la. * 5 1 2 1 2 1 

ým au m» mo6, 0 2 0 1 04s4- 3 1 1 1 0 0*-t 36. oä 

mm--m, 9o 02 1 1 0. �. 4 1 1 1 1 0... -4. o,, 8 

-o 9,0 02 0 1 0... 3 1 1 1 1 0... 4.. 00 7 

ýosi 0 02 0 's. 0*## 3 1 0 1 0 0*** 2*.. o 5 
02 1 1 1�, 1 2 1 2 1 sob 7s -, u e13 

ý0-ý 

Wo - 00 - 

ýý 4m ý»0,0 

--ýýý0,4, 

1 lud* 4 

0 1 1-oe 3 
1 1 0*** 4 

12111.. 6 .... 10 

1212 looo 7*oe*10 

10100,,. 2.... 6 

11110... 4,, o, 6 
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APPE'IDIX C 

Examples of Coded Seguences 

One exemple is given from each age group, chosen as the 

mediai Equilibrium score from that group (see Appendix D) 

Black: recurrent classified sequences 

Red: individual sequences not recurring, 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 

Mature Students 

No. 56.31 
-years. male 

28 123 28 1705 419 ýý', ,''Iýý ý` 1739 37 108 ),,, " 

1739 6958. 

Normal Students 

YQ. 5'1+. 19 years 6 months. Male 

114 1971 1739 1739 108 ")c 419 108 
108 6958 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL 

VIth Form 

No. 42.17 years 5 months. Male 

28 114 492 28 108 28 ý` ''' 431 107 107 6899 27599 108 'i ýVl 0 

26 26. 

If-+ 
No, 38.15 years 6 months. Mala 

1739 108 106 7 104 108 28 28 123 104 27 434 108 107 

28 26 26. 

14 

No . 15.14 y ears 1 1 months* Female 

28 7 492 26 28 27 108 108 108 108 434 108 108 ý-'-/O- 107 108 

107 1. 
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+ O; i.. A- 

No. 
-12.14 years. Male 

114 123 26 26 1724 26 1737 1739 107 26 419 

JUNIOR HTGH SCHOOL 

12 

No. 28.13 Years. Female 

28 6 123 26 26 108 27 108 108 27 108 1739 108 1 107 108 lo6 

28 106 1089 

11 

Ho . 20, 11--years. 7 mooths . Female 

28 1 3o 6 27 108 108 108 1 108 1737 108 1 27 108 6 108 28 7 
28 1111 27 

JUNIOR SCHOOL 

3-0 + 

No. ll+. 10 years 
-5--months. 

Male 

loB lo8 1 io8 1 27 27 27 108 108 26 lo8 lo3 434 108 431+ 6 jo8 
108 431+ 

+ 
6-- 

No. 11. § Years-11-months-g. -Male 
28 1 30 28 17 108 27 6 io8 108 108,108 6 108 108 27 108 27 

108 27 27 

8 4- 

No, 8. 8 years 1+-m3nths. Ma 

27 108 30 27 108 lo8 1 lo8 lo8 lo8 108 6 27 108 661.108 27 26 

-7+ 
No, 2,7-years 5-months. Malos 

77 30 71 27 108 108 108 6711 108 107 108 27 
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APPI31DIX D 

Olin. lity of Cc)n-ie pt ntid r. nuilibrium senres and rc,, tnki nr, 

Scora (rank ) 

gliftlity r-nuillm Quality Sguillm ). uality ! 7, ju jj-'m 
Hature 
Students 

61 39 (6) 22 (28) + 

6o 36 (10) 20 (29) 40 31 (14) 38 (8) 22 16 (39) 27 (19) 

59 29 (17) 30 (16) 39 33 (12) 31 (13) 21 16 (39))28 (18) 

58 42 (3) 47 00 38 26 (23) 31 (13) 20 14 (43) 13 (40) 

57 33 (12) 35 (9) 37 27 (19) 30 X16) 19 8 (52) 7 (44) 

56 37 (9) 35 (9) 14+ Is 1-5 (41. ) 24 (37) 

55 43 W '5 f (5) 36 17 (38) 18 (33) 17 2 (61) 2 
Normal 35 22 (29) 17 (310 12t 
Students 

54 30 (15) 26 (21) 34 29 (17) 16 (35) 16 7 (54) 4 (49) 
53 40 (5) 1+4 (6) 33 18 (37) 14 (39)1 15 9 (49) 0 (58) 
52 21 (32) 20 (29) + 14 14 (43) 4 (1+9) 

51 27 (19) 25 (22) 32 23 (27) 25 (23)1 13 9 (49-) 3 (53 
50 44 (1 ) 80 (1 ) 31 19 (35) 25 (23) 

. 
2-1 

1+9 27 (19) 35 (9) 30 20 (34) 16 (35') 12 6 (56) 0 (58) 
48 30 (17) 31 (13) 29 24 (26) 27 (19-) 11 11 (46) 7 (44) 

1+7 31+ (11 ) 26 (21) L:? 
-+ 

10 15 (41) 9 (1+2) 

46 26 (23) 13 (40) 28 22 (29) 16 (35) 9 6 (56) 0 (58 

VIth 27 19 (35) 20 (29) 8+ 
U- 8 (51) 4 (49) 

Form 1 
45 38 (7) 42 (7) 26 9 (49) 3 (53) 7 7 (54) 1 (57) 

44 1+2 (3) 49 (3) . 21 5 25 (25) 19 (32) 6 5 (60) 0 (58)- 
1+3 38 (7) 32 (12) 24 22 (29) 7 (410 5 13 (45) 8 (43) 

1+2 27 (19) 50 (2) 23 21 (32) 16 (35) 21-+ 

41 24 (26) 25 (23) 4 10 (47) 7 (44) 

3 10 (47) 2 (55) 

2 6, (56) 4 (49), 

1 6 (56) 
1 

6 (48) 



THESIS ABSTRACT RUTH HANNAM (DEPARTNENT OF EDUCATION) 

THE ANALYSIS OF SOME GEOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTS AND THEIR OVELORENT IN 

THE LEARNING PROCESSES OF THE TNDIVIDITAL WIND 

This stud. v sets out to make use of the Epistemic theory of 

Professor P. Meredith to clarify and analyse geographical concepts as 

they appear in the common body of knowledge in the subject discipline 

and as they appear in various forms in the thinking of individuals. In 

reviewing previous research into geographical learning it becomes evident 

that until very recently concepts have been treated implicitly rather 

than explicitlyg but a great deal that is relevant to conceptual 

learning is to be found in studies relating to the communication of 

geographical. informitifto and in those concerned with some special 

interest or abilityg or based on the developmental theory of Piaget. 

"Epistemics" is identified as combining epistemoloe, 7 ahd 

psychology in its concern with the activW of "knowing". Definitions 

of concept are discussed, and the term Nchema defined as here distinguishing 

an Individual's working version of the "socialised" concept. The RpiRtemic 

Cuba forms a semantic matrix linking aspects of episodes of thought, i. e., 

ObjectqThoughtj Symbol, Response, Knowledge, Purpose, Learning and Equipment. 

Lines and surfaces in and on the Cube can be used to explore significant 

relations within this Orthochoric framework. The Cube is uped to analyee 

the major reoeTaphical concept of areal extent and the building up of the 

subject discipline by geographical thinkers of the past and present. 

Three linked concepts are selected for investigation: Valley, 

Pattern of Settlement and Location. Individuals' ideas were explored by a 

standard interviewt subjects ranged from the age of seven to seventeen years 

In school and included normal aged students and a p,, roup of mature students 

in their thirties. 



Two analyses were carried outq one based on intern"a'l, - "' 

geographical criteriag the other on external Epistemic criteria* 

The latter was 'Idynamic'19 preserving the progvess of the train of 

thougghtp twentyfour Orthochoric categories being used in making a 

series of controlled judgments on a recorded thought sequenceg each 

episode being systematically linked to the next. Orthotrons (tetrahedra 

representing parts of, the Cube) when presented tlo-dimensionally show 

patterns of overlapping triangles forming flow-charts which could be 

classified. These were converted to simple line-type diagrams. Thdse 

distinguish within the flow-charts four sets of aspects of conceptual 

thought which are interwoven. 

It seemed reasonable to hypothesize that the characteristic 

patterns might have significance in terms of Piaget's concept of equilibrium 

and of Bruner's concept of differing strategies of thinking relative to 

cognitive strain. The evidence of conceptual development throuehout the 

age range is reviewed in the light of these hypotheses# Finally the 

possibility of using the method of analysis to evaluate proposed plans 

for tea dhing1l earning situations is examined, illustrating some variations 

of individual attacks on a particular problem in a planned framework. 


